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She

Sleeps.
—

We

“This little Poem was found: for the first time among
the papers of one of our appreciative readers and valued
contributors, who has very recently
fallen asleep in Jesus. Itis at once an expression of for cheerful Christian
faith, and of her wish to soothe the hearts which she
knew her departure would sadden.

Thy loved one sleeps!

~

Low lies hét head on pillows
-.Of forgetfulness.
Life’s billows,
Surging o’er the soul, break not
Her calm repose.
All pain forgot,—
©
She sle
She sleeps!
The an
right,

Hush, murmuring heart!
wailing grief must ne’er intrude

Thy

Upon her deathly solitude!” ~7 ~
Breathg o'er her couth a silent prayer
For strength thy heavy cross to bear;

EY

——

le

Take this with thee,—
This cheering thought!
May’t be thy stay,
As lone thou treadest life's rough way,—
She sleeps; but, glad, she will awake
’Mid heaven’s own glories; will partake
Of heavenly joys of which Christ spake,—

So free!

annual

EE

]

Oct. 30, 1869.

last

March,

and

has

and

community.

classes

for in-

quirers and house-visitation. Bro. H. is
remarkably adapted to this kind of labor,
aly seems to enjoy it much. His faithful efforts at this place have been a great blessing to our people. It is to be hoped that
this kind of work mgy be continued inthe
mission by the appointment of an evangelist every year. Itis due to our departed
brother Miller to say that this movement,
originated. here with him. It has already
proved no small blessing to our churches.
This week the Santal teachers
have
been in convention here for purposes of
special training and organization.
There
are now thirty-five of these young men engaged in the jungle schools, and there are in

about seven hundred

and

© fifty phpils. under their instruction. It is
gratifyingto mark a decided improvement
in the teachers. They give ample evidence
of having studied diligently during

since

they

the past

were here last.

R. L. Martin, Esq.,—our Government InSpector of schools in this District,—has been

in regular attendance on the exercises this
week, and has manifested a very commendable interest in the education of this
wild and ignorant race. Mr. M. is one of
our truest friends and patrons, and from his

first comingto Midnapore, he has cheered
and helped us much ine the mjssion work.

the Lord richly reward

friends are rare in India,

him.

Such

we

count

hence

them precious.
Last evening while we were preaching
near Jagannath's temple, a Hindu came up
to me,and said hurriedly,

‘‘Bangsi Mahanti

is dead!” For several weeks our brother
Hd been ill, but we were hardly prepared
hear sosoon of his

death,

Madhu Das,

“our lay preacher, was sent out to Degadia’
a month ago to be with the sick and sinking
old man. -He ‘conversed much with him
_ about the Christian hope, and found him
firmly resting on Jesus Christ as the only
Saviour of sinners. I have not yet received
the patticulars of his death, hence

can

say

buta word. One of us will be going out to
Degadia soon, and can then obtain full information regarding his ‘last shours. Our

brother leaves a family of six persons,

but

they are abundantly provided for, so far as

worldly goods are concerned. Oar widowed sister is a prudent woman, and competent to govern her children properly. The
eldest daughter was married two or three
years ago to a Christian farmer. The only
son, now a lad of fifteen, was baptized at
the same time as his parents, and bids fair
to make himself useful. The younger
children are daughters,

and

are

all“bright

and promising.
Tt is now probable that
the family will leave the old home and
move to Bandarmani, where the son-in-law

lived.

\

This

village

is only

miles from here, and can

twenty-two

be more

conven-

iently reached for Sabbath supply than De-

gadia, which is almost double that distance.
It is not my present purpose to speak of
the probable influence of our brother's life

and death upon
which

the pagan

he lived, and

At the time of his death the new

edition

of

the Hindu Bible was passing through the
press. I am not aware that, in point of
eminent qualifications, he leaves any person in the field so competent to carry on
this important work.
i

We should bear in mind
than a person,
each
day in

community

vpon

his

in

relatives

among whom he publicly professed Chrisdiapiiiein

» sidan

¥

our brethren, who feel :that

we have

done

enough for India, think of this. "Shall
do more or shall we do less for

we

these

hea-

then? Brethren, consider these things. By
the help of God's holy word and by earnest
prayer seek to answer these questions.

J.L.P.

Reconstruction

We have received from Mr. A. B. Corliss, who has been for a considerable

time

éngaged as teacher of a colored school in
North Carolina, a long. and detailed account of his recent.capture ard brutal treatment by a band of masked ruffians, "who
manifestly represented a considerable organization that exists in several of the
Southern states.
It shows that the old

spiri¢ of secession and hatred still lingers,
and hs noting save the presence
eral doldiers suffices

to hold

the

of fedbad

pas-

sions in check. We trust that such experiences as this will grow more and more
rare, and that a

better

local

public

senti-

from our quiet sleep by the

heavy

thunder-

pers inan adjoining room, F. exclaimed,
*“ the Ku Klux have come!”
We quickly
left our bed.
Five men entered our room,

disguised.
from two

F. endeavored to tear the masks
of them,

moustache of cone.

and

secured

the

false

They had seized me by

the feetand arms, and were
out at the door.
We shouted

hurrying me
for help, but

our neighbors were too panic-stricken to
assist. They struck my wife twice on the
head with a revolver to hush Ler screams.
She fell

back,

but

soon

rushed from the house

rallied again

with blood

and

flowing

over her face, and quickly roused the whole
village.

Meantime

these

ruffians

were

bearing me on, regardless of my comfort,
to athicketone and a half miles distant.

When they seized the foot connected with
my Jiseased knee joint, I begged them to
carry me in a way to favor it, but they had
no time to parley.
Every rough jolt would
cause me to scream with agony. They beat

me on the head with pistols, and threatened

to blow my brains out if I did not keep
quiet. Their blows stunned me for a while,
but their jerking at my feet, and the scretches from the thorn bushes beneath me, arous-

teaching niggers, and leave the state within
ten days, or they would visit me again and
serve me worse. At the word of command
they glided rapidly away. I called to them
to tell me the nearest dwelling. “One waved his hand and said, ¢ Here is. the road,
but I know of no house.” Though I feared
Tmight perish for want of human aid, I was

glad to see them 'digappegr.

The frantic

cries of my wite came
ears, and nerved me. - My strength held out till I reached
my own firgside, thankful that my life was
preserved.
Ifour sufferings will, in any
degree, hasten legislation to prevent these

evils, I shall feel that they have

not been

in vain.
In this vicinity, lately, two white
men and nine colereds have been badly
scourged, for being too radical, or patroniz-

ing Yankee schools. Three negroes have
been hung at night, and their bpdies remained suspended three days bgfore the
sheriff cut them down.

A

Look

at the

Chinese.

BR

An intelligent Christian gentleman, who
resides in Chicago, is visiting ‘California
and

traveling

over

the

country,

and

he

writes home, giving the following testimony
respecting
the immigrants from the Flowery
Kingdom. .We copy from te Advance:
It may not be generally known in the Atlantic States, that, in consequence of the
systematic abuse of the Chinese in San
Francisco, and from the fact that the police
of the city winked at these abuses, a movement was made by numerous merchants
and humane Christian men, to protectthem

from this

ill-treatment.

The

offspring

of

this movement was “The San Francisco
Chinese Protection Society ;” and it has an
active and efficient police force in continual

but I could not.

They raised me

my crutches,

They

cle and gave an unearthly
leader

counted,

‘‘ one,

While
and a

fell thick and fast upon my

naked back,

nearly five

ald
foreign

increasing ‘ with China;
tradéf Hongkong

alone,

$100,000,000 & yeag, for

which

France

are

and

Germagy

the

is now
England,

competing.

but

our

civilization,

our ideas

and

Christianity, with love for a lever,

will

our
re-

act upon them, and in God’s good time,
these sharp, shrewd, philosophic minds will
turn to the ‘‘despised Nazarene” for salvation ; and then go back to tell their benighted countrymen the glad tidings.

Second, as to the moral status of the Chinese, in California.
There are 32,000 adult
male Chinese in the State; there are more

concluding remark, he turns for a moment
to those who are already church-members,
and in a most impressive manner, and

* AfView of the Universe.
a

ee

The astronomer is accustomed to inspect:
such phases of the material universe as inpress with the majesty of the creation and

ought

to beget a profound

the Creator.

veneration

fof

Young says, not without rea-

son:

,

Eh

“An undevout astronomer is mad.”

A writer in a recent issue of the North British
Review thus speaks of sume of the facts and
suggestions which astronomy has to offer:
In wafting ourselvés in imagination to
our own satellite, (the moon,) we have
passed over a distance equal to thirty times
the diameter of our globe. In advancing
to the sun we travel over a distance equal

at this movement, and say that personal
governmentis now at an end in France,

had: employed,

chapter of the liberal empire.

suddenly

and that the letter to Ollivier

interposed; and,

lifting up his hands and his face heaven-

The effect of this unexpected

yet by no

The

means untimely sally, as we are wont to
say, may be more easily imagined than descried.

abyss.

The

telescope,

unfathomable

however,

and

the

Christmas.

Few indeed were the eyes in that

many

a longer sermon.

had become

their clusters, and

their nebulous combina-

unphilosophical to

assign limits to creation as to give it an infinite range. In this rapid flight into space,
dimension,

and

Creation

in its wide panoroma is still above us, beneath us, and around
us. The over-arching
heavens still enclose us, and innumerable

worlds sparkle in the canopy.

upon our course, our own planetary system
ceases {0 be perceived. Itssun isdim itself,
but an invisible point in the nebulous light
that intervenes.
Where, then, is our terrestrial ball,—its oceans,—its continents,—

its mountains,—its empires,—its

dynasties,

—its thrones ? Where is our fatherland,
—its
factions,—its Christians, disunions, and its

the festivities of
that

it

so far established that he” would” be

able to enter immediately upon the discharge of
the high duties to which he was so recently

I think I am not

pastor,

in that

humble

livered that afternoon

glad that we confirmed his nomination in the way
we did.
It was some little acknowledgment of
his great services
which he lived to receive.”
Members of ehh
who were here, the Supreme Court, Members of the Bar, the city government of Washington and of Georgetown, and
other public bodies, took steps to pay proper respect to the memory of the deceased.
The funeral ohsequies were observed at 12 M. of Monday
last, and in accordance with the expressed wishes
of Mrs. Stanton, were simple and unostentatious
incharacter.
It differed in no respect from-an
ordinary private funeral, except in the large and
illustrious assemblage gathered to honor the
memory of the deceased. The late residence of
Mr. Stanton, where the services were held, was
able to contain but a small portion of the assemhlage,and all the adjacent sidewalks were thronged, notwithstanding the falling rain.” Fhe funeral cortege was composed of all that was conspicuous
in digmity
or
position
here,
including the President and his Cabinet officers,

lecture-room,

de-

to that little circle

of devout listeners, was by far the most im-

pressive and eloquent appeal
was ever my fortune to listen.

Events
AN

of the
Sr

to which it
i208,

Week.

—

be learned, it would

seem

that

of the Senators have taken

a

a man

they could not impeach.

Members

majority

whose

honor

integrity

An effort is mak-

ing to have him-leave the Cabinet, but for
the sake of his personal influence, it is hoped that he may decide to remain.
A FUND

FOR MR.

STANTON’S

FAMILY.

A movement has been made at Washington to raise a liberal sum of money for the
family of the late Mr. Stanton, and similar movements have also

been

initiated

of Foreign Legationis, Judges of the

Supreme Court, the Vice President, Senators and
Representatives, officers of the Army and Navy,
public officials, distinguished citize ns, &ec., &.,
forming a double line of carriages more thun a
mile in length.
Of Mr.
Stanfon’s
character
and
services
I shall attempt no estimate.
But whatever
may be the
position that
shall be
assigned him by the judgment
of
impartial.
his.
tory, it cannot be denied that he freely gave to
the service of the country whatever he possessed,
physical and mental power, and his name must
be added to the long list of the martyrs of the
great war for the suppression of the rebellion.

this method to

keep out of their way

proud,—has

over

Mr. Stanton’s health was improving, and

mistaken when I state that that unpremeditated utterance on the part of that village

they could not corrupt and whose

ments,
—and justly, if humbly

shadow

It was the general impression that

The preacher with perfeet deliberation called,,, When, therefore, the first rumor of his
death spread abroad, it was very generally diswiped his face; and then, in subdued and credited; but full confirmation followed close uptremulous tones, -simply added, “God for- on the heels of rumor. As the tidings of his
bid, brethren, that this Yitle should prove a death spread, the thought occurred to many
mockery !”
:
:
haaly which was expressed by a distinguished senator,
It was enough—the rich substance of who exclaimed, * If the report be true, I am

mural circle, enable us to span the void, and

crossed the gulf twelve thousand times the
radius of his own system, that we. may
study the nearest world in the firmament of
heaven. Beyond this frontier lies the whole
universe of stars,—their binary systems,

‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 29, 1869.
DEATH OF MR. STANTON,
sudden decease of Hon. E. M. Stanton

threw a somber

assembly in which did not tremble the
moisture of a tear. Then ensued a mo-

the genius of a man, proud of the

achieve-

is the first

Washington Correspondence.

ward, with streaming eyes and a voice now
raised to its utmost wailing pitch, he reiterated the words, “O ye people of God !”

ATTORNEY GENERAL HOAR.
It was sincerely hoped that the Senate
would confirm the nomination of Attorney
the earth's distance from the sun. Thus General Hoar to a seat on the Supreme
placed at the limits of a system enclosed in Bench ; but his rejection by-that body is one
a circle of eighteen hundred millions of. of those displays of legislative perverseness
miles of radius, jour appreciation of distance which so much weaken one’s faith in a pol
would appear to be exhausted, and we seem itician’s honesty of purpose. So far'as can
of an

undertaken,—that

I say to you?” But at this point his rising emotions, stirred up apparently by the
vast significance of the style of addresshe

to thirty times that of the moon.
Before we
reach Uranus, the remotest of the planets,
we
have traveleda space equal to twenty times

to beas on the margin

this
the
the
the

O ye people
of God!” as if it was in his | of putting into succesful operation a constiheart to have added, ‘‘and, now, what shall tutional regime.
The liberal party is elated

mentary pause.

America should foster thgtead of discouragIf from this bourne, from which the astroing pleasant relations wil China.
I nomical traveler alone returns,
we look back

CHRISTMAS.

at

The

time-honored

festival of Christmas

did

New York and Philadelphia. Of course
Boston and Chicago will not be behindhand

not pass
without observance.
Such
of the
churches as were opened for public service were

in the matter, and an effort will be- made to
concentrate these various schemes so that

well attended, and numerous reunions of Sabschools around Christmas trees occurred. Out

the project may not fail,

as has

doors, “Young America” seemed ‘bent upon the
explosion of gunpowder, and quite a list of accidents occurred.
Indeed Christmas, as observed
here, seems to be.a Christmas, a New Year’s
day and a Fourth of July, all united in one.
They most lamentable feature I saw: accompanyihe
celebration: was the prevalence of intoxication.
Social custom here requires housekeepers receiving callers on Christmas day to set before them, and urge them to partake of, egg-

too. often

been the case heretofore.
Public servants
are not apt to become rich in office, and the

friends of the nation will welcome this opportunity of expressing their appreciation
of the services of one of its most faithful
and efficient men.

”
RUPERT'S LAND.
nogg, punch, and
The report that the Red River trouble had, ages. And when

ceased

appears

to

have been

premature.

The inhabitants have now declared their
independence. Objecting, as they state it,
‘“ to being made Irishmen of,” they boldly
ignore

allegiance

to

Canadian

claim the privilege of governing

territory.

rule,

similar

intoxicating

bever-

4 gentleman here makes nuerous calls and partakes of the hospitality of his
friends as he is expected to do, hes apt to grew
unsteady In his gait and confused in his recollections of the points of the compass.

and

ISCELLANEOUS

their own

MATTERS.

The advocates of Cuban recognition profess to
have new hopes of favorable action on the part
of this government, and are anticipating a more
imposing demonstration in their favor on the
floor of Congress, on its reassembling, than has
“Hitherto occurred, Some of them go so far as to
assert that the President and Mr. Sumnuer are
more
favorably disposed towards recognition
than they have been hitherto, but this needs confirmation, to say the least.
Brigham Young and his followérs do not intend to be ‘éwhistled down the wind” without a
hearing.
It appears ‘that a conference of the
“Latter Day Saints,” lasting several days, was
held last Fall at the New Tabernacle in Salt Lake
City, preparatory to sending forth a body of missionaries.
At this conference, sermons were
daily delivered in defense of polygamy
as a
Scriptural institution, instituted and sanctioned
by divine authority.
Three of the ablest of these
discourses were. printed and bound at their
Printing office, and a copy has been laid on the
desk of each member of Congress, as their de-

The points urged are that they

are allowed no rights, that they are opunholy wars? Where is our home, —its peace pressed; kept in poverty and in ignorance,
-1ts endearments,—its hopes, and its fears ? hindered from all civil or political progress,
Where is man,—intellectual monarch,—the and that they are being brought under the
only atom of organic lite that can pierce the same relations to the Crewn that Ireland
of the Chinese among us.
They cheapen
depths and interpret the enigma of" the uni- has sustained. The
territory which this
labor to be sure, and yet they do not injure verse, and yet the only spark of a spiritual declaration of independence covers is very
the white laborer, for the working-classes nature which disclaims the authority and great, extending
from Labrador to the
derive the benefit of it,in the reduced prices’ resists the will of the universal King? They Rocky mountains, and from the American
of provisions. There is a demand for this have all disappeared in the far-off perspec- and British boundary line to the Arctie
tive,—the long vista of space, whose apex, ocean.
cheap labor; and the ingenious, patient,
Strict neutralityis already being
persevering Chinese, with his mind, bone were it a sun, the hugest telescope would urged on theU. S. Government, with the
fail to descry. No living thing here meets desire that England,if an attemptis made to
and muscle, is just what we want.
Fourthly, as to intelligence. They all the eye,and no sentiment associated with life retain the territory, may not be allowed to
(males) read and write their own language ; presses on the affections. The tiny organisms transport any war materials whatever
they are expert and accurate in figures; of earth and ocean,—everything that lives across our borders. In addition to this, a
long petition has been forwarded to the
they.are sharp, shrewd. philosophic in their and dies,—all are engalfed in the great
The straining President, asking his aid to secure the anstyle of mind; they are far from being in- conception of the universe.
ferior,in any mental or intelectuall qualifica- mind cannot unite the immeasurable ex- nexation of British Columbia to the United fense to the bill introduced by Senator Cragin
tremes.

"The religious status of the Chinese on
this coast, is another interesting feature of
Will they eventually take on our
type of Christian civilization and morality ?
For myself, I most unquestionably. beliave

Ihave contidence, in our ideas
and in out system of things, fo believe it.
And I have ‘confidence in God, too,

that he

who made the mind of the Asiatic as well as
Euaropean,

will

find

avenues

to reach and

emancipate it from superstition and ignorance, and enlighten it with the gospel of
But to strengthen this view, the Chinese,

‘on this coast, arg slowly adopting our cué-

his: own

countrymen

here.

on the same

on this coast, is abating.

As an evidenceof

I how strong this prejudics has been, a lady

heard several voices in low guttural tones,
coming
through goashing teeth, utter

everywhere,

Our trade’is in the scale of celestial distances.

1t only remains to say . that the prejudice
and hatred against the Coinese populatinn,

blows from raw-hides and knotted hickories

Christians,

the line which we have traced is but a unit

to them

millions more than we import.

Scme have returned to China

and

let

opium, etc., we export

ments, among

Their

now,

we traversed it but in one

a cir-

three,”

And

pray for the Chidese. They are not likely
to pour in upon us much faster than we can
absorb them into the useful activities of

quarter millions’ worth of teas, sugar, rice,

Tract Society, to labor in the mining settle-

whistle.
two,

But the

distance, it would be as

And first, in the matter of trade.
we import from China about four

on their

quickly formed

they might keep out of her way.

our social and political economy.

employed in the interests of the American

shoulders, bore me to the thicket and set me
on the ground, for I could not stand without

heaven, that

port, showing the nunibers, occupations,
ete., of the Chinese, and their relations to

talk

me

in

tions. The observed parallax of one-fourth
of a second in @ Lyra, carries us four times
as far into the bosom of space; though beyond this,as we have no positive measure of

ed me to feeling again. My pleadings for toms, our dress, our language: they are
relief were renewed, and one, more humane .easily gathered into day and Sabbath schools ;
than the rest, bore me alone on his ‘shoul- they learn. with wonderful ability. Many
ders, till he wearied.
T'ben another tried have become Christians, and pray, publicly,
it, but could not move fast enough with his in our religious assemblies. One is now
burden, and endeavored to make

them

life,and therefore will never re-act upon us;

ment will,-atno” distant day, make such
outrages practically impossible. We can than as many more scattered through Nevafind room for only a part of Mr. Corliss’s da, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Colorado ;
narrative. It will show that there is great but of the 32,000 in California,only 80 are in
need yet of the soldier as well as of the ‘the state prison, or one to every 400 adult
school-master, and that fidelity and labor males, while the ratio for other criminals in
for the negro still call out the violent ha- prison, is one to every 230 of adult populatreds which neither war nor amnesty has tion. They are, then, nearly twice as moral
as the whites, and they are generally sober.
yet sufficedto bury. Mr. Corliss Says:
Third, we are the gainers by the presence
Nov. 26, at 12 o'clock, we were aroused
ing of a beam against our back door, which
was soon burst open. We heard low whis-

great task which he has

had better wish

leader examined
me,
and
enough.”
He
commanded

operation, securing’the Chinese population
from further molestation. The Secretary of
this Society has just published an able re-

Still Needed.

with a sweetly melancholy smile playing
upon his aged features, he says, ‘And now,

of the

feeling is getting tolerant and humane, and

said, “TIt is
me to cease

ay No

she

Superintendent

Christians are doing much to reach this class
of our population.
:

arise.

Te

replied that if she disliked them so intensely,

told the

I

to

5, 1870.

tum of last September. He hopes by
means to promote the best interests of
country, and expresses confidence. in
ability of Ollivier to assist him in

churches,

Chinese school, that she wished ¢‘the Chinese were all dead, and in hell!” He mildly

tried, butfell back:—¥ was lifted up and
supported. They quickly clipped the hair
closely from one side of my head. That side
of my head and face was painted black. The
scent of the turpentine revived me. They
pretended not to be satisfied yet, but their

a kick in my side, and ordered

and useful missionaries

las

for prayer and preaching,

to

| one of the very best Hindu scholars in
India, and his version of the Scriptures is
regarded as the best in that language.

ters. Missionary policy, the world over, is
either progressive or retrogressive.
Let

The plan of work has been similar to that
adoptedat home, embracing daily meetings

May

fell at his post after a brief illness. Only
the other day my father visited his hospitable home. ‘He was then apparently in the
best of health, and in the full enjoyment
of his work. For twenty-nine years he has
devoted himself to the arduous toils of missionary life without once going home to
England for change or rest. His particular

Correspondence.

meeting

months,

translatorat Monghyr,

missionary

order to gain strength. There can be no such
thing as a ‘‘ standing policy” in these mat-

a fortnight to each church

seven

The spirit of persecution, so rampant five
years ago, has now completely subsided.
Bangsi Mahanti, by the grace of God,
taught his heathen neighbors that he was
their true friend, and thus disarmed perse:
;
cution.s
‘Upon returning home from bazar last
evening, other heavy tidings fell on my
heart. The Rev. Mr. Parsons, for so many

that a denomination, ‘ho less
requires additional exercise

been visiting our churches for special labor.
I think his plan has been to devote about

the aggregate

country.

in mission policy.

A month ago T omitted to mention BTS.
Hallam’s evangelistic labors. He was appointed mission Evangelist for one year at
our

his native

in

the Lord’s blessing,

means retrenchment, and-this is a sad word

———

MibSirore

through

have died in India this year, yet we hear
nothing of the new men to fill the broken
ranks. A failuré to keep the number good,

And then depart.

Missionary

that our dear brother's life and death are
to produce great and good results,

* Several worthy

Commit her to Almighty care,

So full!

his

tion, and his labors in this have been mainly
He was reputed
in the Hindu language.

‘Who soothed with heavenly song

{

far

department has been that of Bible transla-

_, Her fitful dreams, until the long
Drawn sigh brought life's last sleep,
.Gazed on her brow, and, tracing deep
:
Its own reflection,bade her soul the impress keep
Of heavenly light.

td

ago.
Time alone can these words : ‘ THIS IS FOR TEACHING NIGords, ‘which were al- _GERS!"
ways faithfally and forcibly spoken, will
I was soon senseless. What followed for
move his old friends towards the religion he a few moments I know not, but.the light of
so gladly adopted and so’ firmly clung to, the next day revealed thirty stripes and
and advocated. I feel ‘assured, however, gashes, <I was aroused to consciousness by

years

BY M. K. G. SPINNEY.
4
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tianity five years

| show how

$5.00 per year; or, if paid strictly in ad-

YORK,

a
a

of wealth

and position

here, and an attend-

anton the Sabbath se vices of one ofthe

The infinite in

space,

the eternal

in duarvation,
the omnipotent in power, the
perfect in wisdom, alone fill the expanded
soul and portray,in their awful combination,

the Creator of the universe.

“0

ye People

of God!”

lp

Some

years ago the writer had occasion

to drop

into a preparatory lecture given in

the lecture-room of a humble Congregational ghurch in one of the little mountain
towns of Northern Vermont.:
The preach.
er—a man of a very sedate countenance
and venerable appearance—was engaged
in delivering a disconrse mainly for the benefit of some young Christians, the fruit of a
recent and very precious revival of religion, preparatory to their being examined
and ‘‘propounded” for admission to the
church.
From his accent, it was very evident that the speaker was of Irish extrac:

tion ; while from his tones, end his not unfrequently tearful eyes, it wasequally evident that he carried in his bosom a warm
and generous Irish heart..
There was,
moreover,

a vein

of ecce ntricity about

the

man, and a certain quaintness of expression
and ruggedness of style peculiar to him,
that were quite captivating.

At length, his discourse to the young peo-

States.

Contemplating an early separation

from the Crown, it sets forth strong reasons why the inhabitants should come under the United States, and not under Canadian
rule. The President and Senator
Sumner pronounce the petitiod quite an
important document.
CUBAN BELLIGERENCY,
While the Spaniards are rejoicing

the release of their gunboats,

over

the Cubans’

are becoming jubilant at the prospective
acknowledgment of their belligerency.

Opinions at Washington

have

assumed a

Boston

new phase within a week past, and it is
now confidently expected that the United
States will soon express open sympathy
forthe Cuban cause. This by no means
argues a change of opinion, The departure
of the Spanish gunboats’ did not necessarily imply that our Government was
opposed to Cuba, and whatever course may
be pursued now .will be found in accordance with its pronounced sympathies for
liberty and humanity.
FRANCE,
,
The regular session of the Corps Legisla‘tif began on the 28th ult., and,as was anticipated, the members of the Cabinet resigned.
The Emperor has written a strong letter

to M. Ollivier, urging

4

ministry disposed and competent to

—

Notes.
GO

The recent resignation of the esteemed pastor
of the Arlington Street Church, after a service
of nearly half a century, is suggestive of other
pulpit losses.
He was settled in 1824, At that time, Rev.Dr.
Freeman, of King’s Chapel, was the senior pastor
in Boston, being in the thirty-seventh year of

hig'ministry.

Dr. Baldwin had

been pastor of

Baldwin Place Baptist Church, thirtysfour years.
“Rev. Dr. Gardiner had been

Trinity Church twenty-two

connected with

years; Dr. Eaton,

rector of Christ’s Church, 22 years ; Rev.Dr.Low-

ell,of the West Church, was in the 18th year
of his pastorate; Dr. Sharp in the twelfth year;

Rev. Dr. Streeter was settled over the First Uni.

versalist Society the same year“that Dr. Gannett
was ordained.

The

Boston pulpit

has

times been considered a strong power

him to form a new

England,

apply

ple was concluded. Then, by wayof a | in letter and in spirit, the Senatus Consul. |

A

for the punishment of polygamy in the Termitories of the United States.
‘
Washington has the reputation of being a specially corrupt place.
Ido not think this reputa- |
tion is deserved.
Not only are the outward
forms of religion observed here as well as elsewhere, but it has its share of active vital piety.
More recently a very marked revival of religious
interest has prevailed here, and many additions
have beon: made to the churches.
Rev. A. B.
Earle’s labors have accomplished much good,
and the Young Men's Christian Association has
proved a powerful instrument in promoting
practical piety,
WwW.

at all

in New

Its able thinkers have been many and

they have been both felt and recognized.
—
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earnest appeal to sinners to reccive for-|

+ East London Christian Mission.
Jn a recent

article, I gave some account

of the London
tions;
eldest

City Mission and its opera-

and stated that, while that was the
mission in London of its kind, there

are now

many similar agencies at work.

“ Iwill now give some account of the East
London Mission. It was organized by, and
is under the direction of Rev. Wm. Booth.
I think he was a minister in one of the
- Methodist denominations; but about seven
. or eight years ago, he became deeply impressed with the .large amount of outside
work necessary to be done among the neglected

thousands

of London, and theredsre

resigned his position that he might labor as
an evangelist wherever the way should be
open. In August, 1865, he held a series of

special religious

meetings

in a tent

in

‘Whitechapel, intending itto be merely an
occasional effort; but it was so abundantly

blessed of God that Mr. B. was induced to
protract his labors in this neighborhood ;
and it has-expanded into an extensive mission, in which twelve persons are wholly
employed, and many unpaid helpers render valuable assistance.

The sphere ‘of operations is in Bishopsgate, Spitalfields,Shoreditch, Bethnal Green,
Whitechapel,
Stratford, Limehouse,
amd

Poplar. If you
eommencingat
the river east
miles, and from
to a mile and

take a map of London, and,
London Bridge, go down
for about two and a half
the river north from a mile
a half, you will have en-

closed in this area the whole or a part of
each of these parishes. In that area you
will find many very respectable neighborhoods, a large number of moral and Christian people, and a considerable number of
churches and chapels; but you will also
find within it some of the worst and most
degraded localities in London, inhabited by
dock

laborers,

beggars,
street

costermongers,

drunkards,

prostitutes and thieves.

alone,

cighteen

only

In

one

half a mile in length,

thousand

six

hundred

persons

were seen to enter the public houses on
one Sabbath.
Of course these persons
did net all live in this street; but it is one of
the great public thoroughfares of this sec-

tion of the city; and. the people from the]
densely packed streets and lanes in the vicinity swarm here, especially on Sabbath
evenings. It is just in these parts, among
these lowest and most degraded

ones, that

Mr. Booth has established his mission.

He says in a little book which I have before

me:

‘This is an unsectarian mission.

Our creed is the Bible, our work to publish
the gospel,

and we welcome as co-workers

all who hold the word of God as the standard of faith and practice, and whose hearts

are in sympathy with revival work.

The

means employed are: Preaching in the
open air, and in theaters, concert halls,
shops, and rooms, ir prominent situations
or very
dark
neighborhoods,
visiting
from house to house,—Bible Carriage, for

the sale

of Bibles,

tracts, and soul-sav-

ink literature,—Mothers’ meetings,—Bible
classes,—Believers’
meetings,—Temperance meetings,—Bands
of hope,—Tract
societies,

—Evening

classes,

for

reading,

writing amd
arithmetic,—Sunday,
day,
ard ragged schools,—Reading rooms,—
Penny
banks,—Relief of the destitute
and sick poor, by tke distribution of
bread, meat, small sums of money, and by
soup kitchens.”

The mission has‘twelve regular
ing plaees inthe East of London,
twe which have been added in the
London, where the way has beer
for

labor.

preachbesides
South of
opened

Four of these aretheaters,

and

of course, are only available on, the §abbath; but the ethers are halls and rooms
which can be used at other times, and
some of them belong to the mission, and
are open every day in the week. For instance, the Mission Hall, 188 Whitechapel
road, was a low beer fhouse, in which

drinking,

gambling and other evils were

carried on. Mr. B. obtained funds and
purchased the leaseat an annual rental
of £160, ($800) and has transformed it
from

a pest house

to

a center

of useful-

ness. There is here a store for the sale of
the Scriptures, tracts and other religious
reading ; there is a reading room open at
all times free, where cheap refreshments
are supplied to those who desire them ; and
in the Concert room, which will hold three
hundred persons, the gospel is j#reached almost every night in the week. A list I
have before me

shows that there is preach-

ing here six times a week, a Sunday service for young people, eight prayer meet-

ings, eleyen other religious meetings, be-

giveness through Jesus Christ ‘who died
for them, that they might thus be prepared
for this judgment. The theater was well
filled

with just the

In

all

for

persons, and last summer

seven

and

from

one hundred and

seventy religious services, out door and in,

were held weekly, and the expenses were
more than £50, or $250 weekly.
I attended the services at the East Londen Theater, Whitechapel road, on Sab-

bath evening, July 11th. In accordance
with the regular custom, there was open
air preaching at six o'clock at a number of
' plages in the vicinity; at a quarter before
seven o'clock these services closed, and the
preachers and their helpers commenced
singing, and started in procession for the
theater; singing as they went.
In this
‘way they create a stir, and excite some op-

probrium; but ‘they accomplish their ob-

jeot in exciting attention, and in leading
manyto enter the theater with them to see
what is going on. At seven, the services
in the theater commenced, and Mrs. Booth
. was the preacher that evening. Her text

was 2Cor. 5: 10. She made several mistakes.in her

but
quotations from Scriptu; re

this is what many other preachers do. I

such

but

surely

swell-

germinating, springing, pushing its
to the surface, strengthening, grow-

ing, maturing,—and now

our

eyes,

what

I

saw of him,

and

heard

plainly
teach a judgment

[3]

blessed, are beginning to behold the fair,

wants

to go, and we are sure

of one thing,

dan

ment, remembering

away wrath.”
sion,

that

‘Soft words

turn

If it be a public transgres-

the committee

on

discipline, if they

have one, and

if not, the deacon or some

other members,

should call the attention of

the church to the fact, and prompt and
kind measures be instituted for an inves-

tigation, and the offending brother kindly

treated that he may be saved.

The enforcement ef discipline should be
impartial.
The transgressions of
the
wealthy should not be winked

at, while the

minor transgressions of the poor are visited with censure and perhaps excommunication. The pastor should see thatthe discipline is impartially and faithfully administered. Although the tendency is to
laxity

in

discipline,

it is possible for it to

dope more. Delinquents remain just about
the same. Suppose another method be tried.
Let
Get deeply into the love of God.
‘‘the love of Christ constrain” in preaching, praying and visiting from house to
This will move the negligent, if
house.
they can be moved.
This will draw as

:

nothing ese will.

MORALLY BLIND AND DEAF. Too emnlted prosperity makes one blind and deaf to
the highest good. The beauty and loveliness of Christ, the

excellences

of religion,

cannot be seen, The calls of God, the invitations of mercy and of the gospel fall on
ears dull of hearing.
What can be done
for them?

God can

take them

in

hand,—

blast their worldly prospects and teach them

Not every imperfection | that a treasure here and pride and show are
He
a matter of labor. Every vain. This he notunfrequently does.
difficulty shoud be settled and every error inlove dealeth with men as with sons.”
F.
corrected, without bringing it before the] -%¢:He chastens to profit.”
be too severe.
should be made

church, if possible.

a fault, they
store

such

If one be overtaken in |

that

are

a one in

Proper allowance

spiritual

should re-!

the spirit of meekness. |

should be made

for the |

temperament, circumstances and advantages

of the transgressor, but truth must not be
sacrificed. It is a serious thing to exclude
members of the church, for they seldom return again tothe fold, bat it is sometimes |
unavoidable,

and

then

with the tenderest
one.

Mission

it should

regard

be done

for the erring
Ww.

Work.

EVERY-DAY THINGS.
This is a day of good tidings, and we do
not well to hold our peace. Four of the Santal teachers are to be baptized to-day, all
heads of families and influential men. They
have been examined three times, and give
sure evidence of having passed from death
unto life.

This is the last

day

of the teachers’

convention, and just now a prize spelling
is going on. After which and a little recess
the baptismisto take place.
Last night
was a partly sleepless one, for joy. The
harvest time has come, more sheaves are
even now ready. ‘‘ He that laboreth shall

gather fruit unto life eternal.” The mission.

aries sow the seedof the kingdom in tears
and faith, they water if in tears and faith,
and in tears and faith pray that the gra-

beyond the ocean have begun to think and
it never would

be

heard from,

and much

more

charitable

straight to the
act.

and

mark, which I have heard yo par people
quote from some old-fashioned fellow, that

Absence from Prayer

Meeting.

yf

.

“To be sure,” said I to myself, one
of our church

year

prayer

from

my

summer

tour I was altogether too tired.
One's
health is of first importance. © The next
Wednesday, which was the thirty-fourth of
the year, was a happy day for me.
Nothing interfered with my regular and established plans, and I went to prayer meeting.
How pleasant it was! Ireally think Mrs.
Lamb ought to make an effort to go. I
mean to speak to her about it. The thirtyfifth week my poor cousin wished me to
stay at home with her; she was disappointed about going out herself, and she said as
I went last week she really thought I might.
As Idid not wish to seem ill-natured, of
course I could not refuse; do you think I
Thenext week

there

thunder-storm, andI am
when

it lightens.

The

was a heavy

afraid

to go out

thirty-seventh,

thunder again. I' often wonder that Providence should interfere in this way with

what really seems to be our duty.
The
thirty-ninth was the only evening in the
week when my regular dressmaker could fit

my dress.

Bible

pathizing with us, and that only the help of
God made you differ from us?”
assured

The fortieth there was

agent, or somethingof that

him that I meant and felt exactly so.
“0,
then,” said he, clasping his hands, “I thank

man,

bathed

iz

tears,

arose,

and

with

a

are quite as binding

:

A Pinched Soul.

to be a

sort,

the lesson to your aim.
A teacher said to methe other day, that
all of her scholars studied the lesson ev

BE

No one likes a tight place. Everybody
‘calls out for ‘¢elbow room"-—room to sit,
room to walk, room to work. Space is

essential

to freedom.

How

week with commentaries.

caf a plant

circumstances;

when

Grant that the heart is to be moved, let
us see what is our aim in moving
the heart.
We wish to touch the heart; what do we

wish to effect by this touching? We wish
fo lead the heart to believe on Christ, to love
im.
*
There are those who think we have done
all when we have told the children not to
lie, nor to steal, to love each other, and to
mind their parents. A moral life is‘all they.
wish us to try for in the child's heart, for
they think that love to God will necessa~
rily follow frem these things. But this
will notdo. It is not the right end of the
matter. If you wish a man to be temperate, to be kind to his family, to act well

some

poor plant, hemmed in on every side by
rocks or earth, has struggled through cracks
and crannies toward air, light and space.
Its hardly achieved success was after all
a defeat, for the product was unshapely
.and without beauty.

How a family or an individual will suffer,
otherwise
than physically,
- through the
pinching of poverty! Pinching
is the
exact word ; for the sufferer feels as though
inched on every-side, in body and mind,
inrespectto growth, culture and usefulness, as well as enjoyment. A child born
and nurtured in such depressing circumstances isa far different being, in youth
and

been

maturity,

with

from

larger

failed to grow.

what he would

advantages.

a8 a citizen, to love

dwarfed, his powers
ence is nominal.

feeble,

his
.

_ Bat the saddest sight is, when, on

‘to the moral sphere, we

see a man

pinched seul! The largeness, which

unused

higher

as our religious

ones,

or at least something to that effect. The
next week I started, but at the gate I met
my dear young friend, who is just getting
ready to be married, and she was so anxious

I should go with her, to give some
respecting her wedding
hat, thatI
not refuse, particularly when she
trust no one’s taste and judgment but
Besides, as she will only be married

order
could
would
mine,
once

-

more

easily

be taught his duties to his

earthly father and to people around. It is
“influ- not to cram the child with theology, to
: make his baby-lips utter what to him are
rising meaningless words, to try to make him
with a grasp what the sioutest intellect shrinks
mightg from. Itis just to get the little heart to

love’ Ged. This is the sum of the commandments, if we add what natarally fol- -

lows,—the love to our neighbor.

Here some one

cramped by narrow prejudices;
or a habit
of petty parsimony has held him asin a
vice; or some crushing theological or ecclesiastical system, under which
he lives,
has limited his moral and intellectual development, till his soul resembles the compressed foot of a Chinese lady! . God has
created the soul with a host of grand
qualities and
noble aspirations, which;
rightly cultivated, lead on to infallible
greatness.
But;
like so many plants,
they must all have space, air; light. To
neglect them, to make no provision for
their culture, to offer them no. opportunities, to deprive them of exercise, is to
reduce them
to nullities, and thus to
shrivel up the soul in the larger part of
The

at

is

have characterized his nature, has been
squeezed out of him. by the tremendous
gripe of mammon;
or his spirit has been

itsspature.

not begin

no sure foundation.
And so with the child.
Teach him to love God, ‘and as his heart
warms to his kind heavenly Father, he will

has

His manhood

are
-

do

God, and all the other things will come
after ; without love to God the others have

He lacks mental stature

and breadth and weight.

God,

the outside things, but get him first to lowe

have

He

The part 1

for her then, was to drive home the- lesson
to their hearts. Their minds were informed, but their hearts were not moved.

| increase with no chance to expand its
branches? How can a man come to effectiveness without a sphere of action?
What living thing will grow under a
crushing weight? We have all seen sorry specimens
of attempted
vegetable
growth in such

:

your study for the class. Will this reach
‘the heart? Will that? Fit your study of

cif

.

ago,the last week in December, ** to be sure

could?

LT

ed for the work upon the heart; but then
the aim is not mere instruction, mere givSo
ing of facts;it is to move.the heart.
make your aim at the heart. Think over

tions.”— Packard's Monthly.

FIFTY-TWO GOOD REASONS FORIT,

weeks after I returned

Would you meet

| sensible than-that other really profane re- ~All these other things are good, are need“The way to hell is paved with good inten-

this is the evening

heart.

him in battle? would you help the child
fight him? Go to the child's heart, aim
straight for his affections, get his will to

objects that we

cannot

move another’s will, cannot make a child
love or hate.
It is true we cannot turn the
heart with our hands as we would a rudder,

but we can bring motives to bear upon it;
we can by sympathy work upon it; and

when we add the help of God,

will give to our believing prayer,

make

the mind love,. we

can

*#

God.

which he
we

draw

can

it

?

to

Dear teachers, let us have an aim.
Let
us aim at the heart.
Let us aim te make
the heart love God. —8. 8. Times.

The Scottish Martyrs.
—

E—

Their “life was hid with Christ in God.”
They habitually” ‘saw him who is invisible.” They fed on the “hidden manna”—a
heavenly and immortal food. Like the

faculties

die‘gut, like the eyes of the fishes in the
Mammoth Cave.
We see
such
puny,
feeble, blind souls all about us, making
their little stir in their small pools, and
thinking possibly that they are agitating the

steeds of Achilles,

no

pabulum

less than

celestial touched their spiritual palates. It
was this which supported them in the
moors, and gave them in solitudes and on
scaffolds meat to “eat of which their enemies knew not. In a manner we can hardly even now conceive, they seem to have
realized God in all their ways, and to have

ocean !

Mere selfish money-making does as much
as anything to belittle men who might
have attained to moral stature. They have
fat purses but pinched souls! With good
abilities for varied work in this work-needing world, they have bent all their power felt that his word was nigh them. His awe
in one direction, the acquisition of property. was as a shadow along
their path. His
But that, of itself, aside from the use to love was felt like another mantle around
which it is put, is nosuccess. Money is a their chilled and cowering frames. The
means to something noble beyond.
He renewed, in many points, the Hebrew
who stops at the money, has reached no feeling of his Maker. /No needof demondestination. More money earries him in strating a God to them,
or of demonstrat
that case no further. Substitute shoes for ing him to others. Thi} process—a proedollars, and test the principle. “Mr. A. -ess in itself impossible,
they never even athas laid up one hundred thousand pairs of tempted to perform. They lived, moved,
shoes!” Well, what of it? Does he hope and had their being in God. Every shadto-wear them all?
‘‘Oh, no;he cannot.” ow or suhbeam which fell on them was
Does he mean to give them tothe poor? that of the Great Whole.
He watched
“By no means; he seldom parts with a over their slumber; he was the real
pair in charity.” Then what about his ‘upon their mountain tops; he delivered
shoes?

‘‘ Oh, he thinks he

has been

very

them out of the hand of their enemies, and

successful to accumulate one hundred
thousand pairs of shoes; it gives him a
feeling of importance ; other men look up
to him, and say, ¢ There is therich

who can
pository
and they
have five
dies will

A.,

dxaw his order on the Shoe Defor oné hundred thousand pairs,
say that, in a few years, he will
hundred thousand, and before he
be a shoe-millionaire!"” "Ah, that

is what it means,

tern
soul
Nor
by

Mr.

sometimes he delivered their enemies into
their hands. It is curious how the religion
of the Jews has rooted itself more deeply
in Scotland than in any other quarter of
the globe; how “this fiery exotic of a torrid clime has flourished best in the land
of mist and snow. Many reasons might

isit?

A very

be assigned for this.
Both countries, amid
their diversities of climate, are mountainlands, full of bold, rocky scenery, of ra-

small pat-

of aman is Mr. A. A very pinched
finds ample room in his portly form.
do we see that the case is at all altered
reading doMars instead of shoes. Of

.what benelit is it to the world that

Mr.

vines and of rivers, and with lakes reposin
in the midst

of barren mountains, and wi

rich yales alternating with gloomy desolation.
Owing partly to their scenery, and part-

A.

has one hundred thousand dollars instead
of so many pairs of shoes? Or what real
advantage is it to himself, if he stops with
the possession, and confounds means with
ends, thinking money to be a final result?

ly

to their poverty

and insulation, both the

Hebrews and the Scotch bave been a
thoughtful people, inclined to religion, awestruck by the visible phenomena of ihe universe, and fond of looking at things in their
great masses.
More of the analytic element has gradually, indeed, been devel-

Itis right to say of a rich man, that he has
*¢ large means”; but that avails’ nothing if
he does not use them.
What correspond-

oped from the Scottish mind,
ments of Celtic and border
are extant, serve to prove a
inal resemblance between the

and
I hateagents. The forty-first there was a ingly large results of good has he accomfestival in another church, and as I am not plished? Oh, it is mournful,to see men.
sectarian at all,and think it our duty to help pinch their souls, and repress the noblest
The Brother Outside.
one another, I thought I ought-to go there. part of their nature, inthe worthless amof accumulation—in the pride of
The next week I stayed at home to write bition
having
dollars, or shoes, or acres
The National Baptist relates the followto my dear mother. I went riding the day than theirmore
next
neighbor! - Money is good
ing incident from Rev. H. Clay Trumbull : before, and I had an invitation to the thea- for just what it will accomplish when
ter
the
next
night,
and
so
was
obliged to put to use, and for no more; and the
Iwas once called to preach in a state
take this night for my letter,
prison. When
I heard the tramp, tramp, sorry. The following week though I was man fails in life who gets the money
I was obliged
We could mention a
tramp of the men, and saw them filing in- to stay at home to finish. a tatting tidy 1 but not the use.
city in which lived
numerous
rich and
to their places, thinking how few of them was making for the orphan fair.
Surel Y | childless old men, who, in aggregating
the
orphans
must
not
be
neglected
; and the dollars, had pinched their moral natures
had improved their gospel privileges, I
was deeply impressed with my responsibili- next week I was at the fair, . -I should have till it was painful to look imto their faces,
gone to meeting, but they had put me upon and see the soulless expression. For the
ty. I felt my own sinfulness, and that a committee quite against
my wish; and
all the difference sbetween me and them the next week I was suffering from a se- last thirty years of life each of them, in his
childlé¥sress, should have adopted some
was owing "to the grace of God. I told vere cold, which I.had contracted while noble.eause, or struggling institution, and
working
for
the
orphan
fair.
The fortythem so, and tried to impress it on them
it with a paternal love'and genersixth was rather obliged togo to another cherished
osity ; instead of which, each had hugged
that they should each for himself seek par- party, I though
I am principled against such himself and his property! What
- will they
don for past sins, and divine help to be things generally. But, if
people will give
holy in heart and life hereafter: While all parties on such nights, what can a person answer, when the owner shall say, “Give
account of thy stewardship; for thou maydo
seemed interested, there
was one man
est be no longer steward?"— Advance.
The forty-seventh, most unluckily, pceurwhose heart was especially moved, and
who sent special request that I would visit red upon the evening of my. birth; py. 1
Your Aim.
him. I did so; that is to say, I went down could not help that, of course, and's per
son's birthday only
once'a year, and
ss
—
the hall and stood before his cell. I put my you can go to prayercomes
meeting any time. So
The
aim
before
a
teacher
maybe spoken
finger through the grating and just touched we thought it only right to be social, and
of in two ways.
First, it is that which his
his finger. While the tears were running we invited in a few particular friends. One teaching is meant to affect; and second, it
down his face, he sobbed out the inquiry: gets dropped out of society very'soon if their is thattwhich his teaching is meant to effect.
are not returned, and I have oft- In the
way, the aim of the teacher is to
“Did you mean what you said about sym- invitations
en heard ministers say that our social duties affect,to
touch, the heart.
Some would

God, and I thank you. Iam here for life;
but I can stay here more coutentedly now
cious Lord will give the increase, and in that I know I. have a brother out in the
bis own good time he will give the increase. world.” I, too, thanked God more than ever
~ For seven years the seed has lain in the for such a gospel.
Santal jungle ‘soil, silent, hidden and unSome years afier that, I related this inciheard from, till-at last some impatiént ones dent in a public meeting, when an aged
say that

intended to do so this year; and Mrs. Lamb
says that she heard our minister say that
God wouldf give us credit for our really
good intentions, and that isa great comfort,
am sure,

Selections,

thrice

trembling voice exclaimed : “The Lord bless
should not be willing to endorse all her and have felt ‘“ disappointed” in the seed- you, my dear sir, for your attention to that
statementsof doctrine. But she showed sowing and the seed-sowers, and conse- young man. He was my son. He was afterquently have been tempted to close their ward pardoned out. He enlisted in the
e, and that all men will appearat hearts and purses to this d'stant field, and army; he did his duty fai hfully; he was
labor in one nearar home.
captured in a battle and died in a rebel pris-

nat the Scriptures

personal kindness.”

from other sources, I suppose that most of that the one-half cannot be told.
Why meeting, but as 1 have not been
there
these preachers are uneducated men, and can’t some one or more of our rich brethren, this year, it is not worth while to begin much
now.
would not, be qualified to become pastors of who have mdre money than they really I'll just wait until next week, and then bechurches. Perhaps. they do not always ex- know what to do with, just come out here gin the year right and go all the time.”
‘Well, it so happened that the first evenhibit as. much prudence as they might in fora visit? It would do their souls awd
dealing with those whom they wish to in- bodies good, and they would be sure to take ing of the year fell upon the evening of the
regular prayer meeting, and there was
fluence. But it is evident that God blesses home with them sweeter and mora useful none. The next evening we had company.
remembra
nces
and
impression
s than all the Of course, although
them in the sphere in which they labor, and
I wanted to go, I could
perbaps their very want of education and sight-seeings on, the continent of Europe not, The next week my neighbor and particpolish may render them more acceptable to or among the mummies and pyramids of ular friend, Mrs, Lamb, gave a party. Now
many of those with: whom they come in Egypt could ever afford them.
Just the Mrs. Lamb is a member of our church, and
most undeniably did wrong; but then she
contact, and may give them a readier ac- baptismal scene yesterday was worth a ‘is a very dear friend of mine, and I can go
The sides of to prayer meeting every week of the year,
cess than they would etherwise obtain. voyage out here and back.
There are very many who testify to the the tent were lined with earnest, thinking but it is not every week that I can accept an.
benefits they have personally received in men and women, respectable in appearance, invitatiox from Mrs. Lamb, therefore, sorry as I was, I felt thatI ‘must go to the
connection with the operations of this mis- each of whom had been drawn up by the party.
The next week Miss Kellogg was
gospel
from
‘‘
the
horrible
pit
and
miry
clay” here. Now, I work pretty hard, and am
sion. A woman was led to attend the
The dear fond of music, and Ineed some entertainmeetings at one of the halls, and induced of degradation and heathenism.
her husband to go with her. He was a teachers who received baptism, wished that ment, and I really feltit my duty to go
great swearer and a drunkard, but they all. their fellow-teachers should witness there, for Miss Kellogg does not sing here
every week. Yousee I was at least excuswere both converted,—the woman who was their public acknowledgment of Christ.
able.
The next week it snowed; the next
To-day
they
sat
with
us
at
the
table
of
our
once a member of a Christian church had
it rained ; the néxt it was terribly cold, and
given up her profession and gone very deep dear Saviour, and our hearts were all knit the next it was warm and thawing; so wet
into sin. When intoxicated it has taken six together in love. Té-morrew they return under foot. The next week Gough lecturto their jungle homes. They expect to suf- ed, and as Ican go-to prayer meeting evpolicemen to remove her to the station
They have already done it, ery week, J thous] t I might just for once
house; but she has becomea total abstain- fer for Christ.
Gough. The next week I
and they say with simplicity : ¢« He suffer- go to hear Mr.
er, and a new creature in Christ Jesus.
had a headache; the next a dress-maker;
ed for us ; why should not we suffer for him ?” and the next,
Her son also has been converted. Apothwhich was the swelfth, a
Are we presuming
in referring to this very hard cold. Soyou see I could not go
er says: “I have been the worst sincomforting truth P
any the first quarter.
S.P.B,
ner in the world. I have been a great
. The following week it was very dark,
swearer and drunkard, and a fighting man.
-and I had no company.
The fourteenth I
I have spent. £3 a week for the last twelve
was going, but just as I was about to start
Notes with Suggestions.
months in drinking and adultery; but,
I heard that our ‘ beloved pastor” was
GREAT DIFFERENCE. There isa state of away ; and that Deacon Quickset would lead
praise God, I am out of hell.”
He now
gives good evidence of conversion. These mind in which the ‘soul longeth, yea, the meeting. Now Idon't like Dea. Q. He
was 80 unkind as to say, upon one occasion,
are specimens of a large number of cases I even fainteth for the courts of the Lord.” that he believed that if I would make an efcould give of the usefulness of this mis- And there is a state in which one longeth to fort I might get out to prayer meeting; as
stay at home on the Sabbath, to lie on the if I were not constantly making an effort;
sion.
. London is a large place. It has more bed, or at most to walk in the fields or go and he ought to know that I always go
than three millions of inhabitants. Hun- out visiting. These last faint,” but itis when it is at all consistent. He had better
remember that ‘‘ charity covers a multiBetween these two tude of sins.” Iam sometimes obliged to
dreds of thousands*are living without God a terrible fainting.
states
thereis
a
great
differenc
e.
and without hope. Very many are in a
The first be absent from prayer meeting, but Ido
As Deacon
very degraded condition. I am glad of this isa good condition ; the other is a misera- not talk about my neighbors.
Q. was going to lead the meeting I did
:
and all other agencies which are in oper- bly unhappy one.
not feel it my duty to go. The next week,
ation to* seek to lead them from ruin by the
PAIN FORGOTTEN. ‘Mrs. Martineau says I will confess, I forgot it until it wastoo
reception of salvation through Jesus Christ. that we forget pain. She cannot mean pain late. The next week I started, but was so
Mr. Booth publishes a monthly magazine of body.. Thatis remembered and told of vexed to find that my time was too slow,
of sixteen pages, at one shilling a year.
much. Pain of mind, causedby sin, is the and I was again late. The sixteenth I did
not feel at all well, and the nextI went to
:
W. H.
worst of distress.
That does seem to be visit a sick friend. You know it is as much
much forgotten.
Wrongis done, there is our duty to visit the sick as it is to attend
suffering, but others are not told ofit.
The Christian Church.
Sin meetings. The next week, unfortunately,
is persisted in as if past agony had gone there was a wedding in one of the other
The discipline of the church should be out of mind. Strange course, strange at- churches, to which I received an admission
card, and as I could go to prayer meeting
scriptural and judiciously enforced.
“It tempt to persist in sin asif the consequenc- every week, and particularly as the bride’s
must needs be that offenses will come,” es were forgotten! Without
repentance dress was said to be very elegant—the trail
and members of the church will backslide there will be awakening at length to pain at least four yards long—I just thought I
would go to the wedding. The next week
and conduct so as to bring reproach upon that cannot be forgotten.
I was very tired; it was our house cleanthe cause of Christ. These things should
Nor MucH EFFECT. Sermons to the point ing,and Bridget took it into her head to take
be faithfully looked after and corrected. If of not paying
for the support of preaching this time of all others to get the ague ; and
it be a personal difficulty between two
and not attending meetings, have been "then the week after that it was too warm to
members, the 18th chapter of Matthew preached.
my hood, and my new hat was not
The truth has been faithfully wear
trimmed.
gives plain directions how the offended
presented on these subjects, and generally,
For the next two months I was out of
brother should proceed ; but if he neglects,
so far as we have known, no special change town, and I never enjoy going to social
the church should take such measures as
has been effected. . The willing-hearted,
who meetings where I am a stranger, and so I
would be most likely to effect an adjusthave been somewhat faithful, may have did not think itv best to-go. The first two

the

thousand

whom

ing,
way

thanking you for-your sermon and your

rich frait.
Th
:
Ocr. 30th. It isof no use to try to write
terwards informed that several persons properly or methodically,—we are too happy. Perhaps it would be better not to
found peace in believing that evening.
I met one of Mr. Booth’s preachers a write at all lest it might be supposed that
number of times while I was in London, the writing is merely for effect, but the pen

preaching places of the mission, there is
free acoemmodation

for

tal life, has been slowly

and immor-

meeting closed “tha.gxeneises, and I was af-

sides others for the promotion of the moral

improvement of the people.

class

services are intended, and Mrs. B. held the
attention of her audience during a sermon
which lasted fifty-five minutes. A prayer

All this while, the seed. containing in it- | on, to the last moment thanking God, and

self the elements of a glorious

two nations, which

but the fragpoetry whic
striking origgenius of the

in both was bold, figur-

ative, lyrical, and fonder of the rude sublime than of the delicate and the beautiful.
Hence one reason of the ready and warm
reception with which Christianity was welcomed in Scotland, the tenacity with which
it has been retained, and the deep and solemn coloring with which it has tinged the

popular mind.

Hence,

too,

the

reason

why the spirit of the Old Testament
met with a profourder response than
of the new; the cosmopolitan aspect,
loving
spirit, the gentle and childlike
of

which

were

less congenial

has
that
the
tone

than the set

verer. purpose, the sterner fire, the more
condensed and darker zeal, and the poetic
adorers of the prophets, and have been
less diligently and successfully transplant-

ed into the Scottish soil.
the Lamb

are less

Thé @postles of

suggested

to-us
by the

Camerons, Renwicks, and Rutherfords, than
are

the

of the

Elijahs, Ezekiels,

old

dispensation,

and

Malachis

in their

‘‘deep-

ment of their Woughs and . style,

which

farrowed garments of trembling,” the
metaphorical speech, the hurrying move-

seems to fling itself, like
an impatient
eagle, from crag to crag) andthe anger
which surrounds them as with flames of
devouring fire, and renders the place where

they stand

dreadful and insulated, like the

top of Sinai on that morning when it was

have us lobk solely at the mind, making “all of a smoke,” as the feet of Jehovah
the iptellectual part of the scholar the only burned upon it.— Gilfillan.
thing to be worked upon. They say:
!
Teach the child the meaning of the sacred words ; show him

the

exact place

Thankfulness,

on

the earth’s surface where these words were

uttered,

—

where these things were done;

explain the

manners

and

customs

of the

nutions spoken of ; unfold the mysteries of
the doctrines contained in the lessons, and
(at least not unless John should die), I sup- tell how these doctrines have fared in the
pose it was my duty to go with her. The various ages of the church; do all this, but
two following weeks I was just as busy as I attempt nothing more. You have no right,
could be, for we had’ decided to have a say they, to do anything but give knowlChristmas tree, and I was getting ready for edge ; you have no right to try to move the
it. I fully resolved to go after Christmas. affections or the will of the child, He is
Well, the last week of the year had come. too young to think for himself, t decide for
I was tired, and blue, #nd did not feel like himself. Just give the truth, and let it work
id seem to me that I in his mind.
i
AT

How strange! Tae devil does not plas
ny such game; he knows better; he
goes

On.

:

If one would give me a dish of sand and
tell me there were particles of iron in it, I
might look for them with my eyes and
search for them with my clumsy fingers,

and be unable te detect them; but let me
take a magnet and sweep through it, and it
would

draw te it the’ most invisible parti-

cles by mere power of attraction. The unthankful heurt, like my finger in the sand,
digcovers no mercies ; but

let the thankful

heart SWoep through the day, and as the

Gs

magnet finds the iron, so it will find in ev-

ory hour, some heavenly blessing.

|!

the fronin God's sand

is gold. —0.

Only
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"THE MORNING STAR: JANUARY 5, 170.
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. In the shadow

For in these deep’ning shadows

I told him of the

Thy truest workid done
Ami dim doubts and longings
The brightest crowns are won.

derly and joyfully he was received by his
father; but he could not understand the
beautiful, childlike simplicity of the gospel ;

Yet saddest failures merit oft

An honor scarcely loss,
Work earnestly ’mid sorrow,

I told him of the relationship of Christ as

For which you wait and pray,—
Still work mid doubt and Sorrow,
And when thy toil is done,

I told him

to eat and| wine to drink, till strength and

somewhat

Welsh mountains,

not as a dying, sinful soul, dependent alone
great thing” for his salvation.
1 repeated the promises of the word

and

look east, west,

Yonder

is a forest in

these

All

you

and

delight you,

and

please

ge

the masts of

er

port.

busy

ships in a

sorrows of life; that he would wash away
the scarlet and crimson sins from our souls,
nd make them white and pure; that he

thine

"first believe in Cbrist we see but very little

eternal glory.

climb the more we

The higher we

of him.

discover of his beauties. But who has ever
Who has known all
ained the summit?

whick passes knowledge ? Paul, when grown
old, sitting gray-haired, shiveringin a dun
geon in Rome; could say with greater emhasis than we can, ‘I knowin whom I

little child goes to a father; he wandered

could

he

which

see

and died wishing to do ‘some great thing”
for his salvation.

the

whole of the faithfulness and the love of
Him to whom he had committed his soul.
Get thee up, dear friend, into the high

—Am.

Eye to Eye Preaching.
——

—

—

in the

This

way.

directest

were

L«timer

like

men

from

full of the

-

a

ancient

comfort of

preach-

ing, I think we shall be amazed at the way
those preachers of the old time contrived to
bring their truth home.
Everything served
their purpose, and they never beat ‘‘round
the bush” to come at it. But preaching
now has got to be a fine art, and has taken

its place among the rest of fine arts.’ A

sermon must be about so long, and so logical, and so good, and be written down 80
that you never have to wait for a word, or

else it won't do. And it is possible sometimes, I feel sure, for a written sermon to
be better than one preached right out of
your heart and mind. There is a compactness and solidity to be attained in that way
you cannot come at otherwise, and I suppose men like Dr. Chalmers and Dr. Dewey
would preach better right along from manuscript than from mind ; and James Martineau could no more preach without his
manuscript than a bird could fly without
wings,

and

one

sermon

like

those

he

preaches would weigh more also in the solid
gold of truth and genius than a hundred of
the pulpit-talks of some other men. But
the popular heart still responds to the pulpit talk. Mr. Spurgeon has six thousand
eople to hear him. Mr. Martineau peraps

seven score, and I think the

sand know what they are about.

six thou-

They do

not want so much the fine gold of truth and
geniusas the warm, quick presence of a
man who may not do so much for their
thought, but still may do a great deal for

their life.—Rev. Robert Collyer.

“Some
My friend had
and

erect;

sociable,

God

boy,

him,

to

er’s box, railed out from all access

and he was the inflexible Judge and not the
pleading Advocate as well. The children
of this day, I fear, are aptto realize this side
of the case more than the other. It is love
that

very

is

Lord

The

heart.

melts the

pitiful. Let our scholars to-morrow judge
somewhat of his tenderness by our own.”
[}

God

a Father.

Christ especially
ther.

1.

———
revealed him

as

1knew my medicine was no humbug.
In about two
manths I began to receive orders for more Diniment,

some calling it my valuable Liniment, who had re:
fused to sign a receipt when I left it at their store.—
New my sales are millions of bottles yearly, and all
for cash.
I warrantit superior to any other medicine
for the cure of Croup, Diarrhea, Dysentery, Colid
Vomiting, Spasms and Sea sicknsss, 48 an internal
remedy.
It is perfectly innocent to take mternally—
see oath accompanying each bottle—aud externally
for Chronic Rheumatism, Headache, Mumps, Frosted Feet, Bruises. Sprains, Old Sores, Swellings, Sore
Throats, ete., ete.
Depot 10
Price 50 cts. Sold by the Druggists,
4t52
Park Place,N. Y.
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CHILD

*-

« This little word, Father,” says Gurnall,

Chris-

“lisped by faith in prayer by a real

Cicero, and all the famous speakers in the
world.”
¢* My life,” says Evans, *‘ hangs by a sing
:

he

time

and

had

numerous

friends and admirers ; intelligent and genial,

his companionship was sought by the wise;

:

“

my father is with me."—John Bate.

who

hardly

into too many heads, will
for them all.
of
Men will wrangle for religion;

a friend and benefactor.

find

is mind stretched forward into futurity ; he

identity with eternity. He was also convinced of the sovereignty

of God; for he

“The day of judgment will be spent in the
same way,” was the reply.

Nurses give children toys to go to sleep
with, and I have seen many sharp men sent

studied she manifestations of his creative to sleep by the judicious gift of some toy,
wisdom and providence. The greatness of or a politic pandering to some passing
:
God in all his works called forth his admira- whim.
ugliest
tion, and deeply impressed him with rever“Pretty babies” eften make the
ence and awe. He would have filled his men ; and I like a young Christian to oul-soul with the knowledge of God, for he grow his plainness; for he is then far more
loved to dwell on the purity of his character likely to keep his beauty than if he were

* and the infinity of his being, He felt the
need of some preparation t) ri such God,
willingly he would have given his wealth for
had

determined

THE

by

some

effort of

ot
beautiful all at once.
Coleridge remarked, that the great Suds
gelf in the

a

government| of

nation

are: |

Facilhis own to be purtaker in the joys of heaven. First, Security to possessors ; second,
He 'wished, and was willing, to do * some ity to acquirers; and, thirdly, Hope to all.
great thing,” that he might have the peace
A Scotch Elder, on learning from his

hich passeth all 'nndestanding. hey an

ministerthat
Ld

he proposed
ris
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mums at Industrial Exhibitions, including the PARIS
EXPOSITION, and a demand for them far exceeding
that for any other instruments of the clag 8.

ears

istics which gather around the persons
write for
the truly
generous-hearted were concen- it; fight for it; die for it; anytbing but,—
trated in him; he was an ornament and live for. it.
blessing to the world ; to know him was to
Tt is observable thatin general those who
love him,
But my friend was not a Christian. His 1 have least religion to lose are most ready to
intelligence had convinced him of his im- thrust it into id
mortality ; for he felt in his own soul the
“J never goto church,” said one: “I
longings and strugglings for immortality. spend my Sunday in settling accounts.”

~ he
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AT

gravings, and is full of attractive reading and sound

recollection, and that was when my departed mother used to take my little hands. in
hers, and cause me, on my knees, te, say,

tian, exceeds the eloquence of Demosthenes,
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and storekeepers through a small section ofthe coun
takingit with «reat reluctance; but I told
try. man
them to let any one have it, and ifit did not do all 1
stated on my pamphlet, no one need pay forit.
In
some stoees we or three bottles were taken on trial,
by persons present.
1 was, by many. thought crazy,

the most endearing appellation in which he
is made known unto us.
;
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said Randolph,
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soon become a
of all diseases of
Lungs.”
medicine which

A HUMBUG.

him ¢ Father.”
92. As a Father, God thinks of us.
3.
As a Father, God loves us.
4. As aFather, God works for us.
5. As a Father, God cares for us, protects

us, provides for us in the future.
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Sight, riches, healing of the mind,
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O Lamb of God‘ I come!”
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ceriainly far
most
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success.
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Revelations, cautioned him,

tures on

assurance of a glotious immortality ; but
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strength and influence for mutual support
and general reform. They belong to one
family, bear the same: family name, whatever prefixes ‘some may have, and they de-
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GEORGE

T. DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,

sire and should labor for such a change as
will allow all a home in the paternal house- | hold without subjection to the yoke of close
communion.
Ifall the Baptists in the land

$ Epgrors.

who desire such a reform, should boldly
and kindly assert their liberty, declare their
convictions and unite’ in their efforts, the

Jar All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

oi

day of jubilee would soon come. The Star
will labor for this consummation, and give
|
to the public the facts, arguments and testiA Large Premium.
mony which the hosts of workers in the
‘We have arranged to give a liberal pre- ‘cause shall supply. .
For more than twenty years I have been
mium for a little work. It is as follows:
uttering my cenvictions through the colTo any person who willsend us a year's
umns

ts

ae

subscription in advance for his own paper,
together with a year's subscription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send
a copy of Mr. Kennedy's volume,—*¢ Close

a

Communion,

or open

Communion?

1 tS
a

fifteenth

inclusive,

on

the

introduction.

years since,

the *“ Boy Preacher,”
tists, is thoroughly

past, will

and

timely.

same

firm

against

as

the

arguments

restricted communiog

in a very

clear, courteous and

effective way,

Itisa

well

made

of

We

wish

arranged,

for
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liberal premiums.

and
to

these

The more promptly

names and money are sent,

the

more

the
sure

comfort

Lord

the

sad, and

Reigneth.”
OE

sense of his power

He uttered it that

and importance as a

plans were thwarted, and wicked men rose
to power, and the godly were oppressed,

so have

send

wavering,

king, he recalled the fact that Jehovah was
Ruler in heaven and in earth, pulling down
one and setting up another. If his best

:

the present,

|

and passions raged unhindered, and
whole moral world seemed tumbling
chaos, he took refuge in the
Wh
t
the Lord was still sitting King above’

flood, calm as confidenge-and mighty

omnipotent strength.
against

his

and

his life,

To THE READERS OF THE STAR :—
My daties as editor begin with
ber.

The position signifies

this num-

work,

earnest,

continuous and exhaustive. With a vivid
sense of this fact and of my many infirmities, yet hopeful of divine help and guidance, I accept the responsibility.
Our beloved

brother, G.-T.

Day,

continues

at his

Cs

post, which is a guarantee that there will
be no decrease in the vigor and excellence
of the paper.
Whatever I can do by diligence and labor to sustain its high repute,
shall be done, and the opening of an office
of pablication in New York shall not fail
of advantage through amy lack of faithful
endeavor on my. part.
*The Star represents an

earnest,

Meee

and growing people, who are at once

devout

radi-

cal aad conservative, reformatory and wed-

ded to the “old paths,” devotees of *¢ soul
liberty” and of gospel order, catholic in
feeling and precise in faith, magnifying

“free grace”

and insisting

upon * good

with

and

de-

his people trusted,
he: remembered that
He
who
sitteth
in the heavens only laughed at mortal
fury, and the Keeper of Israel

bered

nor

slept.

never slum-

If he himself fell into

transgression, he found a reason

Salutatory.

the
into
that
tle

If his eneimes plotted

throne

will the applicants be of getting what they fiedthe God in whom
wish. We shall supply the demand while
our stock of premiums lasts. Let the orders be hastened.

and

The

it might be made more impressive to himself, and that it might act more
upon
others whose need of its influence “Wwas
scarcely less than his own.
He used it to stir various emotions, and to
aid him in many kimds of service. If he
‘was in danger of becoming lifted up with a

at once to encourage and re-

ward the effort of our friends,

well,

themes of the future.

he needed its. ministry.

is too well known to need

description. '

the

—

pages, large 16m# and lias been regularly sold at $1,00 per copy. It will be sent
to any other subscriber to the Star, post
paid, for 75 cts. ; and the same offer is made
of the several volumes of the Quarterly.

The Quarterly

me

This thought came home to David very
often amid his cares and distractions, his
conflicts and perils, his anxieties and fears.
He summoned it to his recollection because

and its

book,

all know

furnish the

*The

accounts of the author's experience, while
struggling with the inconsistencies of his
exclusive theory and practice as a close
communionist, are both instructive and
striking.

You

win souls for the kingdom. I ask the sympathy and prayers of the brotherhood, that
I may not labor in vain.
Geo. H. BALL.

interesting, able

It presents

as an editor,

My love for them grows stronger as life
flies away, and I feel more and more in
earnest to ‘‘work while the day lasts,” to
exalt the Master, reform the erring, con-

among the C. Bap-

fresh,

Writing

the same life of piety, the same works of
love which have employed my pen in the

will
the
we
the

well known

Star.

same old precious truths, the same Saviour,

terms. The
postage,—which is twelve
cents,—must be paid by those who order the
* books.
The volume by Rev. Crammond Kennedy, who was,

the

know my sentiments and aspirations.

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second
the

of

and from New York, the new office of publication, I do not feel the need of any formal

An

Experience and an Argument,”— and
also send a copy of the same work to
new subscriber. Or, ifit is preferred,
will send any unbound volume
of
to

for

hum-

bling himself in peniterce when he thought
of the fact that his chief sin was against Him
who had raised him to his post of honor,
that the eye of the great Judge struck
through all darkness and disguise, and that
his

forgiveness

alon®- could

back to the heart.

bring

peace

And when his anxieties

were deepest, lest men

should dishonor the

sacred name and make evil practically
supreme in society, he was comforted when

he had grasped the great truth that the
Lord will surely make.

the wrath of man to

praise him. And so he often came bursting
out of the gloom and the fear and the temporary distrust that assailed him, with a
radiant face and a jubilant tone as he cried,

“The Lord reigneth ; let the earth rejoice I
David’s necessities are no less ours. We
live inthe same world. The evil forces that
he saw

and felt in operation,

we

still feel

and see. Our vision is dull and bounded in
its range, even more than his
God often
seems to us too distant to be approached, or
too indifferent to care for justice, or too absorbed to take note of our common sorrows,

%

ion.

;

os

4

¥.

nts to bear, timid souls, to
victoriesto win, and the in-

pr every man is needed on the side

of right.

strength
in isolation: All evangelicil Bap-

pti

3

great Ruler's’heart indifferent to his wants,

nor deaf to his prayer, nor slow in his ministry of love. He rules so that the defiant

and reckless may not hope to escipe his
There are potent reasons for af- righteous discipline, ‘and so that no true-

filistion,as there are peril and loss of

wi

pv

tists, who love libcrty, should unite their

hearted but feeble and suffering spirit need
fear that its trust will fail of vindication or
its fidelity of reward.

5,

1870.

temper, a spirit of magnanimity and charity,
a dignified courtesy to opponents, a style

honorable feeling;

and I still feel courage,

therefore, to ask from you a fair hearing.

who mourn over the prevalence of evil and’ of speech that discriminates with care,’a Now,as I have done you this justice,
will
long for the manifest and final victory, look spirit that
scorns’ unfairness,
a calm you also do me the justice to hear me seup in confidence. The Lord reigneth, and wisdom,—and, we venture to add, a teach- riously and candidly ?
will reign till he hath put all enemies able modesty,—to mark our journalism,
Two thin
are gs
certain. One is, that Mrs.
under his feet, and given every loyal soul a if itis to be a real, a permanent and a true Stowe will make out just as strong a case
place beside him in the glory of his eternal leader of the public thought. We can as the facts will warrant. The other is, that
kingdom.—Let that tguth settle into the spare whatever of superficial and short-lived her book will have a circulation
and make
heart. It will yield a constant ministry of popularity such a change would cost us, for a mark scarcely inferior to the results reachcomfort when all other sources fail. It has the
sake of the genuine and abiding ed by her Uncle Tom's Cabin. She debeen to many like a spring in thadesert; power which wisdom and justice would serves a fair hearing and a just judgment.
We are sure that, sooner or iater,she will get
like a lighthouse to the seaman in the bring.
;
*
stormy night; like a rock too high and
There has been quite enough in the public them. She asks nothing more, The public
strong for the raging billows; like an arm exhibitions of journalism, both secular and verdict, when finally pronounced, - will acreaching down from heaven tohold up hu- religious, during the last few months, to cord her all that truth and right call for.
man weakness ; like the voice on Gennesa- illustrate and enforce these views, and
ret saying, It is I;” like the flush of morn- there is no need of specific allusions to ——BRAVELY APPLYING LOGIC. A writer
ing in the east to a bewildered traveler; recall them to mind. For ourselves, we inthe Examiner & ‘Chronicle, who belike the vision of Bunyan's pilgrim- which lay no claim to superior discretion or taste. lieves in both close communion and the
rolled the load from his shoulders, and set The ideal newspaperis a far higher and syllogism, presses home upon the attention
his heart running over with the speech of broader thing than the Star has ever be- of Baptists the inconsistency of exchanging
faith and the melody of praise.
It still come. But we hope, while standing firm- pulpits with pedobaptist - ministers. With
keeps its old power,and we need it not less ly by the truth as we apprehend it, to very great and very obvious propriethan did the fathers of the faithful.
speak it in manliness and charity; while ty he urges that, if an unimmersed ChrisReceiving this thought in the fullness of condemning public and private wrongs, to tian may not be admitted to the Lord's
its meaning, the true heart may be peace- keep clear of the temper of the pharisee; table, he certainly should not be indorsed
ful, patient, trustful, assured.
There is no while embodying life and kindling inter- | as a properly qualified/preacher of the gosview of God more impressive than that est, to eschew mere sensationalism; and pel. If he has no ‘right to the lesser
which exhibits him,—while the world is while speaking earnestly to men, to utter Christian privilege,
how can he be entiseething with sin and passion,ahd good men ourselves as those who remember that every tled to the ‘greater? He objects therefore
to a recognition of pedobaptist ordinations
get impatient over delays,—keeping his in- word reashes the ear of God.
as valid, and protests against the admission
finite calmness, never hurried, never fearof these ministers into Baptist pulpits. He
ful, but steadily pressing forward the great
says:
current of affairs to a glorious consummaOné Thing Needful.
tion ;—too wise to err, toe mighty to be bafAccording to the whole tenor of the New
tl
is
fled, too sure of his ‘end to be disturbed by
baptism does not more cerThe sacred writers have given us numer- Testament,
tainly precede
the wrongs whose defiance makes us pale ous incidents illustrative
the Lord’s Supper than it
of the character
recedes the preaching of the gospel.
with terror.
He reigns! Let those who de- and teachings
of Jesus in the intercourse of’ ‘hat is to say, Baptists
’ should not recogfy or forget him remember it and be chas- private
life. In one of those we find him nize as ministers of the
gospel those who
tened into submission.
He reigns! Let the guest of that beloved
family at Betha- are unbaptized, and therefore have no more
those who have really put their souls into ny.
right,
accordin
g to the New Testament, to
One of the sisters availed herself of
preach,
than to commun
his care look up and be grateful, for they the favored hour to obtain spiritual
instruc- table. To this position thee at the Lord's
shall reign with him.
tion ; the other was so busy with domestic the inexorable demands Scriptures and
of logic drive
duties that, in no very becoming manner, RUS.
she manifested her impatience at being left
The inference is legitimate from the premThe Newspaper Style,
to bear the burden alone.. The great Teach- ises, and the editor's
attempt to escape it is
!
—
Gore
here is a story of a man who carried a er immediately seized the occasion toim- a failure. His argument in favor of adpress on her too worldly mind the impor- mitting any
cage into court, and when
true and competent Christian
the evidence
tance
of a nobler care. He did not condemn to preach, is
against him was plainly overwhelming, his
still better as an argument for
lawyer whispered in his ear, telling him her for working, or being busy; but would admitting such persons to the supper. Dr,
that he had no case at all, and that a plea teach her that there is something else" which Bright
strangely belittles the functions
would be useless. “ Yes, I see it,” was the should be put first, viz., the good part which
of the preacher in his attempt to magnify
should not be taken away.
prompt rejoinder;
‘ but we
the duty of being immersed as a step premust say
How many still need the same admoni- paratory to the
something, you know. Getup and abuse
supper. It is not easy to
the opposing counsel, if you can't do any- tion. Not merely the miser, who hoards decide
whether
close communion wars
his gold, and makes it literally his god ; nor more strongly upon logic
thing else.”
and consistency
There isa good deal in the prevalent the votary of ambition or pleasure, who de- or upon.Christian charity. There is more
style of newspaper writing that’ suggests bases his immortal powers in the chase for determination than docility in its fight
There is akind of deliberation against both, and
sympathy with this“#Nent's ideas. In the phantoms.
the contest at both points
with
which
such
prefer mammon to God. is sure to waste spiritual
ambition to be emphsbic’ and impressive,
power and end in
the press too often becomes simply dog- They choose, the reverse of Moses, the grati- a defeat.
matic, extravagant, unjust, misleading, fications of sin rather than the lot of the
and, by and by, incapable of winning, as it Christian. They are blinded by unbelief,
——TESTIMONIALS TO MR. STANTON.
Mr.
is unworthy of possessing, the general con- think only of the present, and recklessly expose
all
for
what
they
are
conscious affords Stanton’s death brings out many reminisfidence of readers. - With people who are
cences of the great War Szcretary,and of his
>
too lazy or too stupid to think, or who are no real good.
There are more, however, who have a experience and procedure while occupying
ready to take another's ipse dixit as final
They would not be without that perplexing and responsible position.
on the subject to which it relates, this po- ‘divided heart.
God,
ina
measure
they honor religion, they The words of ‘praise are many and hearty,
sitiveand oracular method of treating all
sortsof questions may pass for wisdom and mean sometime to be Christians. But just and not a few incidents are recalled going
authority. But thoughtful men and wom- now they have so many cares,so much busi- to show that he kept a warm and tender
en very soon distinguish between asser- ness, so many other attractions, that they heart beneath his brusque air and stern
must for a while be excused. Mistaken con- manners, that his sense of honor and justion and argument, statement and evidence,
ception.
He who knows and loves us bet- tice was immensely strong, and that the
a fling and a demonstration, an epigram
and an apothegm, smartness and solidity, a

pungent repartee and a just criticism, a
lofty tone anda Christian temper, shrewd
thrusts

and fair

dealing,

buffoorery

and

wit, brass and brain.
Flippancy is not
brilliancy, and few writers long succeed in
hiding their ignorance and superficiality behind a cloud of words or a'sentence bristling with scorn.

There was never so much and
ability.

employed

there is to-day.

on

The

the

so varied

newspaper

ripest

ter than we

or love

ourselves,

in the chamber of affliction and death, but
amid all the toils,cares, and responsibilities
oPlife; that we may rightfully fulfill our
mission here, and so prepare for a higher
and better life.
Secure this good part now,

lest by a fatal delusion you lose both the
present and future inheritance.—J. J. B.

as

mischievous. “The press,
especially the religious press, should lead
and improve the public taste instead of catering to its low demands. It is the easiest
of all the methods, to pronounce an emphatic verdict over a point when there is no

can know

says: * Seek first the kingdom of God.”
Religion is the one thing needful; not only

Current Topics.

scholarship

now and then appears in the sanctum. Men
of vast learning send their elaborate productions to the daily and weekly papers. A
column is sometimes a condensed treatise.
Not a day passes but yields specimens of
literature that would hold an honored place
in any collection of elegant extracts. Plain

There is workto be done; there are distrust, and complaint bave not made the unwholesome,

sacrifices to make, persecutions to endure,
:

Let the tried and. tempted, the sad and
suffering,
the troubled and anxious, those

or too feeble to deliver the imperiled from
their helpless and hopeless condition. Our and forcible Saxon isadmirably illustrated
careful plans sometimes come to nothing, in some of our leading journals, profound
to all the followers of Christ, and welcomes
questions are put and answered in a lucid
the spirit of love and union now so prevalent, our friends disappoint our hope, our props
way, and the thought. that has been con‘break
under
pressure,
our
waithg
in
the
because it perfectly harmonizes with its
fined to the select and scholarly circle is
darkness
seems
uncheered
with
a
clear
own life-long aspirations aud utterances.
thade truly democratic. All this is well, useWe are Baptists, and inherit their histor- promise of the dawn. Wicked men still ful, grateful.
mount
to
the
places
of
power
and
influence
ic enthusiasm for religious liberty and
But there is a strong tendency to adopt
Christian charity. The logical sequence of that saintship is forbidden to reach. The
the oracular style, and write as though evthat sentiment, so dear to Baptists, and so cry of the wronged seems answered only
ery question, however grave and manydistinctly assumed by Christ and his apos- by mocking echoes. Fraud wrestles down
sided, were simple, fully understood, and
integrity.
The
good
cause
fails
for
lack
tles, is freedom of the Lord's table to all the
could be properly stated in a sentence and
Lord's disciples.
* If children,then heirs ;” of helpers, while the wretched plot goes
through by the aid or the connivance of the finally disposed of in a paragraph. The
if enjoying spiritual communion with Christ,
newspaper writer is especially tempted to
then ritual communion is certainly lawful. public. Virtue often staggers to its grave
employ the teacher’s tone,to be impatient of
he ¢‘ great awakening” under Whitefield under a load of suspicion, while shameless
opposition, te try to smut every critic and
gave birth to numerous Baptist churches, crime walks abroad unwhipped, winning the
crush every antagonist, to offer what will
compliments
of
the
¢rowd.
Truth
is
often
which could not in conscience forbid the
kindle curiosity and make a sensation, and
Supperto any of God's children.
They seen prostratein the streets. The fervent
prayer of piety brings no plain answer. A write with an eye to the temper of his
were in advance of their age, and hence
were excluded
from Baptist associations good conscience empties its keeper's pocket. readers, as the vain orator speaks with a
view of eliciting prompt and tumultuous
and forced to a separate ecclesiastical ex- The truest heroism often gets no humsn
applause. When an opponent is to be dealt
recognition.
The
hands
of
Patience
grow
istence.
with there isa disposition to convict him of
thin
with
unfruitful
toil
and
her
eyes
bloodUnder various names, these excluded
inconsistency ard malice, to wound rather
churches have existed in all parts of the shot with vain and weary watching. The than convince him, or to look frankly and
promise tarries till Faith can see no wisUnion. Their membership now numbers dom in a longer
waiting for it, and the last eagerly after the truth. And when a cirmore than one hundred thousand,and is rap- source
of comfort seems running dry when cumstance arises that sets up a public man
idly increasing. The era for which they the old
taunting question is heard, ‘Where before the community in a questionable pohave long hoped and prayed seems now at
sition, he is likelyto be set upon by the
is now thy God P”
the door. The bonds of close communion
Aye, where is he? It is well if the an- whole pack of detractors, each ambitious to
are resisted ; thousands in the Close Bap- swer may come
in the psalmist’s language, do a‘noticeable share of the worrying.
tist body are demanding liberty ; there is a —*The Lord reigneth.” For
he does reign. | Temperate speech is’ flung aside in the
prospect that churches and individuals may His throne is forever and
ever. When spasms of expression, epithets fly from evsoon practice Christian communion with- clouds and darkness
ery paragraph, superlatives are most liberare round about him,
out being proscribed as ‘* heretics” or ** dis- justice and judgment
are still his dwelling- ally drawn on, the show of zeal and the
orderly walkers,” and when the odium of place. He has not
abdicated.
Hostile parade of vehemence suggest a fever of conintolerance will be entirely removed from powers have not dethroned him, nor wrested science ; and so the work gbes on till the
this most excellent body of believers. The away his scepter, nor bafiled his efforts, nor fuel is spent,” when the case drops out of
Star will not relax its efforts in this cause discouraged his heart. He keeps both his sight, and there is a lull as if from exhausasthe harvest ripens for the sickle.
majesty and his faithfulness. The sins of tion until some new suhject comes forward
Acquaintance and co-operation will be of the world have not destroyed his interest in to meet a similar treatment.
:
great service to the Iriends
of free commun- it. Man's defiance, and beedles:ness, and
All this
is unnecessary,
unfortunate,
works.” Thoroughly evangelical, it advocates and defends the sentiments most dear

*y
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——TAKING UP THE GLOVE. Some of Mrs.
Stowe’s critics have predicted that she

would not venture

upon a formal defenfe

of her account of Lord Byron. They supposed she must be crushed by the load of
counter testimony

that

has been

bropght

forward, silenced by the protest and clamor
raised against her by all sorts of people,
and frightened at her own temerity in bringing forward such an allegation against a
great poet who had been flattered while
living by crowds of admirers,and canonized
long after

bisdeath

by an

eminent woman

who had the means of knowing him thor-.
oughly, even if she had not the conscience
to tell the whole truth. But who ever
knew a Beecher to be frightened by opposi- |
tion? Cowardice does not runin the veins
of that family ; and Mrs. Stowe isa woman
who deliberates before she speaks, and is

¥

was,

after

all,

more

conspicuous

than the officer to those who knew him intimatelf.

Here

and

there

appears

an at-

tempt to smut his reputation ; but the violent
men and the dirty papers that fling reproaches at his graye are the very same
détractors that quarreled with everything
like energy whilethe war was in progress,
and they spend their strength now in cursing
him for the very qualities and deeds that
gave him such pre-eminence in the Cabinet,
and purchased the gratitude of the loyal
millions. Their censure is the highest compliment which they cun pay him; their

praise would be an impeachment.

¢ Dix-

on” of the Boston Advertiser, who knew
him thoroughly, says:
They knew not this man who call him
harsh and cruel.
The Secretary was stern

and rigid in his duties; the man was simple and loving and true-hearted.
History

will tell of the officer’s vast labors and responsibilities; some of us must forever
keepin mind the friend and citizen as he
was in all his private relations, warm and

upright and helpful, and of gracious spirit.
Such combinations of qualities very oftappearin

en

high

of

men

great executive force.

They

one phase of such men

often

principle

who

and

see but

rhisjudge and

wrong them, or are puzzled over the apparent antagonism, till a complete portraiture
exhibits

the unity and harmony of

charae-

ter. Stanton was such a man; and the
Jines in which Whittier exalts Joseph
disposed to stand Uy her words. Her de=” Sturge are peculia
rly applicable to him :
femseof her previous statement is to ap-

pear in a good sized volume, which will bé.
issued Jan. 8, by her old publishers. Its
first chapter has been furnished to the
Boston daily papers, from which we learn
that ‘she is to retract nothing’ of consequence,—that she approves what she has
done,—that she has additional facts that will

inure to the damage of some reputations that
stand pretty well,—that she is more grieved
than wounded by the abusive articles of her
critics, that have been read by a friend to
get simply at the points made, but which
she chose not to read herself,—that she
performed a “duty and violated no trust
in giving the story to the public,—that her
sense of justice impels her to this fuller defense which ghe asks her critics and the publicto ponder. Asa specimen of the mixture of reproof and compliment appearing

in this opening chapter, we give the following paragraph :
*
3
My fellow countrymen of America, men
of the press, I have done you one act of justice-=of all your bitter articles, I have read
not one. I shall never be troubled in the
future time by the remembrance of any unkind word you have said of me,

for

at this

moment I recollect not one. 1 had such
faith in you, such pride in my countrymen,

as men with

whom,

above

all

others,

the

cause of woman was safe and sacred, that
I was at first astonished and incredulous at
what I heard of the American press, and
was silent, not merely from the impossibility
being heard, but from grief and shame.
proper ability to discussit. Very small ‘of
But reflection convinced me that you were,
ability is capable of doing that. ‘ But it is in
many ciges, acting from a misundernot very creditable. We want a Christian standing of ficts and through misguided

v

friend

“And now he rests: his greatness and

his sweetness

No more shall seem at strife;
For

death has rounded

into calm completeness

The statue of his life.”

——THE
APPRECIATION
OF AMERICAN
Carmorics. The Pautist Fathers have com-

plaine
a good
d

deal over what they

our distrust of their
representation

of

patriotism,

their

theology,

call

our misand

our

excessive charges against their inconsistencies. They claim that they are in strong
spmpathy with our institutions, but that
they suffer greatly from our want of charity
toward them. As an illustration of the
very moderate style of speech that they employ when speaking of the faith under
whose toleration they are allowed to build
their churches

we quote

and

preach

their

dogmas,

a few words from the last issue
the

of the Catholic World,

leading

Romish

periodical in this country, edited by this |
very brotherhood. They say: *It is the

competition. “There are those who try to
persuade themselves that Romanism may

still maintain its essential character and

yet beat peace with the protestant faith;

and they imagine that they see a prophecy
of such a result in the growing toleration

of the age, and in such sentences of scrip-

ture as foretell that the lion andthe

shall lie down together.

lamb

We do not know

how such interpreters would classify the
two faiths ; but if Catholicism is the stronger

| beast, we shall look for sucha quiet repose
An each other's company
lamb is inside the lion.

only when
v

the

——THE SHAKERSAT THE “Hus.” Among
the Boston notions that have been made
prominent during the holiday season, the
Shakers have been exhibiting themselves

and expounding their theology in Music Hall
and the Meionaon. About forty of these
people, male and female, appeared on the
platform, wearing their peculiar: costume,
and addresses were made by several Elders

and Elderesses.

The most significant point

in their theology was brought out}

their

theory of a dual nature,—male and female,
—in the Godhead. They hold to a commu-

nity of property,

celibacy, non-resistance,

and’ protest against civil government.
Boston listened
quietly, tolerantly and
quizzingly, and went away more charitable
than convinced. The ‘hub is still somewhat
staid in its social habits,and it venerates puritanism at home; but it opens its ear to

every variety of faith when its adherents
come to expound it, as though it would atone
for the early persecution of Quakers and

Baptists by smiling blandly upon all sorts of
heretics. It was this peculiar combination of
qualities that surprised the Frenchman into
saying, that Boston had ‘forty religions and
only one gravy.”
:
:

——PARTISANSHIP AT THE VATICAN.

Russell, of the London

Mr.

Times, writing

from

Rome respecting the members of the Council and their views touching the ‘dogma of
papal infallibility, insists that there is anything hut unity among the dignitaries ; that
cliques and factions spring up already; that

the Pope is both surprised nd

impatient

over the opposition to his prerogatives that.

even now shows itself; and that there is

much of fermentation

surface.

beneath the smooth

Mr. Russell is not always wholly

trustworthy in his statements, and is not
above the ambition to write a telling letter;

but there are many

reasons for thinking

that the following statement may be not far

from the tfuth:

I venture unhesitatingly to deny that the
Episcopal flock assembled now in ~ Rome is
at all such a happy family; and I will go
further and affirm that, behind the

screen of

Christian
decorum and harmony which
has been exhibited before the inexperienced

eyes of trustful strangers, there has been goiug on in the last week as much active in-

trigue, counter moves, and cunning device,
as would gratify the soul of the craftiest
electioneering agent.
ar
——

»

——VicTor HUGO ON GEORGE PEABODY.
The great French litterateur, writing to Col.
Berton, at London, thus speaks in his striking and characteristic way of Mr. Peabody :
Yes! America has reason to be proud of
this

great citizen

world

of the

and great

Peabrother of all men, George Peabody.
body has been a happy man who would
suffer in all” sufferings, a rich man who

thirst

hunger, and

would feel the cold, the

of the poor. Having a place near Rothschild,

he found means to change it for one near
Like Jesus Christ he had
Vincent de Paul.
a wound in theaside; this wound was the

misery of others ; it was not blood that flowed
from this wound, it was gold which now

came from a heart.
On this earth there are men of hate and
men of love; Peabody was one of the latter.
It is on the face of these men that we can see
What law do they practhe smile of God.
tice? One, alone; the law of Fraternity—
divine law,humane law, which varies the relief according to the distress, which here

gives precepts, and there gives millions and
traces through the centuries in our darkness
a train of light,and extends from Jesus, poor,

to Peabody, wealthy.

A Goop Man GoNE.

Rev. Baron

Stow,

D.D., one of the oldest, ablest, most devoted and useful of the Baptist ministers of
Boston, died recently almost without warning. Thoroughly a Baptist, he was still
more eminently a Christian.. Catholic in
spirit, sound in judgment, unostentatious
in manner, free from mere worldly ambition, sympathizing with all true men and
good

causes, doing his work as ever in the

great Taskmaster's eye,~his piety too deep
for display, his integrity far above suspicion,
strong in his human friendships but keeping his heart's throne for the Lord he ador-

ed,—he was a man whose life made godliness a power and whose death leaves the
world poorer.
THE

CHRISTIAN UNION.

This sheet has

been thoroughly and admirably reconstructed. The old audacity, egotism and belligerency which marked it while known as the
Church Union, disappeared at once as soon as

Mr. Kennedy took it into his hands. Messrs.

J. B.Ford & Co. have now become its proprietors, and while Mr. Kennedy still gives

to it his large and efficient service, Mr.

Beecher assumes the position of editor with
the issue for Jan. 1, and

will put into it his

vigorous editorials and his Suggestive

Lec-

ture-Room Talks.
Its name, suggests its
aim, and its managers guarantee its charac-

ter. Its isa thoroughly excellent paper,
and is improving every week. It deserves
and will win success.

characteristic of Protestantism to have no
fixed and permanent character,
except

TEMPERANCE
CONVENTION, A
State
Temperance Convention is called by the
Siate Executive Temperance Committee

doctrines,

to meet in Auburn
Auburn, Me., Jun.

Hall, in the city of
27 and 28." The call

is properly a broad

and Catholic one.

batred of catholicity.
or

forms

It has no principles,

which,

itself, it must maintain.

inlorder to

be

It is not a specific

error, but error in general, ready to assume
any and every particular form that circumstances
roquire or render
convenient.”
That is a. fair specimen of the modesty

and charity of the Romish church. It snggests’ that there can be no such thing as a

invites the attendance

women 'of Maine, who are in favor of ‘the
suppression

i
Wi

of

intemperance

and of the

advancement of the cause of prohibition by
all such measures as experience has demon-

strated to be necessary for that purpose.”
Rrduced fare is promised over all the

harmoui us life where two such antagonisvie ideas of religion come int) contact and railroads.
[}

It

of * the men and

ry

7

5, 1870.
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Maine Central Institute.

Its

in-

Of

“four years from Jan. 1, 1870.

at various times during
:

J. W.

expenses

O.

Rev

to

Paid

C.

Hills,

we

:
360,00
26,00

hss

Recei

.

Institution requires that these liabilities he
canceled as soon as possible ; therefore we,
the undersigned, agree to pay the sums
severally set against our names for the said
purpose, provided the whole sum above
pledged before January 1st,
specified
1872. And we furthermore pledge our-

There

sessed

by

only

will

if we

us

that I need to . love other
more,

but ‘Free Baptists

ap-

terests : in this state
both

W. Hits,

J.

-

deprived

church in Factory | pray that the great

The

BeLMmonT,'N. H.

crown

:
<
Village, Belmont, for nearly a year pre- | (0/0

Bro.
and elsewhere.
his Jabors on Jan.

ence interesting, the social worship spiritual, | count

memory of Rev. Hiram S. Sleeper, who
for some five years the beloved and success

' This tribute to his

the PenobseotY. M. to allow-it to-be a fail-

ing, and many
were the tears shed upon the
consecrated earth that protects the dust of
one of the best of men. Peace to his ashes;
his soul rests with God. Here too is the

.

companion.

.

deep

The

.

grief

of

/

.
sister S.,

and of the aged and infirm mother of brother

2

S., rendered the

exercises unusually affect-

lowly bed of Rev. Peter Clark, without a
monument.
On the evening of the 21st of Dec., the

ladies ofthe society held a Levee in the
church to raise funds for improving the
beautiful parsonage.
The house was crowded to overflowing, and, without any gam-

wish to

the

bling, scarcely any buffoonery, or other fea-

ture shocking to the feelings of the most devout heart, the society realized some $125,00
above expenses. A compliment is due to the

will soon

Sargents,—proprietors and operators of the

LS

Belmont Factory— for closing the mills be-

Pres. of Trustees.

fore the usual time to afford the operatives
an opportunity to attend the Levee. On the
evening of the 23d, the ‘‘Province Road
church,” in the same town, held a Levee, at

Mission Work in Pennsylvania.
A few words in regard to our Mission
Work in Pennsylvania may not be wholly
interest.

Not that we have

done

all we could wish or desire to see accomplished, but it is a source of some satisfaction to know that ‘we have faithful workers and a large, open field.
At our annual meeting in Sept., 1868, a
division was

made

of the

field,

and

the

work assigned to an agent in each of the
.two divisions. Rev. 8. M. Clark was appointed Missionary Agent for the Southern
and Western division, and Rev. O. C. Hills
for the Northern. While Bro. Clark has
looked" after the interests of his division,
his. labors have been mostly confined to

Harrisburg. While many of the churches
are feeble and there is a great want of
means for carrying on the work efficiently,
in this portion ofthe field, yet there is a determined;
persevering
spirit and some

tokens of good. We trust God will give
the brethren there a mind to work till they
see great things accomplished and many
strong churches built up. The Free Baptist interest in Harrisburg is prosperous,
and destined to be strong at no distant day.

which the sum of $107 was realized above
expenses. This church is thriving undey the
pastoral charge of Rev. O. F. Russell.
Not many localities are of more historic
interest in our denomination than this same
Belmont, formerly upper Gilmanton.
A. K. M.
Fort Branch, IND. Rev. M. A. Shepard writes that he has recently settled in
this place, and is laboring with the General
Baptists. There is some religious interest
expressed, and several have sought the
Saviour. He is hopeful that the Lord will
abundantly bless him in his efforts, and
requests the prayers of Christians to this
end.

of | Books. Their stock

the meetings

‘The im-

are treated with delicacy,
subjects presented
, 2, | portant
y
i

Ta
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82 A

0 | Coos Republican, Lancaster, N. H, Sept. 7,186.
D
Dg. HieHAYES is one : of the Imost 3learned and_popular
790|
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400
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and is entitled to the gratitude
physicians of the day,invaluable
It seems
productions.
raceaimfor tothese
our his
of be
to
nS Noll
induce men DS Pe
to
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

| he tells them just how and when to do it.— Farming*
8,00 | ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
popular works by Dr.
25946 | These are truly scientific and and
popular physicians
| Hayes,one of themostlearned
©. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.
PY

Journal, July,

of the day.— The Medical and Surgical
:
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-
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Married

s
Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
HER DISEASES, $2.00.

AND

OF WOMAN

Ul

the tastes of

and gratity

Next | sary to supply the wants

profitable.

J. Abbot, Mr. | key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
REVO! facili | 1m Gonic Village, Nov. 18, by Rev.and G. Mrs.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Sarah A.|

and they claim tant Welt

Ministers

and Churches.

The House of worship, erected by the Freewill Baptist Church and Society at Hadley,N. Y.,
will be dedicated on Thursday, Jan. 20, at 10
o'clock, A, M. The sermon will be preached by

Rev. G. T. Day, of Dover, N.

H.

The Lake

"George Q. M. will be held at the same place, commencing on Friday, 21st inst., and continuing

the corner.of 4th and State Sts.,and near the

Rev. D. Hyde, Conklingville, Saratoga Co.,N. Y.,
will be met at the Hadley Station, and conveyed

bors of Rev. A. H. Chase, who suéceeds Bro
Calder in the pastorate.
The
Calvary
-ehurch, Rev. C. J. Carter, pastor, is said to
be in a healthy condition, spiritually, and

Oar cause at Pittsburg bids fairto succeed.
If we had the means we coulddo a great
work in that city.’
-——

0. Hills; Missionary Agent for

All friends are invited,

sons coming by Railroad,

by addressing

to the place of meeting,

Per-

a line to

PER ORDER.

The Hopkinton and Lawrence
churches of
New York have extended a unanimous call to

Rev. J. D. Waldron, of Strafford, Vt., to become

become a strong, self-sustaining
And the new interest in the East- their pastor.
of the city is doing well, and its
are really encouraging.
Their
D.

new house of worship is dedicated and the
work of revival is going on among them.
Several have recently found the Saviour.

Undernil|

Shem

oz

Dee

ev.

an

Moderator,

was

ott

o

"

In Tar-

SINGERS

and

it seems

to

the

writer

that

reasonably

expected

from

the

meeting

house,

but we

have

no

and

we

ought

to huve

one

of our most

efficient

CoM.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

The Tract Society of the M. E. church held
its anniversary meeting on the 9th.
Receipts
from Jan. 1to Dec. 1,$18,975.61; expenses, $11,
869.46, leaving a balance in the treasury at date of
$2,606,15.
Six colporters have been employed,
but thus far their labors have not been as favorable as was expected.
ig

by

a

Donations,

Waterman and wife thank their
Rev.
friends at Acton and vicinity for a generons do-

nation on the evening of Dec. 16, which, together with sums previously received, amounted to

$200.

Rev, and Mrs, W. C. Sumner gratefully acknowledgethe recent donation of a sum of money

there

is some

prospect

of aid.

« At

Odense, in Denmark, a meeting of some 2,000
persons was lately held to consider the spiritual
condition of their countrymen in America, and it
was resolved to send'a clergyman and a layman
hither on a tour of investigation and inquiry how
to proceed.
:
;
London
There is Sunday preaching in eleven
theaters.

~ Some important reforms in the religious establishment of the Island of Jamaica have been effected.

;
It is worthy of notice that while there are
assembled at the Ecumenical Council 55 prelates
from the United States, they are able to muster
but 22 from Germany aud 62 from Roman Catholic and re-actionary Austria.
The cause of religious liberty is making prog.
Besides the convent and other
ress in Austria.
measures recently prepared at Vienna, the Hungariun Ministry have drawn up a bill removing

all the.old religious disabilities and declaring the
in tent

Stute to be ‘supreme over all religions
poral matters.
A Sixth Church has been

organized

in

Brazil

by the Presbytery of Rio. in the field of the Presbyterian Board. Sorocaba is the new position,
a town sixty miles 8. W. of Rio. It is a point

as a missionary station.
“and other gifts from their friends in Tonia, Mich. | | of great importance

Dec.

Waters,

Yalmer.

Ton

25, Mr. Ira Baxter

all of M.

use them to

and

:
Dec. 24, by Rev.I. Woodman, Mr. Ad

.SMpecial

May Felch, both of

or any

Indigestion,to use DR. HARRISON’3 PERISTALTIC

RICHARDSON’S NEW
METHOD

oceasion

LOZENGES.”—ELISHA HNNTINGTON,M. D., ExFor sale at No. 1
Lieut. Governor of Massachusetts.

Tremont Temple,
CO., Proprietors,

Qualifications of a Superintendent,
lev. B. F. Pritchard.
Qualification of Teachers and how to obtain them,
Rev. A. Hill.
Importance of Uniform Lessons,
R. Deering.
Winter Sessions and their practicability,
Rev. II. Whitcher.
Per Order of the Committee,
R. DEERING, Sec.

2m50

Carpets in large variety. Floor Oil Cloths at threequarters value. 1000 rerunants at low prices. Clos
ing out sale. NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75
Hanover

CARPKT

SHEET O1L CLOTH

ENGLAN D

GLESTON,

Letters

SCHOOL.

Editor.

The best Monthly Magarme for Smday Schools in the World!
Young

of original matter from

People to read Sunday

our best writers,

and

free copy for 5 subscribers: Clubs of 10 at 40 cents each; 25 copies

Sent for December, on trial, at 2 cents per copy.

wards 30 ceats each.

is just the thing for intelligent

afternoons.

TERMS.—50 cents a year;

Send stamp for sample copy to

Adams,

Blackmer,

&

Lyon,

Chicago,

and

wup-

Il,

the

TWO

sessien with

8. BOWDEN,

CO., New York.

SUNDAY
SCHOOL
SCHOLAR.
Rev. EDWARD EG

church at East Orange, Vi. Jan, 14-'6. A full attend:
ance is solicited.
8. W. CowELL, Clerk.

J

4151

cof Boston.

&

The next term will commence WEDNESDAY, Jan.
19, and continue 13 weeks.
J. FULLONTON.
Dec. 27, 1869.

for covering floors, in one entire

GARPET

book.—

& CO., Boston.

THEOLOGICAL

CO., Boston.

piece, at reduced prices in our closing out sale. NEW

It contains 16 pages

WATERVILLE Q. M. will hold its next

DITSON

C.H.DITSON

—A few Axminster, Velvet and English
CARPETS.
Brussels in our cloging out sale at much under price.

SWITZERLAND Q. M: wi'l hold its next session with
the Randall church, commencing March 4, at 2 o'cl’k,
P.M,
Li. ADKINSON, Clerk.

the Brunswick 8t. church, Gardiner City.

OLIVER

street, Boston.

NEW ENGLAND

celebrated

Annual sale, 25,000, and the demand is increasing.
Publirhed with hota American and Foreign fingering
ififseparate editions.
rice $3,75.
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

ster for $1.25; $2.25 3-Plys for $1.75; 2-Ply Carpets
Stair
Dundee Venetiens, 50 cents.
5% oents to $1.

W. F. EATON, Clerk.

session with

tainir g a pianoforte without this

dollar English

CARPETS.—Closing Out Sale.—~Two

CUMBERLAND Q M. will hold its Jan. sesrion with
the Little Falls enuarch, Jan. 24, 27. The Ministers’
Conference will meet on the 25th, at 2 o'clock. A ser
mou will be preached on Tuesday evening, 25th.
It
is hoped brethren will be on the ground promptly. at

hold its next

Excelling in popularity all iffstruction books for the
Piano.
There is hardly a home in the country con-

Tapestrées for a dolar and a halt; $1,765 Kiddermin-

BELKNAP, Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Lake Village,Jan. 25th. Conference
at one o'clock, P. M.
A. D. SMITH.

CORINTH Q. M. will

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

Boston, by E. A.
HARRISON &
and by all Druggists. Mailed for

60 cents.

;

The propriety of giving condition medicine to horses
cattle and sheep, was discussed and admitted by many
of the Agricultural Societies throughout
the State last
Fall, and we believe in every cise but one they decided in favor of Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders.
Good judgment,

of |

form

For

Balsam.—

of blood, and sll lung difficulties, it has no equal that
ever we saw or heara of,
~~

WHAT EVERY PERSON NEEDS is* some
remedy for habitual Costiveness. “I would advise
all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costive:
Headache,

Pulmonary

There is, probably, no way in which we can benefit
our readers more than by recommending to them for
general use Juhnson’s Anodyne Liniment. 1t is adapted
to almost a 1 the purposes of a Family Medicine; and
as a epecific for coughs, colds, whooping cough, soreness of the chest, lame stomach, rheumatism, spitting

Notices.

ness, Piles, Biliousness,

Vegetable

Prices, $1 and 50 cents.

The Sunday School Union will meet with the Cumberland Q. M., Jan. 26, at Little Falls, Gorham, Me.
The following
are the subjects and speakers for the

2 o'clock.

.

NEGLECTED COUGHS AND COLDS.
Few are aware
of the importance of checking a Cough or “Common
Cold,” in its first stage; that which in the beginning
would yield to a mild remedy,if neglected. soon preys
upon the Lungs.
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches” or
COUGH LOZENGES, afford instant relief.

TROCHES.
6m44

Diseases, the

Get the genuine.

Tamworch.
In West Waterville, Dec. 8, by Rev 8. Bowden, Mr.
George D. Swift and Miss Clara A. Sawtelle, both of
Sidney.
In Pierpont, N. Y., Nov. 27, by Rev. Wm. Whitfield,
Mr. Harvey Knox and Miss Horal Hickok.
In Wrightstown, Wis., Nov. 25, by Rev. A. Phillips,
Mr. Ervin A. Phillips of sniderville, and Miss Annie
Joanson of W.
y

cheap imitations are
nothing. Be sure to

EVERYWHERE.

diseases requiring skill and. experience,

PRESCRIBED by our most eminert physicians.

Lung

é

dison C. Spaulding and Miss Ida

WHERLOCK Q. M., VT.—Will hold its next
session with the church at Sheffi-1d Hollow, commencing Tuesday, January 25th, at one o'clock,
P.M. A full attendance is most earnestly desired
as important business is to come before the conference, Let every church be well represented,
and, brethren, let us gather praying
in the
Holy Ghost.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

Bishop Marvin is at work upon a history of
Methodism in Missouri.
One hundred and fifty clergymen
have died
in the United States during the past year.
Mr. Samuel A. Hitchcock, of Brimfield, Mass.,
has just given $40,000 for the endowment of* the
Hebrew professorship in Andover Seminary.

J.S. Shepard.

Eunice

of M. C.
In Sandwich,

Notice.

of

ea

Brigham bide gi

In Meredith Center, by Rev. G. W. Knapp. Mr. Nathan G. Piummer and Miss Sarah E. Glidden, both-

Noticesand Appointments.

preach-

The Danes in the West five. represented

Miss

a soothing effect

SPEAKERS

BRONCHIAL
SOLD

ing in this place. Some of our brethren are rich
in this world's goods, and ought to be in faith,
churches there.

May

TROCHES

:

BROWN’S

grace which they enjoy.
When the Missisco R.
R. shall be built from St, Albans to Richford,
then Enosburg Falls is tobe an important place ;
we have a church there, and a right to one-halfof
a good

PUBLIC

OBTAIN the true

the

means

they have

Troches, many worthless and
offered, which are good for

to send a
are some
they are
Baptists
could be

limited

DISEASES,

and

.

e

1

an

naernl

.

17, Mr. Frank

op

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

ENOSBURGH Q.M.—Held its last session at
St. Albans, Vt., Dec. 17—19.
But few were
present at the confegence.
Rev. J. Coffrin was
the only minister
DRlmging to the Q. M, present. Revs: J. D. Cross, from the Corinth Q. M.,
and D. 8S. Frost, from the Huntington Q M.,were
present and preached the word to very attentive
audiences.
The indications were favorable, and
Bro. Cross stopped to preach again Monday
evebing, and also gave an appointment to preach
to the people at St. Albaus,
the first Sabbath in
1870. This Q. M. needs more laborers in the
Home Mission Society would do well
good evangelist into that Q. M. Tuere
excellent brethren and sisters: there;
intelligent and liberal, and are Freewill
in reality, and are quite as pious as

BRONCHIAL

i

i

iri

di

N.

Thompson of

ephen

will most invariably give instant relief.
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT

denve ou all

.
Oct, 20, by Rev. X. L. Rowell, Mr.
"0 Manchester,

s

3

disease.

Bro.

Or-

ers, Mr.

W.

kins.
Dec. 17, Mr. Martin M. Bowles and Mrs. Mary
E. Norcross.
Dec. 23. Mr. Geo. F. Lord and Mrs.

BROWN’S

Bentley stopped and preached tothe people till
the next Friday evening,
when some thirty
asked the prayers of God’s people.
Com.

ministry,

TH ROAT

Requires immediate attention, as neg
3

N.B.—Dr.

5

Es

Dec 23, by Rev.

Nottingham,

In

laste L. Osio0d of Haverhill, Mass. ny Miss Rosia

lect oftemyresults in an ingurable Lung

other circumstances prevented a full conference,
and the number of ministers was so
that
most of them preachéd twice each. Twwi
ren were licensed to preach for one year.
Spirit of God was in the meeting, and Sunday

evening several came forward for prayers.
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Fades soon the mystic glory
That on fair childhood lies;

' And all too briefthe story
Its vanished dream supplies ;

on, as she thought a thunderbolt had fallen,

* And youth with heart high beating,
‘With hopes that spring so fast,

and there might be more of them ¢‘ awk’ard
| things flying about ;” but the man, catching

Than morning mist more fleeting,
On swift wing sweepeth past.

the sound of a human voice, stopped,

That come with manhood’s prime;

The zeal that nerves to duty,
And stirs to deeds sublime;
Ambition’s lofty scheming,
And pleasure’s cup run o’er,
‘Wealth o'er its treasures dreaming,

Success that asks no more;
All—all—years, swiftly flying,
Too soon leave far behind ;
To each year, ere its dying,
Some jewel is resigned ;
Some star that bright was glowing,
To the strained sight is lost;
Some flower that fresh was blowing,
Falls blighted id the frost.

about an English
Short.

A

ville, was on a visit

#

to

Edinburgh

shortly

after thg
passing of some unpopular public
measure t6 which he had given his support.
On the morning after his arrival he sent for
a barber to shave him at his hotel. This
man,

a considerable humorist,

let his

lordship

Know

him as a legislator.

O earth! thou ever growest
Yet poorer to our thought;
Time breaks the spell thou throwest
ranging,
see,
thine estranging,
from thee.-

what

resolved

to

he thought

of

face.

Then, flourishing hisrazor,

‘“ We

are obliged to you,

the

ber, who, after shaving one balf
beard, next
came to the throat,

‘which he rapidly drew the back
strument, saying:

of the
across

of. his -in-

‘‘Take that, you traitor.”

He then hastily withdrew. Lord Melville,
who conceived that his throat had been eut
from ear to ear, placed the apron about his
neck, and with a gurgling ‘noise shouted
‘ Murder.” The waiter immediately appeared,
and, at his lordship’s entreaty,
rushed out to procurea surgeon. Three of
them soon came; but his lordship could
scarcely be persuaded to expdse his throat,
around which he firmly
hgld the barber's
apron.
At length he consented to an examination ; but he could only be convinced
by looking into a mirror that his throat had
been untouched. His lordship was vexed

Bring man with God to live.

New Year! that with glad greeting,
Hast come pnce more to me,

ag

Though all is darkly hidden,

Along the path I take,
No

tear shall fall unbidden,
Nor foe my peace shall break;
Thy hand may kindly feed me,
Give rest by waters still ;
Or if through storms it lead me,
My soul accepts thy will!

by the merriment which the occurrence

ex-

cited, and speedily returned to London.
That was rather hard on his lordship.

°

‘Imagination is sometimes as terrible as
reality, as far as the feelings are congerned,” says Mr. Civil.

‘When years so swiftly flying,
Shall all have run their round,
When death itself is dying,

THE WOUNDED WOODMAN.

And earth no more is found ;
O Saviour, then behold me,
From thy great judgment throne ;
And let thine arms enfold me,—
Thy lips call me—~THINE OWN!

Cong. & Rec.

Che Kamly Circle.
Talk With the Little Folks.
The days are short now, and the nights
long.
What do you little folks do with
yourselves these long evenings? Study,
read, play? All very well, if you don’t sit
up too late. Are any of you boys afraid to

It would

be a

~ bad thing if a ‘ spook” should catch you,
wouldn'tit? But suppose you should catch
the spook—what then? It would be a bad
thing for the spook, we suppose.
Our advice is to catch all'the ghosts you can, and
see what they are made of.
We read not long ago of a- boy who got
‘into trouble one night—not by reason of
ghosts, though he thought he saw some,
but because he put himself where he had no

nearly fainted.

He told her he

great gash in his foot, and she

had cuta
must

hurry

and bind it up, or he should bleed to death.

She began to get his boot off carefully,
and then suddenly burst into a loud laugh.
The man’s foot was not hurt in the least,
only slightly bruised by the ax; but the
skin

was not

broken,

and

not a drop

of

blood had come out. What he had taken
for the bloody gash was a piece of red flannel which he had wrapped around his stocking that morning to help keep his feet
warm,

Of course, he didn’t faint

when

he

found this out.
¥
We should think not; there was nothing
right to be. It is a good story to read on a to faint about. ‘‘What's that, Dr. Beetle ?”
moonlight night. Itis called
Let me tell you about 2 man who was really wounded, and also about one of his best
OWLS AND HOWLS.
Sampson Wheeler was a boy fifteen years friends :
FAST FRIENDS.
old, who had a collection of birds’ eggs,
One
of
the
most
pleasing stories of the afwhich he wished very much to enrich by
fection
shown
by
a
dog took place not many
the addition of an owl’s egg.
So one evening he thought he would pay a visit to the years ago. An Austrian officer was seen
church steeple, into which he had often seen driven through Vienna with adoglying on
one or more of these birds fly. The door hisbreast. Though the officer was brave
was open, andinhe went.
But in a few and fearless, he, seemed very anxious to
a little longer, and this rather surprisminutes the sexton, having finished some live
But twice the dog now
little matter in the church, shut the belfry- ed his friends.
door without being aware of Sampson's. with him had saved hislife, and he wished
presence above. He, equally ignorant of to do all he could for his faithful friend. In
what had taken place below, came down, the last European war, which caused so

Literary Review, +

John’s

Saturday was a complete failure.

In the first place, it rained. Secondly, he
overslept himself, and didn’t get up till

breakfast was over.

Thirdly, he couldn't

find the mate to his thick boot. Fourthly,
in dressing, he got soap in his eyes and
a tooth-brush bristle inhis throat. Fifthly,
he. caught his heel in the rope door-mat,

’

Teaching, books, etc., for six years,

at

$10 a year,

and fell headlong off the front stoop. Sixthly, just as he was picking himself up,

him take off ‘those forlorn old clothes” be-

.

and tore his new coat on a nail in the door.
Thirteenthly, he comforted himself by poking ata hornets nest with a sharp stick,

25 00

and one of the hornets stung him on his eye

before hg could say Jack Robinson.

$1,623 00

teenthly,

‘“ Now tell me the sum ofit.”

Four-

rushing out to put mud

on

the

and by multiplying, found out the figures

place, he stumbled and fell into a big puddle. Fiftéenthly, the widow's fierce dog
then flew at him and tore his trowsers.

marked opposite

Sixteenthly,

_ Charles, after a little
each

explanation, set to,
article, and

adding,

‘Do

you .think you

much ?”

could

pay

as

.
me.”

taught you.

I thought

Charles for-

got who did all this’ for him, when he put
on a sulky face this morning, and went so
slowly on mamma's errand to the baker !”

The little face was bent downward and
covered with blushes.
“Let me see your account, Charles;
there is something moreto put down.
For
twelve years mamma

has loved you, watch-

ed over you, prayed for you. No money can
tell how much that love and these -prayers
When

you grow up

you

might

pay the $1,525 ; but how will you pay mamma for her love ?”
Charles’s eyes filled with tears, and he
sorrowfully said:

“I will not behave soagain. I can never pay what I have cost her.”
When mamma came home Charles showed her the account. She kissed him, and said :
“Ob! if my Charlie grows up to be a
good man, I will be paid for all.”

‘Whatsoever

He

Saith,

‘¢ My dear child,” said a pastor to a young
Christian, ‘‘ whatsoever He saith unto you,
do it.”
i
hear the

Saviour's

voice

bidding

you go, work ?”

“Yes, for many days He has been bidding me, by His Spirit, to tell a young
friend of his love, but I cannot.”
«It is a hard master who commands an
jmpossible thing, and expects its accom-

plishment.

You have a hard master, have

you P”
‘Oh no, sir, He is a dear, loving Master.”
“But He bids you do impossible things
you say.”
“Yes,

but

the

eyelid, he

fault is mine.

Iam

met

write

for

that

he

Monday.

so

weak.”
¢ Does He not know that ?”
“ Yes, no doubt He does, for, it seems to
me, I am perfect weakness.”

¢ Strange that He should give such a
hard command to so weak a servant, Itis
not right, is it?”
.
“Yes, it is all right, I know, but I cannot

doit. Iamso weak I cannot say anything ;
and Iknow it would not do any good.”
«Then your master gives a useless command, as well as a hard one.
Is He a wise
Master, then?”
¢ Oh, you show me, more and more, my

TALE
Gerald
Co,

OF ETERNITY, and other Poems; B
Massey.
Boston: Fields, Osgood &

1870. 16mo.

pp. 376.

THE CATHEDRAL. By
Same Publishers, ete.

Sold by E. J. Lane.

James Russell Lowell.
1870.. 12mo. pp. 53.

The press throws off plenty of rhymes, but it
does not give us a great amount of genuine poe-

try. Wh
someth

al
to

commodity really appears, it is
be welcomed and appreciated.

These two Vv
yield what they promise.
Massey here appears for the first time in this
country with the products of his muse. co'lected

ways having something besides the golden-hued
but empty husks. He has come up through hardship, he has fought long and nobly with poverty
and the discouragements that beset the peor in

England, but he had the true poetic fire and the
Anglo-Saxon pluck, and so his heart kept the
music. and his purpose mastered the obstacles,
He often reminds one of Burns when he sings

the songs'o

r and of common life.” He does

not lack vigoror sweetness.
But there is especially present and prominent the emphatic word
of the brave and heroic spirit, and there runs

through all his melodies a musical

thread of hu-

man sympathy, whose tone will be ever welcome
to such as find life bringing them burdens, and
who are learning how to gain victory and peace
and satisfaction through heroic struggle. The
long opening poem has many fine passages,
his
Havelock’s March has the true military ring and
ardor throughout, and nota few of the briefer

one of the bells.

“™ Ah, you cannot afford to

in which he left a legacy to a certain rela-

He then saw a rat as big as—well, he
was trythg to think how big it looked, when

his eyes fell on a skull underneath
the big
bell.

He could stand it no longer.

He yelled,

he screamed
till he was hoarse.

own rich reward. We lose much joy by
virtually telling Christ: ‘I cannot do as you
bid me ; give my work and iy joy and my
Having done this, the gallant officer ex- crown to another.’”
claimed : ‘* Now, if it be God's will, I am
‘* My dear child,” said the pastor, in concontent todie.” I hope all the boys and cluslon, + Lwill give you a motto to help
tive, on
condition that be would
charge of his best friend, his little

take
dog.

He looked girls who hear this will try to be as grate- you by the way;

out at the window, and saw two people ap- ful as this Austrian, was.

, vTo attract their notice,

Ts

he

but it went the' Austrian

Tt

wide
of the mark; sufficiently near, however,
to draw forth from one
of ‘the persons

the remark : ** Bother
the bats,
fr

one

I"

That was certainly grateful and

Toni

Finding the bat had failed'in
Vii
4

officer.

We

right in

wonder if he

it is this: ‘I can do all
things, through Christ that strengtheneth
me,’ ”

knew anything about a Friend who once

I

divine majesty.

We have already spoken of Lowell's last -pro-

duction,—The Cathedral,
—as embodying, more
than any other single poem which he has written, his depth, fruitfulness, delicacy, vigor, freshness and fire. The Publishers have done a very
proper thing in reproducing it in this admirable
holiday style. The gem has a worthy setting,
and is sure to win favor.

Vathek is a genuine oriental ro-

mance, having all the attractiveness of the Ara~
bian Nights, while occupying & higher literary
plame. Both volumes are exquisite specimens of
what the best English art in book-making is able
to achieve. Every page of the letterpress has
the beauty of a picture, and the exterior wears
such a dainty richness as to forbid any heedless

touch.

;

WILLIAM

GAY; or, Play for -Boys.

1839 to 1869. —

North Chelmsford, Mass., from
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
Sold by-E. J. Lane,

1870.

12mo.

pp. 348.

preface will not
and
Mr. Clark’s title-page
probably help the sale of his book, nor give its
possessors any special impulse to hasten on to
He rather parades his
the body of the volume.

By Jaceb

Abbott. In four volumes. Illustrated by H.
W. Herrick. 1. Play for Winter. 2. Play for
Spring. ‘8, Play for Summer. . 4. Play for Autumn, New York: Hurd & Houghton. 1869.
18mo. Sold by E. J. Lane.
ay
Mr, Abbott has been very successfll in his efe
forts to write books for the young. His Rollo

and Jonas series were immensely and widely popular, and they ave still favorites in spite of the

great number of brilliant competitors.

He has a

happy talent in making his books quietly convey
much valuable information and many wholesomé
lessons, while affording a real entertainment.

‘This new series bears the same general character

as those prepared many years ago, and they seem
to us really better than anything else in this line
which he has yet furnishéd. They picture the

sportsof boys that are healthful in themselves,
and that will be suggestive to others who need

to be taught. how to blend, knowledge and magnanimity with

pastime

and 'play.. The fact that

these volumes are issued by the proprietors of
the Riverside Press is a sufficient guarantee that

they possess all needful mechanical excellence.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
OLD AND NEW is the significant name given to
| & magazine

that

hails

from Boston,

edited

by

Rev. E. Hale, and coming as a successor to the
Christian Examiner and the Monthly Journal
which have so long been the vehicles of Unitarian writers. It is a solid leoking pamphlet of 144

pages, well printed on heavy paper, and filled
with articles that have the merits of brevity, va-

riety and vigor,

The list of contributors

is long

enough, and embraces many of our strongest and

most acceptable

MIRTHFULNESS AND ITS EXCITERS; or, Rational Laughter and its Promoters.
By B. F.
Clark, pastor of .the Congregational Church,

.

magazine writers. Messrs. Hale,

Bellows, Brigham, Collyer, Everett, Clarke and
Dall need no commendation or apology, and Mrs.
Stowe and Julia Ward Howe occupy places in.
the very first rank of brilliant literary women.
All these authors have contributions in the first
issue, and the list of engaged contributors that is

published

assures

us of something

more than

cause the grieved look or the tragic scowl
is * so cunning ;” how we visit our vexation
of spirit upon their innocent heads; how
we resent their inexperience; how needlessly or sharply we deny their little petitions, and how we ignore our *‘ Thank you,”

and insist upon theirs ; how we jerk or push
them in our impatience; how we flout
their earnest questions, and deal out <utting, cruel words of ‘* wholesome reproof,”
when perhaps the little hea%t is quivering
under some real or fancied wrong. It is
terrible to think of.
We shall not dwell upon the monstrous
wrongs of chastisement too often inflicted
upon children-+such as beating, threatening and frightening. The dear Christ
teaches no hard lessons of harshness or
brute force toward the little ones committed to our care. Even as he was *‘ subject
unto” his parents, returning meekly with
them from Jerusalem, while his child-soul
yearned to be about his Father's business,
so would he have our little ones subject
unto us. They areours to lead and protect, to teach,

warn

and

cherish;

ours

to

love wisely, to deal with firmly and reverently—mirrors of our example, gleaners

of the harvest of home life—not ours to
pet, and rebuff, and

sacrifice

to our

vitality stjll Jeft, and will more or less bear re-

said

she,

*‘to

draw

nearer

to Him

doubt, speedily

Two Lives IN ONE.

LIPPINCO®T'S MAGAZINE opens its new volume and its third year with all its old brightness,
beauty, enterprise and good taste. Its serialelement, which
has ‘been rather too prominent
heretofore, is to be subordinated to other features
that will certainly add to its interest, variety and
value.
It has always been wholesome and popular, and itis on the road of improvement.—
Phila. : J. B. Lippincott & Co.

By Vieux Moustache, au-

thor of Our Fresh and Salt Tutors; or, That
Good Old Time.
New York: Hurd & Hough» fon.
1870. 12mo. pp. 246. Sold by E. J. Lane.
OLD HORSE GRAY, and the, Parish of Grumbleton.
By Edward Hopper.
Same Publishers,
etc.
12mo. pp. 82.
CONCEITS AND CAPRICES,
18mo. pp. 96.

Same Publishers, &e.

‘Vieux Moustache has beeome very popular,
especially with the readers of the Riverside Magazine, and his story-telling abilities are certainly
of a very high order.
He here follows the fortunes of Robert Trulyn, who runs a wild race,
meets all sorts of mishaps, confronts various perils, gets into bad company, but finally turns
homeward, ends his oat-sowing and becomes a
substantial young man.
The author’s descriptive power is large, and he carries through the
whole story a dash that is captivating acd a rol-

licking

humor

which wide-awake

boys will"

prize.
;
Old Horse Gray is a rhymed story, abounding
in quiet satire, picturesque description and no
little genius.
It hits off, in a very effective way,
contentions over insignificant things that appear
even in religious circles, shows how religion is
sometimes sadly divorced from integripy, charity
and the humane spirit, and incidentally preaches
a sermon that is quite as much needed as many
that are heard from orthodox pulpits.
Conceits and Caprices is a very gopd and wellsifted collection of apothegms, such as may supply a momentary reader with a noble sentiment
for his hours of meditation, suggest a theme to
the mind of an essayist, and furnish editors with
many columns of ‘* Brevities’’ so good that they
may be safely taken at random with an assurance
that they will serve their purpose.

handles the rod.”

:

Soul freedom, or the right to worship
God as we please, is an inheritant disposition in every heart, but we are

not always

willing to concede the right to others,

One of the best things said by Mr. George
‘Peabody is this, spoken at the

late reunion

In his native town :—** It is sometimes hard
‘for one who has devoted

the

best part of

and go to sleep and dream

are here reported.

over the marvels that

d

:

Sn

SAINT

Louis, KiNG

OF

FRANCE.

By the Sire

de Joinville.
Translated by James Huton,—
New York: Scribner, Welford & Co.
1869.~
Small quarto. pp. 220.
a

Tox HisTorY OF THE CALIPH
m. Bickford, Esq. London:
Son & Marston, 1368. Sold by
ford & Co. Small quarto. pp.

VATHEK, By
Sampson Low,
Scribner, Wel189,
}

These two volumes belobg to what is known as
the Bayard Series,a set of volumes issued in
London, of high literary merit, and yet possess
ing qualities such as are sure to make them pops

attain

to

maturity, unity and
Co.

&

Beston: H., O. Houghton
Hurd & Houghton.

symmetry.
New York:

)

blood was

shed

that

—_—

y
.

»

-

THE SABBATH AT HOME appears in a new and
tasteful dress, and its contents, while abating

nothing of their high moral and

religious

tone,

gain in solidity and variety. Dr. Rankin opens
the issue for Jan. with a pleasant narrative poem

having
a Christmas

bearing; the

Hustrations devoted to the

paper and the

exhibition of Bethle-

hem are excellent and truly serve their parpose
Prof. Tenney tells some interesting things pertaining to Natural History, while Mrs. Chaplin's
serial, Dr. Lawrence's plain words on self-denial and beneficence, and various other things,
make up an excellent pamphlet and promise
well for the future.
It is a magazine that every
Christian parent may safely welcome to the family circle, and find in it both a stimulant and a
helper.
Boston: Am. Tract Soc.

.THE RIVERSIDE

opens magnificently with an

engraving representing John Gilpin’s Ride, and
the artist’s pencil has been freely employed.
Vieux
Moustache, Jacob
Abbott,
Helen C.
Weeks and other skillful writers unite with the
editor in giving us a capital number, that assures
us of a volume even better than the last,—and
that is saying a good deal in its praise.
New
York: Hurd & Houghton.

HARPER'S

hun-

who

and it will,*without
security against weakness,

production.
We hope the volume may carry
healing to Mr. Clark’s biliousness and render his
pocket-book ‘more portly.

MONTHLY” MAGAZINE

goes

oft

steadily in its chosen path, and merits its growing popularity and patronage by the character of
its papers, the wealth ef its illustrations, the

large amount as well as the variety of its mate-

rial, the exquisite chats of its Easy Chair, and

the facetie of its Drawer.~HARPER’S WEEKLY
still keeps all its old excellences and adds new
ones as often as they may be obtained by money

and enterprise.—~HARPER’S BAZAR is a thing of

beauty, and as an exampleof what a magazine
of good taste and fashion may be, it is a marvel
that America is not likely to displace or rival for

some time to come,
Zrry's POPULAR

Dictionary
suggestive
stallment
which are

New York: Harper & Bros.

CyYCLOPEDIA

and Universal

goes forward with a steadiness thatis
of enterprise and system. Every inbears witness to.the skill and ability
epaployed in the preparation of what

is to be one of the most comprehensive of all the

popalar cyelopedias yet projected; and yet its ex
tent and cost are such as will specially commend
it to the masses of intelligent readers who luck
the time to master an: extensive library as well
a8 the money to buy one. This publication will
go far toward tneeting this general demand. Nos.

75 and 76 are at hand, carrying the work forward
to Conway, and giving us the 608th page. Phila. :

T. Elwood Zell.
THE

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND

Livw

ILLUSTRATED appears in the form of a royal
octavo magazine of 80 pp., and is thoroughly

crammed with the very best material thatis wont

to get into a work that has no Wealheshel a.
Tt is one of God's greatest mercies, that hislife to the accumulation of money, to
ular with all who have anything like a healthy shams and no cant, a fair share of science,
this
world
is
full
of
troubles;
for
if
we
so
spend
it
for
others;
but
practice
-it,
and
he
might
be
saved?
Thisis
the
best
Friend
how they
literary taste, The first is a most interesting ae of facts, a little hobby-riding, varied ent:
it, and I assure youit | count
|! of the world. He was wounded
fur us, and much court her now 6he is foul, what should keep on practicing
of the good King Louis, written with all ‘ment-and- abundant common sense, Ney
we do if she were beautiful P
7
the
®hthusiasm of the true courtier and the ven. |S RL Wells.
‘comes to be a pleasure.’,
its object, we ought to love him.
died for bim—whose

|

Courtesy to Children.

do otherwise.

‘‘littlelonger” that he might make a will, Each act, each word for Christ brings its

eration that looks upon royalty as the symbol of

pieces which have been widely copied by the periodical press and become general favorites, will
not less but more interest, because they do not
appear as entire strangers.

dred weaknesses. Well for the father and MISCELLANIES.
By W. M. Thackeray.
IV.
and foundto his horror that the deor was much sorrow, this officer had been wougd- weakness and sinfulness.
What shall I motherto whom their child's heart is as
The Four Georges, The English Humorists,
Roundabout Papers, etc. Household Edition,
shut. He made a lusty noise with his ed, but ‘his own regiment could give no do?”
a holy of holies; and their child's foibles
Boston
: Fields,
Osgood & Co.
1869.
12mo.
His groom thought
voice, and with his hobnailed boots against farther tidings of him.
« Whatsoever He saith unto you, do it, and human tendencies as stumbling blocks
ph. 682. Bold by E. J. Lane.
the door, but no one was near.
Thinking perhaps if he took his dog to the battle- The Master never gives a command which
not to vex and upset them, but which the THE FAIRY EGG, and what it held. By Three
he would be more likely to attract attention field, he might discover his master. He is top hard to perform. It might be; it
Friends.
With Illustrations by Lucy Gibbons.
little
one must wisely and lovingly be
Same Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp. 164.
from a window, be groped his way up did so, and aftera long search, the dog set would be, if you were expected to do it
Heaven bless the
This added volume of Theackeray’s Miscellanies
among the bells, and waited until he should up a piteous cry. Under a heap of dead the alone, but He knows you are weak; so He | taught to overcome.
always
cheerful,
gentle-voiced,
conscien- will be very welcome, to many American readers,
faithful
creature
had
found
him.
He
was
see, by the moonlight, some one approachsays: ‘ Here, my child. Takemy. strength. tious parent! And Heaven help all those as these lectures on the Four Georges will recall
ing.
indeed badly wounded,
but not dead; and
his presence and his effective speech from the lyyA he sat quite still—or as still as his fear with careful nursinghe at length recover- It is enough. With it you can do all things, who, when it is too late, to atone, remem- ceum platforms of our principal cities, when he
have
all
things.”
Jesus
never
will
give
you
ber
with
anguish
the
quivering
lip
and
would let him—in flew.a ‘great bat, and ed, and loved his dog more than ever.
a cross to lift except He carry the heaviest pleading eye of a little face that has passed was transfusing his wondrous style with his own
Jarge and impressive personality. His rare juiciknocked his hatas if it had been a ball; Seven years passed away, when once more
end Himself. Will you let Him? A leaden away !
hf
ness and his high literary art are both well emand then, when he turned his head to see the same thing occurred. The captain's
cross lifted thus,
seems lighter than -a
bodied in this new volume of an edition that has
brother
officers,
having heard what had
what it was that had struck him, he heard a
It is difficnltto conceive anything more no equal in this country as one for the mass of
feather. Whatsoever He saith unto you,
fluttering and a shuffling behind the bells. happened once, thought they would try it
.| beautiful than the reply given by a lady in readers.
will you do it, then ?”
This was no less than a fine white owl, again. They did so, and with the like reThe Fairy Egg is delightful in its way. The
affliction, when she was asked how she
¢ Christ helping me, I will.”
!
which, as it whizzed out of the window, sult; and the captain was anxious to ‘live aboreit:so well:
*‘ Itlightens the stroke,” little people will pore over it with enthusiasm,

Sampson's fears magnified into the size of

Fl
z

merely sensational papers.
The first issue exhibits a little crudity. Vigo
misfortunes im baving become unpopular,—if we and symmetry are partially sacrificed to brevity
cuse for not writing
the composition. understand him,—in consequence
and variety in the articles. The serial by the edof having opTwentiethly, his tooth began
to ache.
posed prohibition while the temperance struggle. itor is hardly opened in this number; Mrs. Howe
Twenty-firstly, company came to supper, was going on in the old Bay State; he apologizes seems to have been stopped just when she was
and he had to “‘wait;” and twenty-secondly, for having undertaken to prepare such a book as about to say what she sat down to utter and
this, as though he deemed it an occupation ‘of what we are waiting eagerly to hear: Mrs.
he went to bed.
doubtful propriety, or was afraid of the tongue ‘Stowe’s poem is hardly worthy of herself or of
Poor fellow ! How wretched he must have
the magazine, and Dr. Clarke's“ Perfection of
or the toss of Mrs. Grundy; and he begs for pur:
been! Why?
Who said so? John never
chasers in a tone that suggests a serious query in® Jesus” is a reprint of one of his recent Sabbath
said it. On the contrary, he whistled all; his own mind, vhether the book is
discourses, which was pretty fully reported in the
good enough
daily papers, and which seems to us a thoroughto win its way by real merit, and does not need
the-time he was undressing.
The fun of it all is that John was such a to be urged by the plea of charity,~a plea that is ly unsuccessful and not very remarkable attempt
to harmonize the opposite views of Christ held
happy, good-natured fellow that nothing apt to fall dead when emanating from the shelves
by antagonistic schools of theology. Both its logof a book-store, however it may stir sympathy
ever troubled him much; and he always
ic and its rhetoric appearto us below his general
when sent out from the pulpit.
But the voluine
spoke of this Saturday as having the jolliest is by no means without interest. The humorous average. But the paper on the (Ecumenical
lot of “fixes” in it that ever a fellow had.— incidents, the keen witticisms, the bon-mots, the Council, that on earthquakes, Bellows’s notes on
Hearth and Home.
{ quaintnesses of speech, the pithy retorts, the Egypt, Dall’s pictures of life in Alaska, and the
paper on University Reform, are all welcome;
puns, the bulls, Irish and otherwise, that fill
while the notices of books under the head of
these pages, are many and worth preserving;
The Examiner are worthy of the standing of the
they are fairly classified, they never abuse modreviewers, and the Record of Progress, dealing
esty nor violate good taste, and they will help-diWorthily is this said by a writer in Hearth gestion and supply story tellers, colloquists and briefly with all the great movements of the age,
is valuable and admirable beyond anything that
and Home:
public speakérs with material that can be used to
In short, Old
has elsewhere been yndertaken.,
As a general rule, we are not half thought- advantage. A large part of them will be recog- and New promises to fill a niche of its own in
nized as old acquaintances that have done varied
ful or eourteous enough in our manners duty in our periodical literature, but they have our current literature, aud to be a power in the
It has the highest
world of American letters.
toward our children. Think of the really

Nineteenthly, his eye was so much better
that he was afraid he couldn’t have an ex-

coarse way in which the fondest of us sometimes wound our children’s sensibilities.
How we parade their special traits and
accomplishments, and ignore their individality
; how recklessly we break in upon
their little plansand pleasures; how care_/| lessly we comment upon their defects ; how
we laugh at their childish distresses, be-

*¢ But, sir, I cannot.”

“You

and

Mamie Green, the prettiest little girl in the
place. Seventeenthly, on reaching home
he found that the hogs had been in his garden’ and destroyed his pumpkins. Eighhad a composition to

dollar, grand-

‘Well, but my boy, do you know you
have to pay all that, and much more, to a
kind lady ?”
:
Charles started.
“Yes.
Are you not just twelve years
old? and that kind lady nursed you, clothed and

suddenly,

teenthly, his brother reminded him

“Oh, no! I have just one
papa gave

up

torn, and with that swollen

ed, in great surprise.
:
s
‘“Yes, itis indeed, Charles,” said the fa-

ther.

it cleared

while he was walking home, all muddy and

found that the little baby had cost the lady
$1,525.
‘ How much money!” The boy exclaim-

A

his grandmother called him to come in’
into a sheaf,—they have been heretofore scatteragain because it was raining. Seventhly, ed like handfuls of grain over the field of curr nt
as soonas he was. inside, his mother made literature, or in the form of single stalks, but al-

ran into the widow’s wood-shed for shelter,

60 Ov

Doctor and medicines, when the boy
was ill, three times, $10, $5, and
$10,
J

are worth:

I once heard of a man who was out in
the woods cutting down trees, when his
ax slipped and cut his boot open. He instantly fell to the ground, and on looking at
his foot, which by this time pained him
very much, he saw the boot gashed open,
and through the opening a blood-red substance which he took to be a severe wound
in his foot. He dragged himself as well as
he could to his sled and started the oxen,
and slowly went home. When he reached
there, he shouted for help; and as soon as
his wife dragged him into the house he

1870.

cause it was going to clear off. Eighthly,
he put his knife and new ball in his pocket,
and on his way to Bill Scudder’s house to.
get Bill to go nutting with him, he lost the
knife out of a hole in the pocket. Ninthly,
Bill had just been seized with the measles
and couldn’t go. Tenthly, John comsoled
twelve years of age, she wrote out the ac- himself with pitching his ball, and it went
count thus:
plump into the cornfield and. was lost forA nurse for keeping infant three years,
ever... Eleventhly,
he ran into Widow
at $100 a year,
¥
$300 00 . Morris's to get a drink of water, and someClothes for twelve years,at $20 a year, 240 00 how the glass slipped through his fingers
Food for twelve years, at $50 a year, 600 00 and broke into fifty pieces. Twelfthly, it
Lodging for twelve years,at $25 a year, 300 00 was raining hard when he came out, and he

he said:

my lord, for

5,

An Unfortunate Boy.

“ Now, do please give me an account, and
you will see how soon I will do it.”

Having decorated him

part you lately took in the passing of that
odious bill.” ‘Oh! you're a politician,”
said his lordship; ¢ I sent for a barber.”
¢ I'll shave you directly,” added the bar-

Yet, life! thy years that stay not,
Thy scenes that glide away,
Thy pleasures that delay not
The strifes that fill thy day;
Come not in vain to mortals,
If faith divine they give,
And up through heaven’s high portals,

SHE

nedr his father, said :

with an apron, he proceeded to lather leis

O’er hearts thy biibes have bought;

skid

Mr.

SCARED, ALMOST TO DEATH.

Have vanished from our sight,
‘With holy angels numbered,
. Beyond the vault of night.

Ck

says

The celebrated Henry, first Viscount Mel-

As finished years are numbered,

In wh
till repeating
‘Words oft said tenderly ;
Thy voice my soul now heeding,
To noblest aims I rise,
And on where God is”
Tread with uplifted eyes.
:

psi

nobleman,”

* How so, Mr. Short?”

The friends
that once were treading
Life’s pathway by our side,
Their love its sweetness shedding,
Like perfume far and wide;

go out in the dark nights?

JANUARY

and
«« Well, I will,” his father said.
at last made out that’ some one was in the
‘Thank you, papa.”
tower.
¢¢ Are you readyP”
wy
id
;
It was not long before the key was got,
and Sampson was liberated; but it was a
“ A rich. lady once found lying at her
long time before he forgot his expedition door, one summer morning, a little baby
after owls’ eggs, and he never cared to be wrapped in an old shawl. She could not
reminded of it.
:
find who laid it there, but she resolved to
‘“ Hewas a good deal more frightened rear it, and gave it out to nurse, keeping
than hurt,” says Mr. Civil.®
‘
an account of all it cost her. When the
‘“ That was precisely what was once said little baby had grown up a fine boeyp-of

The pride, the strength, the beauty,

Beyond thy pageants
Our souls do beauty
‘Whose charms, from
Withdraw our love

STAR:

Sampson moaned piteously; and this drew.
What it Cost to Rear Charles.
from the other person—a woman—her conviction that ** them owls was the horridest,
Little Charles was at school, acd though
ghostliest things she knew.”
just twelve years old, he was ahead of the
Then by a happy thought, 4nd asa last class in. arithmetic. His father had come
chance, he drew off one of his heavy boots home from his work, his mother
was out
and threw ft after the disappearing couple. that evening visiting a neighbor whose boy
They could fot hut turn round at the’ noise ‘was very ill of inflammation of the lungs.
behind them ; the woman was for hurrying
Charles, sitting with his slate on a stool

Year.

Oa

MORNING

ii

ES

[)

morning, I gave you by mistake two Louis kind of badges and symbols.
The strangfor two sous.” The blind man
said, with est dress of all is that of the Misericordia,
the utmost coolness, ‘That is
quite pos- | which aims to make a mere ha,ag of aman,

The Leopard of the Air.

sible—I haven't looked at the cash yet;and with only his feet appearing below, and his
if there is a mistake, nothing ‘is easier than eyes peering above through two small
to rectify it.” He rang a bell, which was holes. I met at Naples quitea procession
One morning 1 hear a strange cry up in answered
by the maid.” ‘¢ Ask Mr. Ernest,”
the air. I look, and what do I seeP— he said, * it in the receipts of this morning of men in this costume, preceeding a magwhat do Isee yonder up in the sky? An ‘he has found a piecg of forty francs.” ‘I'he nificent hearse, and followed by a train of
priests and attendants. I see individuals
eagle. But 2
kind of an eagle? for it
piece was there ; the maid fetched it; and at
appears to me 80 much larger than any the bidding of her master presented it on a thus dressed going about alone asking
le I have ever met with before. And tray of Chinese lac to his visitor. The vis- money for charity, and am told that some
as I asked this, my men exclaimed, *‘Itis a itor pounced upon his coin, and without of the richest and noblest men of Rome
belong to this order, and do periodical duty.
nionsen ; the leopard of the air; the
more ado proceeded to take leave. ¢¢ ParPiva that feeds on gazelles, goats, and monkeys; the bird that isthe most difficult of don, sir,” said the blind man. ‘¢ You forgot
The End-of the Horse.
something—there are two sous to return
any to find and to kill.” ¢Yes,”said Querrr
—
to
me.’
:
laouen; ‘in my younger days I remember
When the horse falls, he is bled, and
that my wife and myself were on our planhis blood is preserved for the dyer. The
tation, with some of our slaves, and one
Physics of the Gulf Stream.
mane and tail are next cut off for the manday we heard the cries of a baby, and saw
a child carried up in%o the sky by one of
Mr.“ James Croll, who has - published ufacture of sieves, hair cloths, and bowthese gnanioniens. The baby had been laid -some papers on this subject, speculates strings for the violin; the shoes are taken
en the'ground, and the guanionien, whose thus as to the stream as a heat-carrying me- off for the nailer; the hoofs are cut off for
eyes never miss any Shing, and which had dium. The total quantity of water, he combs and various other kinds of horn-work,
not been noticed soaring above our heads, says, conveyed by this stream, is probably and a portion of the feet goes to the gluepounced on its prey, and then laughed at equal to a stream 50 miles broad and 1,000 maker; the skin is stripped off for the tanus ag he rose and flew to a distant part of feet deep, flowing at the rate of four miles ner, who converts it into excellent leather
the forest.” Then Querlaouen showed me ‘an hour. And the mean temperature of the for boots, harness, etc., and the collar maka fetich partly made of two huge claws of entire mass of moving waters is not under er finds itin its rough state, the best material
this bird. What tremendous things those 65 degrees at the moment of leaving the for cart harness. The flesh is then cut u
talons were! how deep they could go into Gulf. I think we are warranted to con- for carnivorous beasts in menageries, or fo
the flesh!
I
clude that the Gulf Stream, before its re- dogs, and, though without knowing that
Then came wonderful - stories of the very turn from its northern journey, ison an av- ‘they are hippophagi, al: club of horseeaters, who regularly
advertise their club
at srengih of the bird.
erage cooled down to atleast 40 degrees,
The
people were afraid of them, and were consequently it loses 25 degtges of heat. days,) some of our fellow-creatures are recompelled to be very careful of their babies. Each cubic foot of water, therefore, in this galed in the cheap eating-houses of great
These grand eagles do not feed on fowls; case, carries from the tropics for distribu- cities with delicate bits of carcass in the
they are too small game for them. Mon- tion, upwards of 1,500 units of heat, or form -of pates, pretended beef-steaks or
keys are what they like best; they can 1,158,000 foot-pounds. According to the soup. When the flesh and fat have been
the stomach and intestines are
watch them as they float over the top of above estimate
he size and velocity of removed,
laid aside for open straps and strings
the forest; but sometimes

the

monkeys get the better of them.
‘‘People had better not try to get hold of
the guanionien’s young if they want to
keep their sight,” said Gambo ; ‘‘for, as sure
as

we live,

the old

bird will pounce upon

the man that touches its young.”
For a long time Ihad heard the people
talking of the guanionien, but had never
yet had a glimpse of one.
Now, looking
up again, Isaw several of
them.

How

high

they

were!

At

times

they would appear to be quite still in the
alr ; at other times they would soar. They
were

80

high that I do not see how they

could possibly see the trees; everything
must have been in a haze to them; monkeys,
were,

of course, could not be seen.
They
no doubt, amusing themselves, and

I wonder if they tried to see how near they
could go to the sun. Some’ at times flew
80 high that I lost sight of them.
In the afternoon I thought I would ramble
round. I took a double-barreled smoothbore gun, and loaded one side with a bullet in case I should see large game; the

other

barrel I loaded

;with shot

Then I carefully plunged
till I reached the banks of
‘and there I heard the cry
(Colobus Satanus), which

No.

the stream, 5,575,680,000,000, cubic feet of
water are conveyed from the Gulf per hour,

or 133,816,320,000,000 cubic feet daily.
Consequeritly, the total quantity of heat
transferred from the equatorial regions per
day

by the stream,amounts to 154,959,300,-

000,000,000.000 foot-pounds. From observations made by Sir John Herschel and by
M. Pouillet on the direct heat of the sun, it
is found that, were no heat absorbed by the
atmosphere, about 83 foot-pounds per second would fall upon a square foot of sur-

face placed at right angles to the sun's
rays. Mr. Meech estimates that the quan.
tity of heat cut off by the atmosphere is
equal to about 22 per cent. of the total
amount received from the sun. M. Pouillet
estimates the loss at 24 per cent. Taking
the former estimate, 64 74 foot-pounds per
second will therefore be the quantity of
heat falling on a square foot of the earth’s
surface when the sun is in the zenith. And
were the sun to remain stationary in the
zenith for twelve hours, 2,796,768 foot-

pounds would fall upon the Surface.

2.

False

int5*the woods
a little stream,
of the mondi
is one of the

i

for musical instruthents, and are often sold,

for the last

purpdse, as

cords;

s

will.

of strength;
at an

There

must:be

a great trial

for if the monkey is notseized

exact place

on the neck,

he can turn

his head, and he then inflicts a fearful bite
on the breast of the eagle, or on his neck
or leg, which disables his most terrible en-

emy, and then both, falling, meet their
death.
I looked on without firing. The monkeys seemed paralyzed with fear when the
eagle came down upon them, and did not
move until after the bird of prey had taken
one

of their number,

and then decamped.

When I looked forthem they had
arts unknown to mein the forest.
ooking so intently at the eagle and
that for a while I had forgotten the
I do not wonder at it, for monkeys
see often, but it is only once in
while

that

such

a

scene

as

I

fled for
I was
its prey
mondis.
I could
a great

witnessed

could be seen by a man. It was grand;
and I wondered not that the natives called
the guanionien the leopard of the air. AsI
write these lines, though several years
have passed away, I see still before me that
big, powerful bird carrying its prey to some

unknown part of the forest.—Du CHAILLU,
in Harper's M gazine.

The Blind Beggar.
Among the stories told

of Parisian beg-

gars, 1s one concerning a blind man—real y
blind—who is always to be found near a

certdin gateway on the
pol.

A passer-by who

Boulevard Sébasto-

was

in the habit of

giving him a couple of sous, one day ‘dropped a double Louis in the fellow’s hat by
mistake. On discovering his mistake, some
time after, he returned to

reclaim his

gold.

The blind man was gone, but the cripple in
the gateway directed him to the Rue duPetit Carreau, where he said.‘ Monsieur
Benjamin” lived. The inquirer went to the
address indicated. A nicely dressed serv-

ant came to open it.
np?

** Monsieur Benjamin

«Yq, sir,” Our friend is shown into

an elegant ante-room, through which one
could see into a dining-room, where there

Was a table admirably” appointed with fine
white linen, crystal, and silver. The maid
came to say that Monsieur Benjamin would
be glad to see his visitor, and opened the

-door ofan apartment furnished in the
Turkish fashion, , in which the blind man was
seen seated on a divan. “You
wished to

speak to'me,” ho said.
Teplied
—_

ing

our friend,

“Yes, indeed, sir,”

rather

that organ an eager and expressive look.

How

Corks

are

Made.

———
is received from Spain

Cork

and Portu-

gal in the form of slabs, a fow feet in length,

some of which

are over

two

inches

thick

and a foot or more wide.
The slabs are
sliced up into square pieces by a circular

men for many things; even the

teeth are

useful, when polished, to She dena, and
for
many purposes
for which: ivory is re-

pk Y the ep? of tile dead i. either
consumed in heating furnaces or crushed
for manure.

is

burnt,

and

ivory-black,

Theremainder

by

this

soot-black,

of the

process

and

carcass

produces

valuable

nure. And from the fat is extracted
coarse oil which is used by mechanics.

The

ma-

a

Wonders.

This world of ours is filled with wonders.
The microscope reveals not less than the
telescope, each at either extreme end of
creation.
In
the insect” creation, there

to know

that

has

never

been

of—wheels within wheels, without

touched,

but

does

not

run

off, as spiders

generally do when disturbed.
I watched again, then left, and when I
returned in half an hour I found the
spider as active as a spider could be, in
buiiding a new web. The old one, which
at my last visit was still hanging, bad
now vanished. Had the spider eatenit?
“That's the rub.”
By a lucky chance
another spider came along the piece of
wood,

fromthe

end

of which

my spider-

had fastened one of her foundation lines.
They met, and in an instant the claws
of each were shot out with a dexterity that
a pugilist

might

envy;

the

blows

were

knife, hung exactly like a circular saw. Instead of teeth at the periphery, the circular
blade is ground to a thin, sharp edge, which
will cut slabs of cork, without removing a

givea in exactly the same manner as a cat
strikes her antagonist. The trespassing
spider was soon convinced that it would be

kerf, faster than a saw

80, fastening ‘a line from where he stood,
he let himself down on aconvolvulus leaf.
My friend, spider No. 1, rushed to the
spot where spider No. 2 had fastened his
line, and seizing on it, the other end of

will cut plank into

pieces of equal size. The square pieces are
then held by the hands of boys in a kind of
lathe, in such a position that the sharp and
thin end of a hollow mandrel will cut out a
perfectly round cork in an instant. Mandrels of various sizes are

employed to cut

corks of the desired size. Each cork is then
placed by little fingers in corresponding recesses,

in

a feed-wheel

of

an

automatic

machine, where the corks are tapered by
| the removal of a thin shaving from the periphery of one end. The shaving is removed
by the sharp edge of a circular cutter over
two feet in diameter,

which

revolves

hori-

zontally. The edge of every instrument that
cuts cork is brought in contact with the material to be cut with a very drawing stroke,
as such spongy material could not be cut
satisfactorily by a crushing stroke. Thick
slabs of cork are cut into large corks, while
the thin ones are worked into corks of a corresponding size.
.

the

hight

Post,

writing

cation with

from

Rome,

thus

Rome is a quiet city, with’ wefy much of
a New-England look in’ its order and solemnity.
There is little notse, no show of
drankenness or licentiousness,

gince leaving

shut, and people

apparently
most

and on Sun-.

quietest place I have

England,
go

to

The

come

seen

stores are

church,

the country-folk

stirring, and who

spider No. 2's body, began to

wind him off, that is to say, she drew the
line in toward herself, in the same manner

that a sailor hauls in a rope, but with a
rapidity that was truly wonderful; the
front legs were moved so quickly that my
eyes could scarcely follow them.

Spider No. 2 having a decided objection
to his vitals being wound away in this sort
of manner, put an end to my friend's little
pastime by cutting the line. Spider No. 1
had now collected a web that amounted to

the size of a large pea ; when she found the

supply cut off, she began stowing it away
in her own body, forcing it with her two
front élaws, and in a few moments not a
vestige was left.

o

describes the city:

days itis the

to stop where he was,

* Brevities.

Ov

Rev. Dr. Osgood, in his last letter to the
Evening

of folly

which, be it remembered,
was in communi-

Rome,
—

who

and

it is

are the

in on Sunday

embarrassed. to see the world. The sights, however,
sarry to trouble you, but
fact «are anything but like New England, and
eligve—I rather think—that the
in
passalong the Boulevard Sebastopol this you meet strange dresses everywhere—
priests and monks inréd or white, with all

back u

on my head and hands for a livelihood”.
To which his friend, not understanding bis
meaning, replied, advising him not to . be
his old

business once more

before connecting himself with a circus.
A countryman, walking along the streets
of a town, found his progress stopped by a
close barricade of timber. ¢¢ What is that
for?” he inquired of a person in the street.
“Oh, that’s to stop the cholera.” ‘Ah! I
have

often

heard of the Board of Health,

Sy

These two abusive paragraphs will offset each other:
:
No.1. * When men break their hearts,”
remarks a cynical

same

female, writer, ¢ it 18 the

as when a lobster ‘breaks

claws,—another

one of his

sprouting out immediately

~~ Obituaries,

thus writes

to

“Dear ——, Our firm,"as [you

his

friend:

may

know,

and delivery.

3

Prize

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
obituary.

Series.

.

Luttrell,seeecescerscsssssecseesseel,50

Hackett, «esees eescsssscaceseeseel, Bl

Rainy

to any

single

Verses are inadmissible.

Day

Series.
+70
+70

A Rainy Day at Scho0l,eecesosccsecssens
Birth Day Presént,cesccessssscsssesssess

-

‘JHrs.

Child’s

Series.

¥ The Christ Child,.cseeeeesesscencscecenss 73
.. G00d Little Mittie,seeseececcscsescsssess ,70
Making Something, .ecesiessscscesessesee oR 5
Jamie and Jeannie, ...eeesseedesecescvose
Boy’s Heaven,cssessnsesscenrscasssesees

CHAS. B. MILLER died in Houlton, Nov. 8,

5
sT0

aged b years and six months. He was the youngest sonof Andrew and Sally Miller.

Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,ceeececccssccsresnicrsienes1,25

MRS. HARRIET WIGGINS
Nov. 12, aged 35 years.

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.seseese veeeedl25

died

in

Hodgdon,

JAMES MALOON died in Leavitt Plantation, Dec.

8, aged 67 years.

:

;

BW EL1ZABETH PLACE died in Gloucester, R. I.,.
March 28th, aged 78 years.
By a life in God’s
service, she had prepared herselfto meét the foe,
“80. that when he came, she conquered him readily, and entered triumphantly into the mansions

of her Master.

2

Com.

ADELAIDE M., wife of William Bouck, died in
North Norwich, New York, Nov.

years.

26th,

aged

24

She became a Christian at the age of 19,

and was one of Christ’s faithful
she neared the valley she put her
and passed over without a fear. ,
hoped that the sad affliction may
lesson to the bereaved ones, and

meet her in heaven.

followers.
As
hand .in Jesus’
It is earnestly
teach its proper
that they may

J. W. HiLLs.

ADDIE M. TAPLIN died in Glover, Vt., Sept.
21st., aged 21 years.
She experienced religion
about three years ago; was baptized by "A. D.
Fairbanks, about one year ago, but did not unite

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School

A. J. DUTTON.

MERIBAH
GREENLOW
died in Brownfield,
Me., Dec. 1, 1869, aged 85. She
had been a
Christian the greater part of her life, and many
remember her words of counsel and cheer.
She
had been waiting for death to take her home, and
was all ready when the summons came.
J. PIKE.
MARTHA A., wife of Ezekiel Ricker, Esq., died
in Farmington, N. H., Nov. 27, 1869, aged 387
years and 11 months.
After more than two
months of siekness, she heard the summons of
the Lord in whom she had trusted, and went up
joyfully to his presence.
:
Com.
GREENWOOD
BUKER died in Bowdoin, July
25th. aged 65 years.
Bro. B. was a member of
the first F. W. B. church in Bowdoin.
He believedin and labored for the spread of the gospel of Christ in the earth.
He had taken the
Star since its first publication. For some few
years past he had
labored more fervently than
ever, giving good evidence that he was fitting
for a higher sphere. We believe he died in the
Lord and is blessed.
He leaves an afflicted family, with other friends, to mourn, and the church
has lost one of its best members.
Funeral attended by the writer.
N. PREBLE.

GEORGE T. PERRY, of Jackson, Pa.,died Nov.
22, aged 67 years.
Bro. Perry was one of the
first settlers in this town, and by his devotion to
the cause of Christ, united with "others, he did
much to establish that godly influence that has
made this town noted for its morality.
He leaves
a widow in feeble health, and four children that
deeply feel theirloss.
A large assembly attended
the funeral service.

BETSEY, widow

of the late John

send us

Dover, N."H.

of money for our publica~

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
made

payable

to the

order of L. R. Burlingame, .in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
;
Moneys thus sent will be at eur risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.
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e time

classes with constant employment at home, the wholeof
Business new, light and
or for the & are moments.

Drofifable,
Sve
evening,

Services by the fvriter.

H. P. MANSUR.
Mrxrby, widow of Dea. Thomas Bickford, died
in Epsom. Feb. 23, 1869, aged 80 years and 7
months,
Sister B. was a faithful Christian woman, and a sincere and ardent friend of Jesus.
In
her last will, she gave nearly two hundred dollars for the supportof the ministry of Chri-t in
the F. B. church of this place. Her funeral was
attended by Rev. Uriah Chase.
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Reader,

€. ALLEN
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$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
SEWING

The best machine in the world. Stitch

alike on both sides, ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.

ING

MACHINE

CO.,

No.

656

Washington

street,

Bosten; Mass.

1y48

| aa (Cp [(
For Family use—simple,cheapyeliable Knits everything.
ABENTS

WANTED,

Circular and annie stocking FREE,

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.
orl76 Broadway, New York.
12647
GENTS

WANTED

BEVERY

WO bas, —

express charges.
Smde

184 Washington St., New York.

Narrow Chest, use DR. J. M. HOWE'S INHALING
TUBE for common air, the best of all remedies. Send
three-cent stamp for circular, to 227 Grand -st., N. Y.
Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop James and Harper &

Brothers, New York.
gists,

Can be

had of principal

A VALUABLE GIFT.—50 pages. Lr. 8. 8,
FITCH'S “DOMESTIC
WAMILY
PHYSICIAN»
describes all Diseases, and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free,

om17

Address DR, 8.

s. ITCH,

714% Broadway

New York.

and loved him.
JonN PURMORT

died

He had

children,

8. 8. NICKERSON.
in Lebanon, De. 15:

aged63 years and 8 months.
He experienced
religion 23 years ago, was baptized by Rev. Wm,
Warner and united with the Grantham and En-

field F. B= church, which membership continued
till his death, His hope in Christ, which was

tion approaching

he increased more and more

and Christian effort.

visited him in

his sickness

Many of those

gave

in

who

him a prom-

ise to meet him in heaven.
He leaves a wife
and two children to mourn their loss.
May
they meet himr-over the river. Funeral services
by the writer, assisted by Rev. Dr, Cummings
and Rev. Mr. Downs of Lebanor

EACH

We do not offer, a single article of merchan
that ean be sold oy regular dealers at our price.
(]
do not ask you to buy goods from us unless we can
sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in any
Stier va —v
e the greater part of our goods are
sold a
u
;

One-Half the Regular Rates.
W¢é want good reliable agents In every part of the

Country.” By employ
your spare
e to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, eitherin’ Cash or Merchandi
and all goods sent by us will be as represented, ‘and
we
guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing
our house.
a
As the Holidays are coming, we are making special’
arrange
ts to supply every one who rey
advertisement, with the most handsome and usefui Holiday presgnts that can be thought of or wished for,
t0
engble them to procure them cheapl aud expeditiously, we will give to any one who

our Agent One Hundred Free Tickets, enume
erating sorje of the many different articles from which
you can mage
your selection of Holiday presents.
For returtNng full clubs from these
Free Tick:
accompanied\by
the cash, we will give the same ex(ra
premiums tha\we now give,just the some as if you
paid 10 cents fog each one of your Tickets. We
you to understaiNthat-not any other firm in the busi-

With.us in any

:

way whatever.

As this free ticket is only good for the Holidays,yon
Buse send in your orders before the 20th of January

§

In every order
amounting to ower $50, accompanied
by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00, and in every
order of over $100,
$3,0 may be retained to

EXPRESS

CHARGES.
»

COMMISSIONS.
Agents will be paid ten per cent. in Cash or Merchandise, when they fill up their entire club, for which
below we give a partial list of Commissions :
. For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
ay the Agent,

a8

commission,

leached Sheeting, Good Dress
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants
large White Couuterpane, ete.,
For an order of $50, from'a
pay
kK

28

yards

Brown

or

Pattern, Wool Square
and Vest Pattern, fine
etc., or $3,00 in cash,
club of Fifty, we will

the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern,

andsome wool Square Shawl, Silver-case
etc., etc., or $5,00 in cash’

Watch

- For an order of $100, from a club of One Hundred,
we will pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
ard wide
Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case watch,
ich Long Wool
Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
We do not employ any Traveling Agents,and customers should not pay money to persons purporting

For further particulars send for Catalogues.
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CHASE
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Summer

CO.

St., Boston,

MOULTON,

PHYSICIAN

AND

Mass.

M. D.

SURGEON,

NEWMARKRT, N. H.
Office and residence on Main Street.
The same as formerly occupied by Dr. Wm. Fo
som.
His long experience with prompt attention t

business will entitle him to a share of pubiic

patron

age.

4151

College.
to Har-

young men have entered the College during the last
three years will be sent on demand. The average age
of students at entrance is 18.
+
j
The examinations for admission

begin this year on

June 30 and September 8, each occupying three days.
INSTRUCTION is given in the undergraduate departs

SWAMSOO
Machine

T

Compary,

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
MANUFACTURERS

ment by twenty professors and thirteen tutors and
instructors.
From the beginning of the second year
each student chooses his own studies in the main.
RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES.—Undergraduates must
attend daily prayers in the College Chapel. They may

pass Sondays with

their families,

or

with

families

designated by their parents,
Those who do not thus
pass Sundays with families must at
public wor-

ship at least once ou Sunday, the place of worship
being selected by the student or his parents. The
College provides seats for its students 1n all the neighboring Cambridge

OF

the following

churches,

including

churches

denominations,—~Roman

thodox

f= &as Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Congregationalist,

Baptist,

The College respects, and

information, address
retary.

J W.

DIRECTORY CAUTION.
BOSTON, Nov. 20; 1880,

AND

Engines,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
all kinds of Saw

Mil)

Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

Gas Works,

he only true and perfect Dye;

(ch. to Sep. 12, %69)
HAIR

DX 1.

harmless, religble,

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

at

Batcheélor’s

Wig

Factory,

street, New York.

1870

at the present

agents for the New

Ne,

16 Bond

iy
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THE NURSERY.

187

L.,

SHOREY,

13 Washington

St.,
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NOW

READY.

American writers, in the following departments :
of Scripture,

History,

Religious Bearing of Natural Science,
Bible Recreations,
;
Cholee Poetry,
“A Mother's Story,” for Parents, and a uew serial
by Mus.J.D.CHAPLIN, **A Tale of the Scottish Isles.”
Price, $2.00 a year.

Sand Atamps tor spociined copy.

Address, Sabbath at Home,164 I'romont
59 Agents wasted ev.rywhere,

Business Directory,

as

4

January 1,

field on that work, and shall have none till nearly
a
year from this time. SAMPSON,
DAVENPORT, &
CO., Directory Publishers,47 Congress Street,Boston.

have at present no agents canvassing for

any work except the New
tt Lowell Directory.

York

bl

State Directory, and
8.,D.,
O.

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,
Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.
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The best Illustrated Religions Magazin® for the
Family.
It contains contributions from the best
Christian Biography,
American Religious

as

edition until

The Book of Worship,

SABBATHAT HOME, JANUARY, 1870.
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no ridiculous tints

emedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
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and properly
applied
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For Catalogues or other documents, and any needed

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
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Methodist,
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Or

to influence, the religious convictions of its students.
NECESSARY EXPENSES for room, board, tuition,
fuel, lights and books, are about $350 a year.
Money
is freely
given and lent to promising students: There
are, besides. seventy scholarsnips with a total disposable income of more than $15,000 a year.
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ARTICLE.

vard College, which have been slightly modified this
year, are rtated in the Catalogue.
Teachers may
obtain recent examination papers on application.—
Lists of the public and private schools from which

Boston.

to

ONE POLLAR

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
* ADMISSION.—The requisites for admission

accepted

“I do.”

y

Harvard

MONTHLY
MAGAZINE
FOR CHILDREN.
$1,60
a year in advance.
Sample number, 10 cents.
Sub
scribe now, and get the last number of 1869 FREE.

invitation

&e¢., &c.

i

FOR

Drug3m42

BENNIE S., son of James 8. and Lucy Penny,
and grandson of the above, died of diphtheria, at
East Randolph, Oct. 81, aged 8 years and 8
months,
A few days before his death his 8. 8.
teacher asked her class if they
prayed.
Bennie
Saviour’s

ers,

PARKER

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;

tory.
Through her faithfulneds, her husband
was led to accept of Jesus as his Saviour, Maine
papers please copy.

Skirts, Corsets,

These and. everything else for

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

in viec-

Gloves,

SILVER PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NIOKe
EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLK PLATED
CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOOD
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, ‘the newest
choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.
MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF.
AND
GLOVE BOXES, &c.
.
GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY, of the newest styles.
We have also made arrangements with some of
leading Publishing
Houses, that will enable us to
the standard and latest works of popular authors at
abeut one-half the regular prices :—such as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON’S WO!
ol Gilt and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds
o

. For Incipient Consumption,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Enlarged Tonsils, Loss of Voice

MARY H., wife of Benjamin Penny, of East
Randolph, Vt., died Nov, 15, 1869, aged 60 years.
Sister Penny early became a disciple of Jesus,
and on her eighteenth birthday was baptized by
Rev. Reuben Gray.
Afterward she moved to
Bangor, and a few years since came to this
lace. She was a worthy
member of the E.
andolph church at her death. Those who have
known her daily life feel that they cannot speak
too highly of her constant, devoted dissiplaship:

the

Hosiery,

SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS.
.

No risk. Send for €irculars to
f
O. R. BRIGGS & CO.,

ti51

but it ended

this immense business
We have agents in all

BROWN’S PAT®NT DOUBLE CONE VENTILATING
to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
DAMPER
gives the most heat with the least fuel. No |

felt that death was near, his fajth was strong that
he should soon be with Jesus in heaven. May
we meet him there.
:
WwW. W.W,

has been a warfare,

ta value to 0

tomers.

"To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON
MACHINES.

were

count

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all cus-

Smdé4

M. A. QUIMBY.

ROBERT C. FERGUSON
died in
Western Ill.,
Oct. 10th, aged 53 years.
His deathf
was caused
by a cancer in the stomach.
He
#uffered many
months without complaining. * Twenty-five years
since, he joined the Livingston F. W. B. church
in Andrews Co. Ill. For the last six years he
has by removal been prevented from enjoying
the privileges of that church, yet in our Sabboth schools and religious meetings he has ‘labored faithfully and efficiently in the cause ‘of the
Master. He was a good father, a kind husband, a
true friend and one of our best citizens. When he

Her life

Our facilities for trans,

PAY THE
‘one

GOODS

the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manu.
facturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
at as immense sacrifice from the original eost of prouction,
A
}
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods
Shawls, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons
hams, Dress Goods, Table
en,
Tow

ness can compete

TO THE WORKIN G*CLASS.—Wearenew prepared tofurnishall

Robinson,

died Nov. 29, at New Miliford, Pa., aged 94
years. Brother and Sister Robinson had been
members of the C. Baptist church more than seventy years, and had lived together happily in the
marriage relation seventy-seven years.
She was
left a widow about two years since, but enjoyed
the comfort of a.good hope in Christ, with her
mental faculties remarkably good until the last.
‘* Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.’
Funeral services by the writer.
N. Youna.
JonN F. Low died in North Shapleigh, Me.,
Nov. 26, aged 9 years and 6 months.
None but
those who watched over and ministered to him
can have any just conception of the sufferings of
this dear boy from that terrible disease, the typhoid fever, lingering long between life and
death, until at last the bonds that bound him to
earth were loosed, and he was borne by angel
hands to that land which burning fevers never

invade.

ones, can

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

with any church until confined to her bed, when

by her request the pastor ang a few of the brethren of the First Freewill
Baptist churchin Albany visited her and received her ‘as a member
of that church, after which the ordinance of the
Lord’s Supper was administered. Her connection
with the church militant was of short duration,
butshe left a bright evidence that she was going
to join the church triumphant in glory.
Funeral
services attended by the writer.

old

our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

.Yotk er Boston, and

OF

ev!

are beter than ever before.

their orders which will be immediately filled with

Remittances

CASES

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

Sunny 8kies;eesessectocccirencenirocensl,25

Libraries, or to replenish

THOUSAND

from Maine to California, mounting

Aunt Mattie,cecececcectocesnsancessancssl,50

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published the Morning Star, who do not

single square can well be afforded

TO

Superintendents.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale

Sabrina

female; crying hard all night with a broken
heart, will weep just one teaspoonful of salt
and rain water.”
r
An ex-editor, having tried merchandisfailed,

8.

May Bell:cooescaccessssscescesnssesessesl,50

hope,

and

AND

S.

mm

alin merce Lory One,SF hs Sones
For:

y

Master and Pupilyeeeccesccacescssecranes1,80

remarkably strengthened during bis protracted
sickness, le ives us to suppose that he has a treasure in heaven.
With him Christian labor did
not cease with health, but as he saw his dissolu-

ing

OF . CHURCHES

Shining HoUrS,eeeeseeccescssescarscsseesl50

and growing in its place.”
No. 2. A miserable old bachelor, who
would not even marry on a breach of prom-

ise suit, says that ** it is calculated that ome

T0- PASTORS

Andy

was one of the first to respond,

—

EL

but I never saw it before.”

years a member of the F. Baptist church in
Vienna.
As a citizen he was highly esteemed,
having been elected one of the officers of the town.
He leaves a wife and other friends to mourn
their loss, but they do not mourn as those who
have no hope.
May the Lord sgnctify this affliction to the good of all surviving friends. J. E.:

in

eomputation or number. Let us take a
rapid glance at the proofs of this statement.

look.
To ‘get up” this same look costs two
dollars and a half in money, and an hour in
time.
Sometimes this substance is dropped
into the eye, when it has the effect to give

-are exhausted, must ere Jong fall

80 rash, but

Bdbertisements,

recov-

serve for tweezexs, whistles, ferrules, knifehandles, cups and balls, dominoes, ete.;
the large,
flat bones are of use to the toy

are turned

and children’stoys ; the large round bones

dreamed

pe

past

JOHN MARDEN died in Vienna, Me., Sept. 2d.,
aged 73 years. Bro. M. had been for many

is- much

Hair.

the best Naples

is a defanct . institution,~—dead

to buttons

the

There are four varieties of false hair, viz. : The polypus,,it is said, like the fabled nydra,
the chignons or waterfalls, wigs, curls, and receives new life from the knife which is
largest monkeys of these forests.
From
switches.
;
:
lifted to destroy it. The fly spider lays an
their shrill cries, I thought there must be
The chignon-is made of a wire-frame net- egg as large as itself. There are 4,041
at least ‘half a dozen together.
I wasinwork, stuffed with short hair or other mate- muscles in a caterpillar. Hooke discovered
deed glad that I had one barrel loaded with rial. It costs from one to. thirty dollars,
14,000 mirrors in the eye of a drone ; and to
big shot.
If the mondis were not too far according to size and material.
effect the respiration of & carp, 13,000 arteoff, I would be able to get a fair shot, and
The wig is made of real human hair at- ries, vessels, veins, bones, etc.,are necessary.
kill one.
.
tached to a frame and met-work. It ranges
I advanced very cautiously until I got in price from fifty to two hundred dollars, The body of every spider contains four little
masses pierced with a multitude of imperuite near to them.
I could then- see according to style and quality.
ceptible holes, each hole permitting the
eir big bodies, long tails, and long, jetFalse curls are greatly. in demand, either
black, shining hair.
What
handsome singly or in amass. They are composed of passage of a single thread; all the threads,
beasts they were! what a nice-looking muff real hair, artificially curled, and imitate na- to the amount of 1,000 to each mass, join
together when they come out, and make
their skins would make ! I thought.
ture to a wonderful degree of perfection.
Just as I was considering which of them A single curl costs from six to twenty dol- the single thread with which the spider
spins its web; so that what. we call a
I would fire at, I saw some big thing, like lars.
A good head of curly hair of the reigna large shadow, suddenly come down upon ing hue cogfabout one hundred and fitty spider’s thread consists of more than 4,000
united.
Lenwhenock, by means of microthe tree. Then I heard the flappirg of dollars.
scopes, observed spiders no bigger than the
heavy wings, and also the death-cry of a
Rolls or puffs are composed of horse-hair, grain of sand, and which spun threads so
poor mondi. Then I saw a huge bird, or short-clipped human hair,rolled and comwith a breast spotted somewhat like a leop- pressed together, over which the rest of the fine that it took 4,000 of them to equal in
ard, raise itself slowly into the air, carrying hair is displayed. The cost of rolls or puffs magnitude a single hair.
the monkey in its
powerful, finger-like tal- varies from twenty-five to fifty cents apiece,
ons. The claws of one leg were fast in the and upward. Switches are composed of
Odd Ropemakers.
upper part of the neck of the monkey ; so short hair plaited together, or of a string of
nt fe
deep were they in the flesh that they were hair as long as the length of the longest
completely buried,-and a few drops of threads of the human hair, and costs (full
I carefully watched a common garden
blood fell upon the leaves below. The oth- sets) from five to one hundred dollars, ac- spider,
and I found it as entertaining as
er leg had its claws quite deep in the cording to the thickness and the depth.
wonderful.
I commenced by destroying
back of the monkey.. The leit leg was
Fashionable women are in the habit of
kept higher than the right, and I could see shaving and clipping the little hair around the web of a fut spider, and the owner appeared excessively astonished as her web
that the great strength of the bird was used the forehead, so as to give the hair in fronta collapsed
around her.
at that time to keep the neck, and also the pointed appearance; and the brow, conseAt length syle took refuge in an inverted
back, of the victim from moving. The bird quently, presentsan arched look. The eyerose higher and higher, the monkey's tail brows are penciled "and painted with India Hower-pet, where I found her two hours
after.
am inclined to think that during
swayed to and fro, and then both disapink, which gives them a rather bluish ap- this period she was preparing materials
peared. It was a guanionien. Its prey pearance.
The poudre subtile, for uproot- for a new web. I found in every case
was, no doubt, taken to some big tree ing the superfluous
hair, costs one dollar a where a’ web is destroyed, that the spider
where it could be devoured.
:
bottle, while nosr peloutte, with three pen- goes away to some quiet spot, and, drawThe natives say that the first thing the cils
of various thicknesses for the eye-brows, ing his legs close around him, remains
anionien does is to take out the eyesof
be procured for two dollars and a half. quiet two or- three hours. During this
e monkeys they catch. But there must can
For the eyes, our New York belle uses bel- period of repose the spideris stupid and
be a fearful struggle, for these mondis are
to give the upper part of the face a dull—just gives an impatient shuffle when
powerful beasts, and do not die at the ladonna,
languishing, half sentimental, half-sensual
eagle’s

A
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The Fenians are reported as arming
with headquarters in New York.

in Mass.,

The reduction of the public debt for Dec. will
probably reach three millions.
a

The Denver mail cosch has been robbed near
Cheyenne.

The Red River insurgents have

ration of Independence.
The Chicago packers have

made a Decla-

pr
slaughtered 339,656

hogs thus far this season.
The manufacture of glass eyes
‘men in this country.
Attorney-General

Hoar’s

busy

employs

600
:

enemies

are

now moving to get him out of the Cabinet.
Three or four men were killed recently in a
whisky riot in Georgia.
Generals Banks

and Burnside have

sailed

for

home.
%
i
_ The officers of the Spanish gunboats have been.
entertained by the municipal
authorities of
Charléston.
Oné policeman was killed and another wounded while endeavoring to quell a negro riot at Sa-

vannah,
Ga.

Hon. J. M. Ashley has ceased to be Governor
of Montana, by order of President Grant.
Eastern California and Nevada were well shaken up by alarming earthquakes recently.
“Advices from Washington represent the intentions of the Administration as favorable to san
early recognition of Cuban belligerency, and Mr.
Sumner’s views are believed to have altered with
respect to the Anti-slavery character of General
Cespedes and his Government.
:
The proprietors of the various lines of ocean
mail steamships have notified our Government

into effect January first.
The Postmaster-General has, it is reported,
made contracts with the North German Lloyds

for carrying

Gov. McDougall, Col. Dennis and Alexander
Briggs arrived at St. Cloud, Minnesota, Friday,
from Pembia, and thence went to St. PauT, where

in the United States had

The breaker of another coal mine not far from
‘the scene of the Avondale calamity, took fire
Friday, when 55 men were ‘below, but the flames
were extinguished before making much headway.
The miners were thoroughly alarmed and
have refused to continue working until resonable
safeguards against death are provided.
The storm of Saturday night and Sunday was
very severe over a broad section of country. Telegraphic communication west of New York city
was interrupted.
r
The expedition for snrveying a route for the
Darien ship canal will sail in two or three weeks.
Its sailing is not dependent on the permission of
Congress, as has been reported.

:

Russia is now building her own locomotives.
~The holders of Erie Railway shares in England
are about to test their power of obtaining re-

;

Minister Sickles has submitted a project to the
the

neu-

trality of ocean cables.
News from China is to the effect that new in-

The extraordinary

been

arrested

in
’

The election of a mem-

A large quantity of arms and ammunition, intended for the Cubans, has been captured near

a Cuban leader has

been executed, and

a number of Cubans arrested for conspiracy have
been sent to Spain.
The Pope claims to have sovereign authority
to establish rules for the procedure of the Ecu«
menieal Council.
=
In Bristol, England, latély, the crowded audience of a theater was startled by an alarm of fire,
and in the panic ensuing eighteen persons lost

their lives.
Napoleon has authorized M. Oilivier to form a
. Ministry which shall represent his legislative
majority, and carry out the principles of his Sen-

atus Consultum.
It is reported

:

that the

:
Ecumenical

Council is

becoming less submissive to the Pope’s policy.
Gen. Puello has
marching toward

left Nuevitas with 3,000 men,
Sibanicu and Guaimaro, with

intent to crush the main

surrection.
The'stories from London

body of the Cuban inrepresenting that the

Suez Canal is a failure are all contradicted by authority.

:

The Ecumenical Council has had

four hours of

on

discussion on the question whether philosophy is

heterodox.

?

Traupmann has been convicted of the murder
of the Kinck family, and sentenced to death,

Dr. Temple has been enthroned as Archbishop
of Canterbury.
:
Twenty-five thousand * street Arabs” help to

make up the census of London.

Messrs. Talhouet, Daru, Segris, and Buffet
have declined to become members of M. Ollivi-

er's Ministry. M. Rouller will become Presi| dent of the Senate.
, . Victor Emmanuel opposes the election of the
Duke of Genoa as king of Spain.
5

More Cuban outrages are reported.

after obtaining

requi-

will be half a

;

on the Utah Central Railroad,

cast at Perm has

recently been

tested under the direction of Maj. Gen. Pestitch,

ber of the Credit Mobilier was annulled. The
regular session has opened and a change of the
Cabinet is expected.

Havana;

the discov:

bones.
How long a period has elapsed since
they were buried is diflicult to determine. All
the small bones and the softer portions of the
large ones have disappeared, and no vestige of
hair has been discovered.
The bones are of uncommon size, approaching the gigantic.
bY
The lumber trade of Michigan is immense.
This year, on the eastern shore, there were manufactured 736,541,700 feet of “lumber in boards.
and planks; of shingles, 243,820,000 feet; of laths,
114,550,500 feet. Even the munufacture of pickets foots up 410,500 feet. Many myriads-of trees
will fallin this winter before the ax. The last
calculation leaves only thirteen years to exhaust
the whole pine growth of the Huron region.
Three -intéresting fossils have recently been
found in the township of Seymour, Canada.
The first is apparently a petrified human head,
which shows the tongue, eye-balls, and muscles of the face,the head having the reddish
brown appearance of an ore of iron. The other
relies are the foot and leg of a .young girl, about
ten years old, and a section of meat from the side
of an ox, showing three ribs.
a
Geologists may learn something of the rapid
accumulation of sediment, from the work of Col.
Gowen,in raising the sunken ships at Sebastopol.
He found the ships buried in mud from
nineteen to twenty-three feet deep, and was obliged to provide apparatus not merely for lifting
them from deep water, but also for digging them
A 20-inch gun

session of the Corps Legis-

latif has come to an end.

announces

out of the mud.

structions have been forwarded to Minister Burlingame.
;
Seventy-four soldiers have
Paris for Republicanism.

Tribune

ly a shovelful €Md removed without disturbing

ordered the cessation of insurrectionary movements, and that large forces of the rebels had
voluntarily surrendered.
Thé chief of the Junta
denies that any such order has been given, and
insists that everything is working well. There
is good reason, however, for believing that many
of the rebels have surrendered.

guaranteeing

The Chicago

ery of the bones of a mastodon, or some other
huge creature, at the town of Milton, Dupage
County, Ill. The bones were found by a Mr.
Horace Jones when digging for a well. He was
assisted by his neighborsin excavating after the
discovery of the first huge portion of the fossil.
Among the remains are the bones of the fore
leg; which, when jointed together at the evident junctions, measure 10 feet in length. The
shoulder bone or blade, a solid piece of bone
measures 10 inches by 12 in its superficial dimensions. Four ribs were found, all of which were
more or less decayed at th ends.
One measures
4 feet, and another 4feet3 inches in length. A
number of huge bones, believed to be sections o]

in leveling a large mound in Salt Lake City, have
come upon great quantities of bones, fragments
of pote flint arrow-heads, pieces of sulphur,
and otheY
Indian relics. A long row of fire-places
was also discovered.
The mound, which was a
very large one for this country, seems to have
been formed by the remains of the dead; scarce-

A despatch from Havana, Saturday, announced

Spanish Government for

schools; North Carolina 83 schools, with 3209 pupils; Georgia 105 schools, with 4527 pupils;
Mississippi 67 schools, with 2973 pupils, and
Tennessee
95 schools, with 4343 pupils. The
other Southern States show increase, but not so
much,
Alsbama is behind all.

Some workmen

A commission of officers at Nashville is investigating fraadson colored troops by claim agents.

dress inthe United States Courts.

In the last year Virginia has gained 60

million-of dollats.

The par-

FOREIGN.

bureau.

The estimated -eost at the outset,

ty bring no additional news, but they assign to
Catholic aggression the chief causeof the insurrection in Rupert’s Land.
Phd

£

the dinner.

with dew;

:

tivated in the course of rotation.

:

are increased in value, and their benefit prolonged, by the admixture of plaster or pulverized charcoal.
Tth.
Deep.ploughing and subsoiling greatly
improve the productive powers of a variety of

.

A slight

and

Lean

This

enthusiastic ad-

hope to accomplish somgthing in their line.

Our

cotton-growers are not likely to be
the competition,
’
The records of English coal mines

that

alarmed by
show

the direct loss of life by accidents in them is on
an average one for evéry sixty-seven thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven tons of coal

produced;

that the annual

for the United

States cost
every year,
seven severe
From the

supply of coal

mystery about

1

knife at a formal dessert, as a damson does than
its humble, rustic cousin, the sloe; the strawberhas its finest fragrance only when discovered

When isthe rasber-

Plants.

that it will be found profitable to forward cotton
by starting itunder glass and transplanting it;
at all events a patent has been taken out for am
apparatus for the purpose.
We gave,some time
ago, a box with movable partitions in which
melons, cucumbers, ete., could be started in the
hot-bed or window, and the plants removed at

the proper season without disturbing them.

A

correspondent, *“V,” Antrim, N. H., says in
reference to these boxes:
a
¢ 1 formerly used such a one, but I have lately used paper boxes, which Ilike better.
The
paper of my boxes, not being entirely decayed,
holds the earth firmly in its place until the plant
is set out, To make these boxes, cut strips of
thick paper about six inches wide and 17 long;
paste the ends together, lapping an inch, which
will ‘make a circle 16 inches in circumference;
then press the sides of the circle together flat, and
double once making a book of four uncut leaves;

during

:

now, open with the fitigers, pinch down thé corners properly, and a bottomless box four inches
_square is the result.
Place as many of these as
are needed close together in a wooden box, fill
with earth, and sow seeds or prick out the plants.
After trying boxes of wood, birch-bark, earthen
ware, etc., etc., I have for two or three years
fallen back upon these paper ones as the simplest
and best.
It is best.not to have the box that
holds the paper ones so high by two inches as
they are, as the papar then does not decay so
rapidly as in higher boxes, and holds the earth
together better in transplanting.

Folks.

Around

Apple

Trees.

Healthy Hen

Roosts.

that many flocks are effected this season with the
roup,” and
destructive.

ward

in many cases it has proved
The following 1emedy will

it off from the

flocks not yet tainted, and

will cure the diseased ones: One pound of the
sulphate of iron; one ounce of sulphuricacid,
dissolved in a jug with hot water; let it stand
twenty-four hours, and, add one gallon of pure
water; giveit to ¢hickens-as the remedy above,
and twice a week to old fowls.—Mass. Plough-

man.

:

a

‘Fruit for Dessert.
After

We would

ad-

‘ommendation it secures.

Avoid

Wet
rt

Cellars.

.

es

An excess of water or too much dampness
arises, in some instances, from surface water,
and in others from spring veins that crop out
in the cellar. In many instances, when the excavation is being ‘made for a cellar in a heavy,
springy ground, water-veins are cut off two or
three feet below the surface of the ground.
When such is the case the water in those veins
will be discharged behind the cellar wall, will settle down and pass along on the surface of the
cellar bottom.
Sometimes, however, the veins

of water are not reached until the excavation
is about
veins,

completed.

Then,

when

the

water

which pass through the earth like the blood-

veins through the body of a living #nimal,
are filled with water, the bottomof the cellar
will often be covered with water even when a
good underdrain has been provided to carry it
away as soon as it has accumulated in sufficient
)

quantities to float through the underdrain. Now
for thé remedy. The correct way to avgid a
wet cellaristo lay a tile drain entirely around
the outside.of the excavation, nearly a foot lower than the bottom of the cellar, before the foun-

dation walls

are laid,

But

after an edifice has

Ls

luxury

of a

recherche dinner, we seem to go back when the
fruit comes on the table, to (he’primitive simplicity of the earliest ages. We consume our entre-

at the Government Mint in Bordeax (France ments, and our fricassees, our soups, apd our
having two other mints, one at Paris and anoth- made dishes; and then our host, as ifthe reperer at Strasbourg) there was left standing in an toire of delicacies had been exhausted, steps out
ground,
=
iron bottle a quantity of about 10 kiles of that into hig garden and his orchard, and brings in a
The London Weekly Examiner says, respect. metal, which had B&n used to extract silver out simple dish of fruit; a bunch of golden grapes,
of some refuse residues, On’filtering in chamois some apples, painted red and yellow by a soft
ing the Alabama question, that Englund, when
she understoodthe American question, transfer- leather, there remained upon the filter a certain .pencil of the summer sunbeam, a dusty velvet
red her sympathies to thé North,
number of well-defined crystals, which, on an- peach, or some honey-fleshed- apricots. He is
) composition
of the new cabinet of France alysis, were found to contain, in 100 parts : Silver, doing what King Alcinous may have done to Ulys27.4; quicksilver, 72.6; and traces of gold. The ses and the storm-beaten Greeks! it is patri‘announced
Saturday.
native
of these two metals contains, in archal, it smacks ofthe golden age" and the old
100 parts:
36; and mercury, 64; indicating mythological times ; butit is a custom that does
that one atom of silver is united with two of mer- not wither, and will never grow unfashionable.
cury ; while the crystals above alluded to corres How. things alter! The salad, once all that the
°| pond with the formula expressing the combina hermit had to live upon, has become a relish for
tion of one stom of silver with three stoms of the gourmand; cheese, once the shepherd’s only
meroury.
/
:
food, is now an entrement after many courses ;
skirmish lately resulted in favor of the government and the Spaniards are said to be gaining
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WEEKLY

TRIBUNE

a large, donble medium

eight pages of six broad

sheet, making

columns each.

It

contains

all the important Editorials published in the DAILY
TRIBUNE, except those of merely local interest;
also Literary and Scientific Intelligence; Reviews of
the most interesting and important New Books;
the Letters from our large corps of Correspondents;
the latest news received by Telegraph from Washington and

all other parts of the world;

a

?

summary

of all important intelhgence in this city and elsewhere; a Synopsis of the proceedings of Congiess
and State Legislature when in session ; Foreign News;
exclusive Reports of the Proceedings of the Farmers’ Club ot the American Institute; Talk about¥ruit
and other Horticultural and Agricultural information
essential to country residents; Veterinary Depart.
ment; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Dry Goods, and Gen
eral Market Reports; making it, both for variety and
completeness, altogether the most valuable, inter.

esting, and instructive WEEKLY

NEWSPAPER

pub-

lished in the world.
"
The Full Reports of the American Institute Farm.
ers’ Club, and the various Agricultural Reports, in
each number, are richly worth a year’s subscription.

PRICE FIVE CENTS,
FOR

A

FARMER,

BY

ALL

NEWSMEN.

.

«$200

5 copies, $9; 10 copies, to one address, $1,650 each
(and one extra copy); 10 copies, to names of subscribers, at one Post Office, $1.00 each (and one
extra copy); 20 coples, to one address, $1,25 each

sew

ENGLAND

BALE

By mail, one copy, one year, 62 fssues

BTOCKS,

GREGATIONALIST true at all times and seasons,
TERMS : Weekly, $2.50, Monthly, $1.50
oar,
Send stamp for hb rere Ry. and AR vd fet !
R. P, EATON & © 0.y Boston, Mass,

foe

The

WEEKLY

éoncentrated wit and huinor of many minds.

(and one extra copy); 20 copies, to names of
scribers, at one Post Office, $1,835 each (and
extra copy); 50 copies, to one address, $1
(and one extra copy); 60 coples to names of

pubone
each
sub-

scribers, at one Post Office, $1,10 each (and
extra copy).

one

| Terms, cash
in advance.

spare no pains to make this endorsement of the Cox-

ork.

con-

ter, in the most condensed form. The
N. Y. WEEKLY DEPARTMENTS
have attained a high reputation from their brevity.
| excellence, and correctness,
THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the

‘Has lately manifested increased vigor and ability.”

er, New

WEEKLY

does not confine its usefulness to amusement, but
publishes a great quantity of really Instructive Mat.

Dec. 29,1869.
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old, $00 to $

FAT HOous—10% to 11% ec.
BHOTES—~Wholesale, 1] t 0 4c; retail 11 to 110.
HIDES~ Brighton 9 to 9}¢; Countr Tots, 8) to 9's.
TALLOW=S to §, Dountry lots 6g 0 To,
PrL1s—with wool $1 25 to $1,50 euch; country lots,
751 08120.
CALF-SKINS—20 to 25e.

NEW

WEEKLY.

NEW

the ablest writers of America and Europe.

Srorks—Yearling $15 to $25 iE two year old, $28 to
three vears

the com.

tains Several Beautiful Illustrations, Double the
Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, eto., are by

and ordmary, $30 to #50,

$46;

of the

News of the Week
Coarse..

NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending, Dec. 29, 1869.
APPLES,
MAPLE SUGAR.
Dried siveveneesi0 @ 103 sessesstnensssvesd @ee 16
Green Winter 4 00 @ 6 00
OATS.
BARLEY,
New York..... 62 @ . 63
State & Can..0 00 @ 0 00 Western........65 @ . 70
BEANS.
ONIONS,
MAarrow...... 4 00 @ 4 25 White........700 @ 8 50 .
Ex Mediom. 3 50 9 4 00
’
PEAS
BEEF.
Canada ..se0l 80 018
ExMess ¥bbl12 00 g17 00 Marrow......170 ¢ 1 75
Country do..16 00 @18 v0
ORK
. BUTTER.
Mess & bbl..L7 50 @30 ..
Orange

YORK

number

;
FIRST PAGE.
Cuba.
Editorial Notes.’

tom, which will cut off all water-veins, and thus
render the cellar quite satisfactorily dry, by conducting the water into the tiles before it can work

OF

Each

wegk :

Other Western—

Month.

every

is Begun

22 contains,in addition

00

00
00
00
on
00
..
on

STORIES

its columns; and at least

Story

NEW

THE

26 @ 30

30 00 @85

WEEKLY.

they subscribe for the

70
9
50
60
25

Oak Sole.....38 @.. 46
OaK..oaseeesee 37
Calf Skins, ¥1b
120
Dry Hide seenes @ee
oe
In rough..... 29:
8
.
ER.
!
Clear Pine..

YORK

mencement of a new continued story, no matter when

B. Ayres.....27 @ 81

Orinoco.....

MOST INTERESTING STORIES
Are always to be found in the

One

95 @ 165

Young Hyson..90
Hyson Skin....7>
Souchong.. ... 75
Oolong. ........70
Japans.........80

WEEKLY,

GREAT
through

VARIED

Gunpowder,
Per
N....100@190
Imperial .....100 @ 1 90

Hysonh.....

TO. SUBSCRIBE

THE

YORK

AN

Coffee crushi3% @ 14%
TALLOW,

Com.ass’d14000 -@145
Ex,

|NewOrleans......

TIME

New subscribers are thus sure of having

@ 12
@ 14%
@.. 15

B Ayres, dry...29 @.. 30 {Fair tog'd retltX @.. 11

Pamas. sn

them

notable doings all over the world.

STARCH,

Best,
Potato

Rio Grande...28); @.. 29
Western, dry...20 @ . 22
do. wet.......11 g.
12
Goat Skins,
:
Madras.......05 @ 75..

mental

At present there are

SIX
running

18

@ 17

4 15

Southernyel
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Cranberries,bu
@ 8 5 5¢
Cape. ...,.4 50. @ 5 00
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14
36
65
30

Give

THE PEOPLE'S FAVORITE JOURNAL.

Beans, ¥ bush,

@ . 25
@ . 40

+

NEW

,.

Smallandex, 2 25 @ 8 00
. Marrow ....2 26 @ 2 60
Blue Pod...2 20 @ 2 50

@
@ 6 25
@ 5 25

Raising—
Blue¥ cask « «+. '@

@..

‘IS THE

FOR

00
00
00
vO

Apples,dried B.8X@ 12
do sliced.
..1J @.. 16
Jdo,aew¥bl 4 00 g 5 00
Bucter, ¥ Bb,
:
Vermont......30 @.. 40

F) 3 %

@..
@..
@ 1
@ .

g38
@s7
@84
@%6

Pickled..ooveees

go
veeedd @ 5 25
Lemons, ¥#bx 3(0 @ 4 40
Oranges......0 00 00 00

Layer ...»..000
GRAIN,

00
00
00
(0

Hogs, dressedl2};

extrfis.......5 50 @ 6 00

indescribable

NOW

0C @J8 00

@ 8 50

medium do: 6 (0 @ 6 50
choice do....7 0 @ 7 50
Southern,sup . «. @«¢ +o

and

Beef—NMess,
Western...16

Lard, bbl, B.,19%
Hams smokedl8}

& 7 50
@ 4 75

nausea,

misery are among its terrible offspring.

all the coup de grace with TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT

Kereosene.......00 @.. 38

@ 7 50

com.extras..5 v0 @ 5 50

Brandywine 0 00
Rye Flour....5 60
Corn Meal....5 00
FRUIT.
Almonds—
Soft Shell.....15
Shelled.......36

nervous debility,

SELTZER APERIENT which renovates and regulates
the bowels, tones the stomach, and is a sure remedy
for indigestion and all its concomitants.
2t1
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Lard keg,be......

medium do..6 00 g 6 50

8 w

o

Crude. ceeesss.19 @.. 20
Refined. eeee.e 84 @.. 86°

Pork,
Extra Clear.37
Clear......456
Mess, best.33
Prime .... 26

St.Louis, sup... .. @.. ..
extra brand
5 50 @ 6 00

ghoice Balt.

“Their Name is Legion.”
Dyspepsia is the
parent of more evils than flew out of Pandora's box,
Biliousness, sour stomach, headache, constipation,

Family ....20 00 g23 00

MEAL,

choice do....7 00
Illinois and Ohio,
choice extra, 8 00
Mich. and Indiana
choice extra. 7 00
Canada,super 4 25

THE Jiftieth, Annus) Course of Lectures, in the
Medical School of Maine, will commence Febru.
ary 17, 1870, and continne sixteen weeks.
:
irculars containing full information may be had
on applying to the Secretary,
«C.F, BRACKETT, M. D., Sec'y.,
Jan. 1870, &
Brunswick, Maine,

00

wall, and 'lay a course of drain tiles in the bot-

A New Devotional Gift-Book.

the refined and complicated

Cuba, tart..eiee.. @.

WOOL,
New York¥ B..46 @
Ohio.sessese
in 0 @
T Ke@B.ereees 1] 0 18%
Vermont.......46 @
Tierces
18% @ 18% Unwashed......25 @
sesasnsens
essere nnsenn
‘Sheep Pelts.. 150 ¢
BRIGHT
CATTLE MARKET,

already been erected, and water appears on the
cellar bottom, the most satisfactory way to render the bottom dry is te sink a channel nearly a
foot deep entirely around the cellar, close to the

along toward the middle of the cellar.—ManwJacturer and Builder.

[}

ind

matter.

vise our farmers, in some places, especially
in
new forest lands, recently cleared, and on low
lands, to make a trial of this experiment, and
see whether it is not deserving of the high rec-

a rich. glossy appearance, and the whole flock is
at once in the best possible health and spirits.
This recipe is sold by various parties, under
such names as the ‘Poultry Keeper’s Friend,”
the ‘*Universal Poultry:-Drops,” afc. Our readers are welcome to it” for nothing.
We notice
“dry
very

of vegetable

MOLASSES,

Moulds..ve..
2% @ 15%
Sperm..isesecedt @.. 48
AQARARING. 223 @..-35

FLO

are injured by a disturbance of their roots may
be started and afterwards readily and safely removed to the open ground.
It is not improbable

dundancy

and

four hundred and forty-two lives
besides two hundred and eightyinjuries,
f
Puris Comptes Rendes we learn that

Their component

there is not the

them that appertains to fruit.

Lime

mined. It is estimated that in'the Schuylkill coal
region of Pennsylvania three lives are lost for
every ore hundred thousand tons

the

Severs] wo
viemed and otherwise, have
been offered for boxes in which such plants as

Attend to the hennery; paint the roosts thoroughly. with kerosene or petroleum oil. Clean
out the nest boxes, and whitewash them thoroughly inside and out; put in fresh nests, and
sprinkle in each a handful of flour of sulphur.
Clean up all the dung beneath the roosts, and
The phosphorescence of the sea, says M. Dachsprinkle fresh lime over the floor of the henemin, is due to electricity. The jnfusioria only
nery.
Care in this quarter is also absolutely
act as points do in well-known electrical experinecessary, and unless it is taken, a stock of verments, The suggestionis ingenious but hardly
min-covered, diseased poultry will be the result.
explains all the phenomena; as, for example, } See that the fowls have a large water vessel
when the whole disc of a large medusa is lit up,
always
supplied with good, pure water, and
not with a flash as of a spark, but with a very
now is acapital time to prepare for them their
peculiar diffused light. The very word phosphorcondition drops with the following recipe: To
escence much better describes the appearance
half a pound of sulphate of iron add one ounce
than any that can be taken from the known
of diluted sulphuric acid and two gallons of
characteristics of electrical light.
In kind it rewater: let them stand fourteen days, and give to
sembles the peculiar flashes of auroral illuminathe chickens one teaspoonful to a pint of water
tion, but this again awaits explanation.
two or three times a week, and to fowls every
Eugene Sue was denied burial in consecrated
other day in the same proportion. The effect of
ground by the Catholic clergy, but his grave is these drops on poultry is wonderful; birds in
cared for by a wealthy hotel-keeper of Geneva,
moult are soon over with if, the feathers assume

mirer of the great French novelist pays a gardener three hundred francs a year to keep the grave
in order, and on the 3d of Aug., the anniversary
of Sue’s death, he causes the grave to he beautifully decked with flowers and garlands.
They are trying the experiment of cotton-raisingin England.
At the annual meeting of the
Cotton Supply Association at Manchester, some
fine cotton plantsraised by Sir Thomas Bagley
were exhibited. The Silk Supply Association

parts are known;

over

Fat Man.
Doctor, see how I waddle, and hear
me wheeze!
Can anything be done to remove
C—O.
this load?
I should weigh 160 pounds; whereas
We have known some farmers to make it a
I weigh 240 pounds.
practice for a succession of years to throw causDoctor.
If you will observe, for one year,
tic lime around their apple trees in the spring
these rules, you will come down
to the 160
and summer. We once noticed that a tree standpounds, and enjoy better health, with increased
ing in the immediate vicinity of our dwelling had
cheerfulness and activity: Reduce the quantity
all at once put forth with renewed energy, and
of your food one-quarter, and increase the pro- we were at a loss
for some
time to
deportion of animal food.
At the:end of. three
fine the cause.
On examination, we . found
months reduce the quantity another quarter.
that a quantity of lime, which had accidenRise early, sleeping little, and walking an-hour* .tally been spilled and rendered worthless by
before breakfast.
Exercise into a profuse perbecoming mixed with the refuse on the stable
spiration at least once a day.
floor, had been thrown atthe foot and around
Lean Man.
But, Doctor, what can be done
the tree; and to this, as the principal cause, we
for me?
I should weigh
160 pounds, but I can
immediately aceredited the reviviscence and reonly just turn 130!
id
newed fructification of the tree.
Doctor. Nothing is easigr, if you will observe
Taking the hint from the accident, we purchasa few simple rules: Eat freely of oat meal and
ed twelve casks of lime and applied half a bushGraham mush, cracked wheat, and stewed fruit.
el to each of the trees of our orchard, and found
Retire at 9 o'clock,
or if you are in a hurry to behit produced immediate beneficial effects. Both
come young and plump, go to bed at 8 o’clock,
the health of the trees and the quality of the fruit
and rise when you get ready.
Cultivate jovial
were greatly improved.
This application will be
fellows, and do your share of the laughing.—
especially beneficial to soils where there is a reDio Léwis, M. D.

commandant of the Cronstadt rtillery. The
gun was fired 314 times. Each projectile weighed 10 cwt., and the charge of powder required
was-130 Ib, The weight of the gun is about 50
tuns; the recoil was seven feet; the initial velocity, 1,120 feet per second, and the percussive force
at a distance of 50. feet about 10,000. tuns, The
official report states that this is the most powerful gun in Europe.

| who owns land in Savoy.

world; but they are earthly.

——

17th.
A bushel of plaster per acre, sown
broadcast over clover, wiil add from 20 to 100
per cent. to its produce.
18th.
The periodical application of ashes unleached, tends to keep up the integrity of the
soils, by supplying most, if not all,of therganic
substances.
v
19th. Thorough’ preparation of land is absolutely necessary to the successful and luxuriant
growth of crops.
20th.
Abundant crops cannot be grown on
the same land in succession unless fertilizing
matter is returned to itin equivalent proportion to those substances taken away.

Fat

influence

Boxes for Starting

the winter a saving of one-fourth of the food is
effected.
That is, one-fourth léss food is required than if they were exposed to the inclem-

>

psychological

us as when plucked from the straggling canes?
Yhe apple should be twisted from its
fostering twigQ
the- grape bunch nipped from
the ragged brown branch bound to the greenouse roof.—All the Year Round.

by producing them earlier, and by improvhealth of the neighborhood.
To manure or lime wet lands -is to
manure, lime and labor away.
Shallow ploughing operates t§ impoversoil, while decreasing production.

ency of the weather.

and

sits own triple leaves.

produce more and better

By stabling and shedding stock

a moral

like a golden weight for Mammon’s scales tastes
as much better than the same fruit cut by a silver

6th. . All highly concentrated animal mesHTEN

16th.

is older than the cutlet, and anterior to the fricandeau! its seed blew to us from Eden, ox fell to
us from the amaranthine gardens. Turtle soup
is sublime, and there are ragouts which exercise

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

PRICES.

CANDLES,

its sauce.

by the ministering

Really to enjoy fruit, one should pick one’s own
and eat it in appropriate scenery under the tree
from which itis gathered, or beside the bush
whereon it has grown.
The pear reached down
from the pliant bough, where it has long swung

5th.: Mold is indispensable in every soil, and
a healthy, supply can alone be preserved through
the cultivation of clover and the grasses, the
turning in of green crops, or by the application
of gpmposts rich in the elements of mold.
;

crops,
ing the
14th.
throw
15th.
ish the

mixed

spirits of garden and orchard; its color and shape
are of a lasting fashion; it contains essences never discovered, and wines as yet undreamed of; it

marl, if the land needs liming also.
4th. No lands can be preserved in a high state
of fertility, unless clover and the grasses are cul-

vajie by makingithem

BOSTON WHOLSALE

COLLEGE.

BOWDOIN

Markets.

For the weekending, Dec. 29, 1869.

It has been basted

the soft balmy sun has been

Its flavor has been

or it must be artificially supplied.
It matters
little whether it be supplied in the form of stone
lime, oyster shell lime, or marl.
2d. All permamentimprovement of lands must

soil that is not wet.
8th. All wetland should be drained.

i

fire has cooked it; to aturn.

#
1st. Allland on which clover or the grasses
are grown must either have lime in it naturally

look to lime as its basis.

The

Fruit requires no cooking; the great stationary

of Agriculture.

ers and 256,353 scholars.
Of these, 3314 schools
8d. Lands which have long been in culture
are regularly reported, with 204,253 scholars, of
will be benefited by application in the form of
which 192,227 were slaves.
The negroes sustain
bone dust, guano, native phosphate of lime, comwholly, or in part, 1681; own 759 buildings themposts of fish, ashes, or in oyster sheil lime or
selves, and are furnished 772 buildings by the |

site permission, to build a suitable reservoir in
some central location, with pipes running all
over, the city, and a hydrant, so to speak,in
frout of every building, if necessary, so that by
attaching a hose, any amount of gas can be turned on instantly, whenever a fire breaks. out.

the President fo the Supreme Court vacancy,
created by the death of Mr. Stanton.

that the Cuban Junta

description in the South is 5454, with 9503 teach-

New York City, propose,

The Hon. John A. Wells, a prominent lawyer
of Western Pennsylvania, is being:urged upon

they intend remaining for a few days.

schools of every

Carbonic acid gas is the inveterate enemy of
fire. Wherever it appeats, fire must disappear.
Taking advantage of this well knowa. antipathy,
the Empire
Fire Extinguishing
Company of

the foreign mails.
There are indications that the administration.
is making preparations to renew negotiations for
a settlement of the Alabama claims.

~

number of negro

Elements

fruit, once the only food of the early denizens of
the world, is now the mere crowning pleasureof

9th.
All grain cropsshould be harvested several days before the grain is thoroughly ripe.
10th.
Clgver, as well as other grasses intended for hay, should be mown when in bloom.
11th.
Sandy lands can be most effectually improved by clay. Ifsuch lands require liming, it
is best done by a compostoflime and clay. In
the spine near its connéction with
the head, Rn
tain cavities large enough to admit a man’s hard slacking lime, salt brine is better than water.
12th.
The chopping or grinding of grain to
and arm.
Smaller bones were picked up, some
ed to stock effects a savingof at least twentyof them supposed to be the bones of the feet.
per cent.
These detached joints were the size of a man’s dive
1h.
The draining of wet lands adds to their
fist.
:

that they will not carry the mails for the sea
postage after the reduction of rates, which goes

and another Tine of ocean steamers

The whole

Rural and Domestic,

<>

Paragraphs.
Copper articles, if immersed in molten sulphur
wherein lamp-black is suspended, become bronzed, and the effect remains after polishing.
Vulcanized Rubber, if ground to a powder and
then heated a second time to the same temperature as used in the vulcanization, becom®s. soft
and smooth, and may then be used for the manufacture of permament ink-rollers for printing,
and for other purposes requiring such a peculiar
paste.

5, 1870.
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